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ABSTRACT
WHY EDUCATION MATTERS:
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION AND INTERPRETIVE EXPERIENCES AT HIGH SCHOOL

SEPTEMBER 2018

SAMUEL VANSANT STODDARD
B.A., ITHACA COLLEGE
M.S., PACE UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by Professor Jesse Rhodes

Political scientists have long recognized educational attainment as a strong
predictor of voter turnout, but the mechanisms through which educational
experiences lead voters to the polls remain under-explored. This research begins
the process of opening the proverbial black box of education to understand the
specific types of scholastic experiences that encourage voting. Grounded in
previous findings by scholars of policy feedback and political socialization, I use a
mix of qualitative and quantitative data analyses to reveal that nonacademic high
school experiences can have powerful and lasting interpretive effects. Results show
that participants in performance and service-based extracurricular activities are
commonly recognized for their efforts and connected to their communities, leading
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to interpretations of dignity and efficacy. As a result, these young people tend to
embrace attitudes of active citizenship and are more likely than their peers to vote
in early adulthood. Further analyses uncover important variances in these effects
based on socioeconomic status, race, gender and later educational attainment;
overall, interpretive educational experiences have more profound impacts on the
voting behaviors of young citizens who may lack opportunities for positive political
socialization in their homes and communities. Unfortunately, those young
Americans whose participatory behaviors could be most impacted by uplifting
extracurricular experiences are also least likely to have access to and participate in
these programs.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The practical side of good citizenship is developed most successfully in school because
in miniature one is living in a society, and the conditions and problems of the larger
society are more easily reproduced and met and solved.
- Eleanor Roosevelt

After dismissing a class of political science majors one fall morning in 2014, I
chatted with students as I erased the board and gathered my belongings. As they
often do in political science classrooms, our discussions turned to current events
and the upcoming election. I was keenly aware of the lower turnout rates among
young people, particularly in nonpresidential elections, which garner less public
attention, and so I focused my efforts on encouraging the students present to vote.

“I always vote, every chance I get,” boasted Sarah, a young lady who had been
sitting in the front row.1 “I think it is so important to participate and have my voice
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heard.” She continued, a hint of superiority evident in her tone, “my brother never
votes; he says it doesn’t matter anyway, so why bother.”

I was intrigued. Despite my desire to nag them, it was not surprising to find
students of politics eager to head to the polls; as a political science major, Sarah had
likely developed an interest in civics before she ever sat down in her first political
science classroom. For most young people, such interests and habits are formed at
home, as they adopt the priorities and preferences of their parents, but Sarah’s
situation sounded less common: two siblings with opposite feelings toward their
roles in the democratic process, despite having received common stimuli at home.

“Why do you think you and your brother feel so differently?” I pressed. Sarah
responded that, for her, voting was important because she had grown up in Russia, a
country where elections are often corrupted or otherwise undemocratic, so when
she became a citizen of the United States, she was excited to vote in our democracy.
She wasn’t sure why her brother had failed to take on this attitude active
citizenship, but she found it regrettable.

Presuming that her brother must be older, I asked, “Did your brother go to
high school here?”

“Only for a little while,” she responded, “for most of his senior year, but I was
younger, started in ninth grade when we moved here”. Thinking about the
2

conversation later, I wondered whether this little natural experiment might suggest
an answer to an underappreciated mystery in political science: we know that
educational attainment is the single best predictor of voter turnout, but we have
only a limited understanding as to why the correlation is so strong. Sarah’s story
suggested a role for high schools in fomenting participation; had the years Sarah
spent in an American high school somehow helped to determine her turnout
behavior? As Sarah told me later, her experiences in high school had been generally
positive; she likely learned that she can make important contributions through her
efforts, that her efforts were noticed and valued. As an immigrant, Sarah’s story was
somewhat unique; for her, high school was an important opportunity to assimilate
into American public life. On the other hand, high school is a formative time for all
adolescents; just as immigrants who attend American public high schools surely
learn a lot about our civic life and public institutions from their scholastic
experiences, so too do their native-born peers. In fact, I soon came to suspect that
high school experiences are critical opportunities for all young people to develop
attitudes about community, public institutions, and their own roles as citizens.

Before coming to teach and study political science at the university level, I
taught at an underprivileged and poorly-administrated high school in Brooklyn,
New York. Thinking about Sara’s story led me to reflect on the experiences and
subsequent reactions I had seen in my secondary students, many of whom went on
to succeed despite the odds, perhaps in part, I like to think, thanks to teachers who
had worked hard to facilitate and celebrate their accomplishments. And inevitably, I
3

thought about the lasting impacts of my own experiences in an American public high
school, and those of my teenage peers. What was clear was that high schools are
often venues for far more than mere academic development; under the right
circumstances, they can be where young Americans develop into engaged citizens.
The investigation that follows is not about the assimilation of naturalized citizens, at
least not specifically; it is about the roles that public high schools can play in
assimilating all young people into their adult civic and political lives.

The Importance of High School Experiences

In developed nations across the world, the provision of universal secondary
education is seen as an essential function of government. The importance of this
service is evidenced by the vast sums of public money dedicated to public schools in
America, particularly at the state and local levels. Adolescence is a time of growth
and learning, and high schools are designed to provide structured venues where
young people can develop into prosperous adults. Of course, how such success is to
be defined, the specific goals of education, has been the subject of much policy and
theoretical debate.2 Nevertheless, educators and policymakers alike have long
recognized that schools inherently teach far more than just academics: they are
where young people develop their individual identities and learn to function as
members of communities. For most young people, high school is the first time they

2
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begin to shed their parents’ shadows and are tasked with independently navigating
a public institution and acting as a member of a community, albeit a smaller and
more insulated one than most will encounter as adults. They are adults in training,
and their experiences matter.

Political socialization research has singled out adolescence as a crucial time
for the development of lasting attitudes toward community and government. Just as
psychologists recognized adolescence as a unique and important developmental
stage (see, for example, Erikson 1968), during which values and critical thinking
skills emerge (Kohlberg 1976, Damon 1983), political scientists have surmised that
political values and preferences, as well as the habits they ultimately inform, are
also formed during young adulthood (Merelman 1969; Easton and Dennis 1967;
Jennings and Niemi 1968, 1974 and 1975). While these attitudes and behaviors may
wax and wane as young people become more politically sophisticated (Beck and
Jennings 1991), they are generally recognized as extremely sticky, tending to
strengthen over time and ultimately becoming static as individuals advance into
adulthood (Converse 1969, 1976; Plutzer 2002).

Political socialization research has largely fallen out of favor in recent
decades, and little attention has been paid in the academy to understanding the
roles scholastic experiences can have in determining participatory behaviors like
voting. Instead, political scientists have been satisfied by a simple correlation:
greater educational attainment leads to greater likelihood of turnout. This
5

correlation is strong and consistent. Among the demographic factors assessed by
the U.S. Census Bureau in 2010, educational attainment was the single best
predictor of voter turnout; that year, a citizen holding an advanced degree was
nearly three times more likely to vote than one who had failed to complete high
school (U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 2010). Certainly, other
demographic factors such as income, age, occupation, gender and race are also
correlated with both educational attainment and voter turnout, but no single
variable consistently predicts participation in elections better than how far people
reach in their educational careers. Unfortunately, to paraphrase a common adage,
unquestioned reliance on this correlation has come at the expense of our
understanding of its causation. Only Rolfe (2012) has offered a theoretical
justification for role of attainment in fostering turnout, one based on social
networks. Otherwise, the focus on educational attainment as a proxy for the totality
of individuals’ educational experiences has been based more on convenience than
theory.

Given the emphasis researchers place on education as a predictor of political
behavior, a more complete understanding of how schools shape civic attitudes and
political participation habits is essential, and it is for this reason that I pursued the
research that follows. I seek to open the proverbial black box of educational effects
to assess the specific mechanisms that link education to voting behavior. In short, I
set out to answer the question: why does education matter?

6

The Problem with Educational Attainment

Political scientists have made surprisingly few attempts to seriously
understand the educational experiences represented by variables that quantify
levels of educational attainment. Instead, scholars have accepted attainment as an
indicator of political activity because the measure is conveniently easy to quantify.
For decades, scholars interested explaining political participation in a variety of
ways have taken for granted the fact that educational attainment fosters political
participation, controlling for it in their work (see, for example, Olsen 1970, Putnam
1995, Leighley and Vedlitz 1999, Mutz 2002, Barreto and Munoz 2003, among many
others). This lack of attention to detail has been reinforced by recent studies that
have diminished the roles of students’ actual experiences, arguing that education
generally is given undue credit due to its correlation with previously unrecognized
variables (see, for example, Rolfe 2012), or simply that education can be eliminated
from traditional models of turnout using more sophisticated methods of
quantitative analysis (Kam and Palmer 2008, but also see Mayer 2011 for a
refutation).

As a predictor of political activity, educational attainment makes education
easy to quantify and compare across school districts, states, and even nations; for
this reason it is widely accepted despite the obvious fact that educational
7

experiences vary greatly at every level of attainment, even those that are most
ubiquitous, like secondary education. Unlike incomes, another control variable
commonly included in studies of participatory behavior, individuals’ educational
experiences are not interchangeable; individuals who reach equivalent levels of
attainment have qualitatively different experiences as students. This disparity is
true across schools, as localized funding schemes create massive disparities in the
quality of the secondary institutions American students attend, but it is also true
within schools, as individual students’ experiences vary greatly. Not all students
enjoy the rich arrays of programs and activities top schools can provide,
opportunities that prepare those fortunate enough to have them to lead successful
adult lives and, I believe, become active citizens. In short, not all educational
experiences are equal, and scholars should not presume the effects of these
experiences to be equal either. The high school diplomas Americans earn represent
a vast variety of experiences, some of which may be ideal for fostering political
participation, others of which may lack such stimuli. Given this variation, it is
difficult to argue that the effects of education on participation, regardless of how
political scientists may choose to conceive of them, could be consistently quantified
by measuring how far individuals advance in our educational system.

Political scientists interested in truly understanding why education matters
should focus less on the amount of education individuals experience, separating
those who have reached higher levels of attainment from those who have not, and
more on the types of experiences they have had. Such a shift demands research
8

focused not on the postsecondary level, which many Americans never reach, but on
the secondary level, a stratum of education nearly all American citizens experience.
We already know that American high school students are divided between those
who enjoy quality secondary experiences at schools that offer myriad opportunities
for personal growth and achievement, and those who languish in poorly maintained,
mismanaged institutions that provide few opportunities for such growth and
accomplishment. This research takes these differences seriously and does not
presume that such disparities are consequential only because they lead more
fortunate students to continue their educations while others do not. The
experiences students have along the way matter, not just where they finish.

How Do Educational Experiences Encourage Voting?

Most scholars who have investigated the impacts of educational experiences
have understood school attendance as purely academic, asserting that education
matters for political participation because schools are venues for resource
development. In other words, schools teach knowledge or skills that facilitate
political involvement by motivating and empowering young citizens. One such idea,
advocated by Galston (2001, 2004) and many education policymakers, asserts that
there is one particular type of instruction that engenders future political activity:
civics. This course material, to which high school students are most commonly
exposed as part of their senior year social studies curricula, has taken on decreased
9

importance as schools have faced budget constraints and educational priorities have
increasingly stressed performance on standardized math and English exams. For
these reasons, assessing the role of political knowledge development in fostering
turnout is important for education policymakers as well as political scientists.
However, while quantitative assessments of civic instruction have found that it can
produce small but significant increases in political knowledge (Niemi and Junn,
1998, Campbell and Niemi 2016), no researcher has successfully linked classroom
civic instruction to any particular form of political behavior.

Verba, Scholzman and Brady (1995) proposed a wider view of resource
development, known as the Civic Voluntarism Model, which asserts that the skills
young people learn at school can also be useful in the political arena. When applied
to secondary education, this broader conception of resource effects expands the
search for participatory mechanisms beyond the social studies classroom to
consider other academic experiences. The authors argued that people who actively
participate in community or other social groups are provided with opportunities to
learn and develop the types of skills and other attributes that help them to
participate effectively in politics. Much of their analysis on the impact of
participation centered on experiences with private organizations such as churches;
nevertheless, the model presented is applicable to any venue where participants
develop and practice communication and organization skills, and it could also help
us to understand the participatory impact of experiences at school. The authors
identify four specific occasions for civic skill development that typically take place
10

within institutions: writing a letter, attending a meeting where decisions are made,
planning and organizing a meeting, and making a speech or presentation. Notably,
Verba and colleagues are clear to state that while these experiences take place “in
the context of activities that have nothing to do with politics,” they provide skills
that transfer easily to political settings (Verba et al. 1995, pg. 310). Though the
political knowledge derived from schooling is likely exclusive to civics instruction, a
wider variety of academic experiences may offer students opportunities to acquire
the useful civic skills.

The Civic Voluntarism Model certainly helps to explain one way educational
experiences can help young Americans to grow into active leaders and volunteers in
civic and political affairs. Young people who learn to communicate effectively and
help to organize groups of people around a common cause are able to advocate and
volunteer more effectively. But do the abilities to communicate and organize
effectively encourage voting? The theoretical case is not as strong. Voting is
designed to be an equalizing institution; each citizen can cast a single vote, and
electoral efficacy appears less dependent than other forms of participation on the
ability to exercise advanced academic skills at any particular level of effectiveness.
That is not to say that skills have no role in determining turnout; bureaucratic
obstacles in particular are more easily navigated by those with greater organization
and communication skills. Still, the strength of the impact of skills development on
voting behavior is unclear, and thus worthy of further investigation.

11

Distinct from the school of theories based on resource acquisition, Rolfe
(2012) posited a theory based on social networks to explain the connection between
voting and education. Unlike the theories detailed above, which are based on what
students learn at school, Rolfe’s model is based on the ultimate outcomes of
education, and specifically on levels of educational attainment. She asserts that
educational attainment is a good predictor of voter turnout because Americans who
go further in their educations tend to have occupations and other professional and
social connections that situate them in networks made up of people who vote at
higher levels. The importance of network effects is also highlighted in the Civic
Voluntarism Model presented by Verba and colleagues, which identifies invitations
to join civic organizations as an essential factor in determining whether particular
citizens are presented with opportunities to develop the types of skills described
above. Immediate social contexts influence participation habits, and so, to the
extent that the networks in which adult citizens find themselves are based on
previous educational attainment, networks offer some insight into the connection
between education and civic engagement. Nevertheless, it is undeniable that
education also matters for voting based on the experiences young Americans have
along the way, not only based on the levels they ultimately reach. In seeking to
understand why education matters for voting, my research focuses specifically on
the impacts of young citizens’ high school experiences. I assess support for the
theories based on resource effects, and I also propose a new theory of educational
effects, one that broadens our conception of relevant scholastic experiences beyond
academic outcomes.
12

High School Experiences as Interpretive Experiences

As discussed above, political socialization literature recognizes the high
school years as the primary time during which political identities are formed and
solidified, and yet, no theory of educational effects has sought to understand how
secondary school experiences might foster these attitudes. If we accept that
political values and beliefs are formed during high school, we are still left to wonder
exactly what types of scholastic experiences contribute to this development. Policy
feedback theory suggests an answer by illustrating how the experiences citizens
have interacting with government lead them to adopt attitudes that either
encourage or discourage civic participation (Soss 1999, Mettler 2002 and 2005).
Building on work by Skocpol (1991), Pierson (1993), Schneider and Ingram (1997),
and Soss (1999), Mettler (2002) proposed that experiences interacting with
government through the administration of government programs impact citizens’
perceptions of themselves and their feelings toward their communities and
American government in general; these she labeled interpretive effects, the results
of what I deem interpretive experiences. Mettler’s interviews with recipients of the
G.I. Bill revealed that feelings of dignity reported by participants in that program
encouraged them to become more politically conscious, even to adopt feelings of
civic duty. Thus, policy feedback theory points toward dignifying interpretive
experiences as one way in which interactions with public institutions can foster
13

lasting civic predispositions. For the purposes of my research into scholastic
experiences, policy feedback theory indicates that the connection between
education and turnout may be based on how effectively schools lead adolescents to
adopt interpretations of dignity.

As demonstrated by Campbell (2006), educational experiences can be
interpretive experiences. Beyond the opportunities for resource development and
network building schools provide, educational experiences also teach students a lot
about their relationships to their communities and their statuses as citizens. For
most young Americans, high school is their first opportunity to act as autonomous
individuals within communities, the first time they have direct interactions with a
government institution. Dignifying high school experiences may lead young people
to see value in communities, public institutions and their own active participation in
these collectives, attitudes that manifest as eagerness to continue to actively engage
with institutions and communities when they become adults. Those who feel
respected and dignified as they attend the one government institution that most
dominates their formative teenage years may come to expect valuable experiences
from future interactions with other governmental institutions, including our
representative democracy. As they grow into adults, these young citizens would
welcome new opportunities to participate in community affairs and politics. The
interpretations young people derive from their high school experiences may also be
more lasting than resource effects, powerful enough to influence lifetimes of
attitudes toward government and determine whether they become habitually active
14

citizens, or whether they perceive little value in such efforts and thus fail to seek out
opportunities to participate.
Why Education Matters

In this research, I ask a crucial question that has often been overlooked: how
does education lead to voting? Or simply, why does education matter? I also
propose a new answer: the theory of interpretive experiences. Based on lessons
from political socialization literature, and rooted in policy feedback theory, the
theory of interpretive experiences asserts that when people participate in public
institutions and see that their contributions are honored and worthwhile, they will
be more likely to participate in civic endeavors in the future. For the purposes of
this research, the theory of interpretive experiences indicates that young people
who have scholastic experiences that publicly honor their achievements and
connect them to their schools and broader communities will be more likely to vote
as adults. Therefore, education matters because the experiences young Americans
have at school are interpretive, that is, they create lasting and influential attitudes
about public institutions, community and citizenship.

Still, a puzzle must be acknowledged: if it is educational experiences, and not
educational attainment, that engender political participation, why does educational
attainment so strongly predict political activity? After all, while nearly all
Americans attend high school, far fewer move on to higher education, and those
who do reach higher levels of attainment also tend to be active citizens. This
15

correlation, however substantiated, is not a causal explanation (Kam and Palmer
2008, Berinsky and Lenz 2011); in fact, few scholars have ventured to suggest what
it is about higher education in particular that may encourage political engagement
(but see Stroup et al. 2013, Fox and Lawless 2014). Instead, I propose that like
political participation, participation in higher education is also highly influenced by
the quality of secondary school experiences. Individuals who have uplifting high
school experiences, those that instill dignity and positive interpretations of public
institutions, are not just more likely to participate in politics, they are also more
likely to continue their educations at institutions of higher learning.3 It is also
notable that many postsecondary educational institutions are public, and nearly all
feature cohesive insular communities, further suggesting that the impressions
young people form regarding their own participation in such public institutions and
communities during high school are determinative of the decisions they make to
participate in similar public arenas going forward. It is no coincidence that those
who advance to higher levels of educational attainment also tend to vote more
consistently; it is because they learned during high school that their involvement in
public institutions and communities is worth the effort.

Particular types of positive scholastic experiences may lead individuals to
adopt lasting attitudes that encourage political participation, what policy feedback
theorists call civic predisposition, but what experiences are these? I set out to

See Chapter 5 for more on how interpretive experiences at high school are related to
postsecondary attendance.
3
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uncover and document these interpretive educational experiences. Lessons from
political socialization tell me where to look for these experiences: they happen
during adolescence, when nearly all Americans are in high school. Lessons from
policy feedback theory tell me what types of experiences to look for: interactions
with government institutions that foster feelings of dignity as individuals interpret
their roles as citizens.

My Research

I use observations, interviews and quantitative data to assess how secondary
schools can foster future voter turnout through interpretive experiences. First, I
consider a wide variety of scholastic experiences and assess support for the roles of
both resource effects and interpretive effects in encouraging active citizenship. My
analysis reveals support for the theory of interpretive experiences as it applies to
secondary education. Instead of focusing on what happens inside classrooms,
where both resources and interpretations are likely developed, I focus on purely
interpretive experiences by examining a variety of nonacademic extracurricular
experiences students can have during high school. Educational effects extend
beyond mere resource development, and my qualitative work focuses on the
specific characteristics of students’ nonacademic scholastic experiences and their
reactions to these experiences. In doing so, I uncover important avenues through
which schools can serve to connect young people to their communities, illustrate
17

their roles as citizens, demonstrate the value of their efforts, and ultimately foster
future voter turnout.

In the chapters that follow, I use my quantitative and qualitative data to
better understand the impacts of specific extracurricular high school experiences on
relevant attitudes and later voter turnout. In Chapter 2, I begin by assessing the
impacts of students’ academic experiences; while my quantitative analyses reveal
correlation between certain measures related to academic experiences and voting, I
conclude that the resources students gain through academic experiences cannot
fully account for the correlation between education and voting. Instead, the
development of attitudes through educational experiences also must be examined.
To isolate these interpretive effects, I focus my research on nonacademic aspects of
students’ high school educations. In Chapters 3 and 4, I assess a variety of
extracurricular school experiences to better understand the types of programs that
foster attitudes of active citizenship, community involvement and patriotism, and
ultimately lead young Americans to vote. Chapter 3 examines participation in
interscholastic sports; Chapter 4 examines participation in other performancebased activities as well as a variety of types of school clubs. As I soon discover,
particular attention must be paid to experiences that honor student achievements
and connect students to their communities. In each of these chapters, care is taken
to separate those experiences that appear to have strong interpretive effects from
those that do not in order to isolate the characteristics of positive interpretive
educational experiences. Chapter 5 assesses the critical effects hypothesis, which
18

suggests that interpretive educational experiences are bound to carry more
influence for young people who lack sources of political socialization in their home
and community lives. Finally, Chapter 6 places my findings in the current state of
American public education, considers the goals of American public education,
discusses how educators and policymakers can better encourage active citizenship,
and suggests further avenues for the study of interpretive educational experiences.
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CHAPTER 2
BEYOND RESOURCE EFFECTS

In this chapter, I begin to use my own quantitative analyses to unpack the
important role high schools can play in fostering later voter turnout. I begin with
the most prominent theory that has been previously suggested regarding the
connection between education and political participation: resource effects. Could
resource development during high school explain the connection between education
and voting? Previous research has suggested two avenues by which the academic
resources young people gain at school might affect their future likelihood of voting.
First, students who take civics courses during high school gain knowledge of our
political system that may facilitate participation (Niemi and Junn 1998, Campbell
and Niemi 2016); second, high school students learn academic skills related to
communicating and organizing around particular interests or concerns that may
facilitate active involvement in elections and other political efforts (Verba et al
1995). I test these theories using original quantitative data analyses. While my
analyses appear to reveal strong support for the impact of measures of resource
development on voting, there are two reasons to take pause. First, as has been
acknowledged in previous studies of resource development, increases in political
knowledge tend to fade over time, a trend that stands in contrast to the lifelong
impact of education on voting. Second, based on policy feedback literature, there is
reason to believe that schools provide opportunities for the development of civic
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attitudes as well as knowledge and abilities. The relationship between the
education and voter turnout throughout voters’ lives may be based more on the
acquisition of these attitudes than the development of useful resources.

I propose that scholars expand their conceptions of the impacts educational
experiences to include the development of attitudes as well as resources. I identify
three such values that prove to be closely associated with voting behavior: active
citizenship, community involvement, and patriotism. I then reveal that the
development of knowledge and skills at high school is accompanied by the
formation of interpretations about active citizenship, community involvement and
patriotism. The strength of the correlation between academic development and
attitude development confirms that scholastic experiences can be interpretive
experiences. Next, I will turn to an investigation that uncovers the types of
secondary educational experiences that foster voter turnout through interpretive
experiences. My analyses in the chapters that follow demonstrate that the
interpretive effects of educational experiences are real, that they are informed by
nonacademic high school experiences, and that they matter for voting.

The Case for Knowledge Effects

Any attempt to understand the impact of educational experiences on voting
must begin with an evaluation of the theory of resource effects. A landmark study
21

by Niemi and Junn (1998) established that instruction in civics during high school
leads to increased political knowledge, as measured by the 1988 National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP); these results are similar to those found
in early work by Langton and Jennings (1968) and have more recently been
reinforced by Campbell and Niemi (2016). Unfortunately, the increases in political
knowledge uncovered in these studies, despite having been heralded by the authors
as noteworthy, are decidedly modest and temporary. Niemi and Junn found that
students who took civics classes during their senior years scored four percentage
points higher on the NEAP’s assessment of political knowledge than did their
counterparts who never took such courses, but students who had taken civics prior
to their senior years retained less political knowledge, scoring only two points
better. A slightly greater impact was recognized by Campbell and Niemi, who found
that high school seniors who live in states that require passage of competency tests
in civics as prerequisites to high school graduation scored 11% higher on a separate
test of political knowledge; notably, all states that administer competency tests in
civics, whether or not these tests are tied to graduation, also require that students
receive civics instruction as part of their senior year social studies curricula.4
However, these authors also found that the effect of civic instruction on knowledge
fades over time; 18 to 24 year-olds who had been required to take civics

Campbell and Niemi (2016) found that the effect of taking a competency test in civics was also
significant for students in states that did not require passage of this test for graduation, though
with a slightly lower coefficient indicating an increase in political knowledge of 8%.
4
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competency tests during the 12th grade did not demonstrate greater knowledge
than did their peers.5

The modest increases in knowledge and consistently sharp drop-offs in
retention over time demonstrated by previous studies of the impact of civic
instruction are reason to question the theory of knowledge effects. Of course, the
theory that formal instruction leads to some increased knowledge of any academic
subject matter is difficult to deny. Nevertheless, while at least temporary increases
in knowledge of our political system surely result from civics instruction, it is not
clear that this increased knowledge ultimately leads to voting. Based on the current
body of research, further assessment is required to understand the extent to which
increased political knowledge acquisition can explain the strong and lasting
connection between education and voter participation.

In order to quantitatively demonstrate the relationship between students’
experiences in high school, when they are legal minors and ineligible to vote, and
their later behavior as politically independent adults, a longitudinal data set is
necessary. Sears and Levy (2003) advise that a clearer picture of socialization
emerges through longitudinal studies, in which the same subjects are examined at
These results are null regardless of whether passage of this civics test was a graduation
requirement and confirm a rapid decay in political knowledge resulting from civics instruction.
Only subsets of students who are otherwise exposed to fewer factors outside of school that
encourage political participation, namely Latinos and immigrants, were found to have
significantly greater political knowledge in young adulthood as a result of having taken a
competency test in civics, and having received corresponding instruction, during the 12th grade.
This theory, known by the authors as the “compensation hypothesis”, and alternatively called
“critical effects” (Mettler 2002), is explored further in Chapter 5.
5
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several moments in time, making assessment of the causal relationship between
temporally disparate inputs and outputs possible (see, for example, Jennings and
Niemi 1975). I used data from the National Education Association’s National
Educational Longitudinal Study of 2002 (NELS), a large-sample panel study
composed of four rounds of surveys over ten years, beginning when respondents
were in the tenth grade in 2002.6 The study’s panel design, large sample and
extensive variety of data sourcing are ideal for examining the long-term effects of
high school experiences.

In 2006, approximately 44% of NELS respondents reported having voted in
the 2004 presidential election, while about 43% reported that they did not vote;
notably this turnout rate is consistent with estimates of voter turnout among 18 to
24 year-olds in that election. Also in 2006, approximately 42% reported that they
had voted in a state or local election within the past two years, while nearly 45%
reported that they had not. When asked these questions again in 2012,
approximately 45% reported having voted in the 2008 presidential election, a
number that is again in line with turnout estimates among young Americans that
year, but only around 28% reported having voted in a state or local election.7

See Appendix A for more on the National Educational Longitudinal Study of 2002.
The most logical explanation for the disparity in reported state and local turnout between
2006 and 2012 is that many respondents initially failed to differentiate federal elections from
state or local contests, only recognizing the difference after several years of voting experience;
notably, the 2004 presidential election took place during the same time period about which
respondents were questioned regarding state or local voting as part of the 2006 survey, while
the 2008 election was outside of the period respondents were asked about in regards to state or
local elections in 2012.
6
7
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In conducting any quantitative analysis of the correlation between
educational experiences and voting, it is important to recognize that variances in
turnout are also explained by a variety factors unrelated to high schools, chief
among them family and home characteristics. My analyses also take these into
account, as they can easily overwhelm the impact of a student’s experiences at
school; for example, a student who has politically active parents is likely to vote as
an adult, even if such encouragement is not reinforced at school. In the analyses
that follow, I include several measures to control for the influence respondents’
home environments: their parents’ level of education, as measured by the highest
level of attainment achieved by either of a respondents’ parents8; home literacy
resources, a measure of the number of books and magazines in respondents’ homes,
as reported by their parents in 2002; how often respondents’ discussed current
events with their parents, as reported by respondents during the second round of
surveys in 2004; and two composite measures of respondents’ socioeconomic
statuses, measured in 2002 and 2004. All of these measures are highly significant
and positively correlated with the each of my dependent variables, the measures of
voter turnout discussed above, when tested individually in logit regression models.

I am aware of apparent contradiction in simultaneously criticizing reliance on educational
attainment as a predictor of political participation, while also relying on it myself to control for
the influence of respondents’ parents on turnout. However, as discussed in Chapter 1,
educational attainment is correlated with voter turnout, and thus a useful control measure. The
problem is not use of attainment as a control, but that attainment is only a proxy for the causal
mechanisms that create active voters, and its unquestioned use has become so ubiquitous that it
now serves to obscure the interpretive mechanisms primarily responsible.
8
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The NELS offers two measures reflecting the extent of respondents’
instruction in civics during high school: the number of years of social studies
required for respondents to graduate high school and whether social studies was
tested as part of a 12th grade competency test. Notably, for all NELS respondents
who took a 12th grade social studies competency test, passage was required by
respondents’ schools, districts or states in order to graduate9. The number of years
of social studies students are required to take is a telling measure of instruction in
civics because high school civics is most often taught as part of senior year social
studies curricula; thus, only students who take four years of social studies are likely
to have had significant instruction in civics. This measure is also important because
previous studies have suggested that the knowledge gained through civics
instruction may be fleeting (Niemi and Junn 1998, Campbell and Niemi 2016);
instruction in civics that takes place before the 12th grade may not impact later
voting behavior because most of the resulting gains in knowledge are not retained
into adulthood. Whether social studies was tested on a required 12th grade
competency test is also an important indication of the quality of respondents’ civic
instruction during high school. As mentioned above, all states that administer tests
of student competency in civics during the 12th grade also provide instruction in
civics during that final year of high school, and students who take these tests and are
exposed to the corresponding instruction demonstrate more political knowledge, at
least initially (Campbell and Niemi 2016). I use logit regression to assess the

Campbell and Niemi (2016) found a stronger impact on knowledge when passage of a civics
competency test is required for graduation; unfortunately, the lack of variance in the NELS data
left me unable to reassess this finding.
9
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impacts of the measures of knowledge acquisition described above on respondents’
voting behavior; results are displayed in Table 2.1 below.

Table 2.1 – Voting by Knowledge Development, Logit Regressions10
Voting in State
or Local
Elections 2006
Years of Social
Studies

Social Studies on
Required Test

Voting in 2004
Presidential
Election

Voting in State
or Local
Elections 2012

Voting in 2008
Presidential
Election

-.001
(.007)

-.002
(.007)

-.003
(.007)

n = 8837

n = 8822

n = 7584

-.015*
(.008)
-.003
n = 7583

.206***
(.063)
.051
n = 4270

.155**
(.064)
.038
n = 4257

.253***
(.069)
.061
n = 3616

.140**
(.071)
.032
n = 3616

The number of years of social studies instruction respondents received had
no impact on voter turnout, perhaps because this measure is an inaccurate measure
of exposure to civics.11 The more accurate measure of exposure to civics instruction
is taking a 12th grade competency test in social studies, and the results for this
measure are striking. There is a strong and significant relationship between having
taken a 12th grade competency test that included social studies and later voting.

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant; changes in predicted probabilities for those
effects found to be statistically significant are listed in italics below standard errors. Note that
only results for independent variables of interest are featured; each cell displays results from a
distinct model of voting. Control variables representing respondents’ home literary resources,
parents’ educational attainment, discussion of current events with parents, and two measures of
socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and one from 2004, were also included in each model.
11 While nearly all civics instruction takes place in the 12th grade, not all 12th grade social studies
instruction is in civics.
10
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This finding is important, as previous studies have not quantitatively demonstrated
a link between secondary civics instruction and voter turnout. In this case, the
relevant variable is taking a competency test that includes social studies material as
a requirement for graduation, but these tests are proxies for instruction in civics.
The inclusion of social studies on such a test was a highly significant predictor of
greater voter turnout for all four of the measures assessed; furthermore, the
changes in predicted probabilities of voting are large, indicating that having taken
such a test can increase the likelihood of turnout by as much as 6%.12 The changes
in predicted probabilities also demonstrate that taking a senior year social studies
test has a comparatively greater impact on voting in state and local elections,
contests for which overall turnout rates are generally lower. This finding makes
sense; as encouragement to turnout in these elections is less ubiquitous, the
experience of civics instruction is more likely to be a determining factor in turnout
behavior. The impact of having taken a competency test in social studies is also
lasting, dramatically increasing the likelihood of voting even eight years after the
experience of learning about civics and taking a related competency test.13
Importantly, this demonstrated relationship between civics instruction and voting
stands in contrast to previous studies of political knowledge, which have

Again, because there is no theoretical reason to believe that the actual experience of taking a
test affects voting behavior, I treat this measure as a proxy for the instruction that always
precedes such a test.
13 The 2012 presidential election, the most recent for which turnout habits were surveyed in the
NELS, took place more than eight years after respondents who took 12th grade competency tests
in social studies were exposed to civics instruction in 2004.
12
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consistently demonstrated that increases in knowledge are only temporary (Niemi
and Junn 1998, Campbell and Niemi 2016).

An important distinction must be drawn: while previous studies sought to
assess only the impact that civics instruction has on political knowledge, my models
assess impact on voting behavior. While I initially expected that measures of civics
instruction and testing would act as indicators of the effect political knowledge has
on turnout behavior, previous studies documenting the fleeting nature of political
knowledge gained from secondary civics instruction are difficult to reconcile with
these results. If previous studies are correct, and political knowledge gained from
civics instruction fades rather quickly, why is the effect of civics instruction on
voting behavior more permanent? Perhaps the theory of political knowledge
acquisition is not sufficient to understand the full effects of civics instruction.
Students who are exposed to civics instruction may gain some other encouragement
to vote beyond mere political knowledge, a form of encouragement that has a more
lasting impact on turnout. From these results, I began to suspect that the more
lasting impact of civics instruction manifests as attitudes, not knowledge.

The Case for Skills Effects

Turning to the other half of the theory of resource effects, Verba and
colleagues (1995) assert that involvement in community-based institutions can help
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citizens to acquire and practice skills that are useful in civic and political arenas, and
thereby encourage participation. The authors focus on skills development is
primarily centered on adult participation in public institutions, but the types of
skills they identify are often first developed during high school. The authors specify
four occasions for civic skill development within institutions: writing a letter,
attending a meeting where decisions are made, planning and organizing a meeting,
and making a speech or presentation. Verba and colleagues generally conceived of
these communication and organization skills as prerequisites to volunteer
involvement, not voting.14 Could these skills also encourage voting among citizens
who use them to more effectively navigate the system, engage with political
campaigns, or participate in other electorally relevant activities? The theory has
merit, but there are also important differences between voting and volunteering
that should be acknowledged. Voting is the most ubiquitous form of political
participation precisely because it is far more accessible than other forms of
involvement; the costs related to voter turnout, as measured in terms of time and
other resources required, while significant, are generally less cumbersome than
those required for other forms of participation. Indeed, current and historical
efforts to restrict the franchise notwithstanding, a wide array of laws and practices
are implemented across the nation specifically to ensure that Americans can

Note that the model of participation developed by Verba and colleagues also asserts that the
social networks individuals are exposed to through participation in organizations such as
churches play an important role in encouraging participation. This immediate contextual
influence would not be part of the impact secondary education may have on voting behavior
years after citizens graduate from high school.
14
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participate in elections despite any difficulties individuals may have communicating
or otherwise completing the process of submitting their ballots.15

In light of the differences acknowledged above, it is important to examine the
extent to which opportunities to develop organization and communication skills
serve to promote voting, as they have been shown to do for other forms of
participation. The NELS includes several measures indicative of development of the
types of communication and organization skills found to have an important role in
fostering civic activity by Verba and colleagues. Organization and communication
skills may be learned and practiced through participation in many types of classes
or school activities, but these important abilities are most directly part of every
American high school student’s instruction in English, also commonly referred to as
language arts. Probably due to increased attention toward literacy instruction in
recent decades, the NELS includes a useful variety of measures of the skills
respondents developed in their English classes. These include several measures
indicating respondents’ tenth grade English teachers’ opinions of the respondents’
academic participation and abilities, as measured during the initial round of surveys
in 2002: how often they are attentive in class, how well they organize ideas, how
well they use grammar, how well they use appropriate detail, and how well they

Examples of laws and practices designed to equalize access to the franchise include extended
voting hours and early voting days, as well as provisions to accommodate citizens with physical
or mental disabilities and those who speak other languages. Unlike volunteering, voting is a
constitutional right; no such statutory provisions are available to those who face barriers to
participation as volunteers, donors or other roles.
15
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express critical or creative thoughts.16 In the same initial survey, the respondents
were also asked how often they were able to master skills in their English classes.
Finally, the NELS includes a measure of respondents’ scores on a standardized
reading test, administered when the respondents were in the 10th grade.17 18 I use
logit regression to assess the impacts of the measures of skills acquisition described
above on respondents’ voting behavior; results are displayed in Table 2.2 below.

Table 2.2 – Voting by Skills Development, Logit Regressions19
Voting in State
or Local
Elections 2006

Voting in 2004
Presidential
Election

Voting in State
or Local
Elections 2012

Voting in 2008
Presidential
Election

Attentive
(Teacher)

.162***
(.028)
.039
n = 7913

.190***
(.029)
.045
n = 7899

.084***
(.031)
.019
n = 6790

.166***
(.032)
.041
n = 6788

Organize Ideas
(Teacher)

.146***
(.022)
.036
n = 8053

.156***
(.022)
.039
n = 8039

.062**
(.024)
.014
n = 6908

.148***
(.025)
.036
n = 6906

Each of these abilities was assessed using a five-point scale; respondents’ English teachers
evaluated respondents as “Poor”, “Fair”, “Good”, “Very good” or “Outstanding”.
17 Standardized reading scores are measured using numerical values in a range of 0 to 100.
18 Notably, some of these measures are more subjective than others; in particular, respondents’
own perceptions of their abilities may be better reflections of attitudes than of skills. On the
other hand, while respondents’ standardized test scores are likely the most objective and
comparable measure, it is not clear that such exams effectively evaluate communication and
organizational skills in particular.
19 Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant; changes in predicted probabilities for those
effects found to be statistically significant are listed in italics below standard errors. Note that
only results for independent variables of interest are featured; each cell displays results from a
distinct model of voting. Control variables representing respondents’ home literary resources,
parents’ educational attainment, discussion of current events with parents, and two measures of
socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and one from 2004, were also included in each model.
16
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Use Grammar
(Teacher)

.172***
(.023)
.042
n = 8039

.171***
(.023)
.042
n = 8025

.055**
(.024)
.013
n = 6894

.165***
(.025)
.041
n = 6892

Use Detail
(Teacher)

.146***
(.022)
.036
n = 7996

.146***
(.022)
.036
n = 7982

.040*
(.024)
.009
n = 6856

.147***
(.025)
.036
n = 6854

Express Thoughts
(Teacher)

.135***
(.022)
.033
n = 7903

.152***
(.022)
.038
n = 7890

.050**
(.023)
.012
n = 6776

.134***
(.025)
.033
n = 6777

Master Skills

.169***
(.027)
.042
n = 8169

.143***
(.027)
.036
n = 8155

.085***
(.029)
.020
n = 7034

.155***
(.031)
.038
n = 7030

Reading Score

.021***
(.002)
.004
n = 9992

. 023***
(.002)
.002
n = 9976

.008***
(.003)
.004
n = 8564

.017***
(.003)
.004
n = 8560

All of the measures tested prove to be significant predictors of each of the
four measures of voting assessed, and many appear to have strong impacts on the
likelihood of voter turnout, even years later. What are we to make of these strong
effects? Certainly, it is fair to interpret these findings as further confirmation that
organization and communication skills foster a variety of forms of political
participation, including voting. Young people may retain the skills they learn in
their high school English classes into adulthood and apply them to become more
engaged with politics and electoral campaigns, ultimately leading them to vote. It is
also likely that the role these skills can have in encouraging more active forms of
involvement, such as voluntarism, also has the side effect of increasing participation
in elections, as those who join organizations as volunteers are subsequently exposed
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to social networks that also encourage them to vote.20 In short, there is no reason to
deny that relevant skills, and the scholastic experiences that develop them, have
significant and lasting effects on voter turnout. However, there is similarly no
reason to interpret these results exclusively as reflections of resource effects.

First, respondents’ self-assessments of their abilities to master English skills
are clearly reflective of attitudes. The confidence young people profess in their
academic abilities is likely the result of their perceived roles as students; those who
are honored for their achievements at school come to believe they are capable of
success. Furthermore, the ratings provided by respondents’ teachers are also good
proxies for positive reinforcement the respondents’ received as students, as English
teachers who rated them highly surely also expressed such praise directly to the
respondents. The results also showed that respondents who pay attention in their
English classes are more likely to vote, but what do they learn through such
attention to instruction? In addition to the skills presented, these students may also
learn such lessons as respect for authority, the value of collective enterprises, and
the importance of hard work and active participation. Moreover, by paying
attention in class, students demonstrate and reinforce recognition of the important
roles public institutions like schools play in our society. In each case, it is likely that

Notably, the results for measures of skills effects do not display a comparatively greater role
in predicting voting in state and local elections, as was observed above regarding knowledge
effects. This calls into question the theory that school experiences could play a greater role in
predicting voting in elections for which citizens otherwise tend to be exposed to less
encouragement; further attention should be paid to the differences in voting in state and local
elections as compared to presidential contests in subsequent analyses.
20
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experiences that offer opportunities to develop skills also offer opportunities to
develop attitudes. Only respondents’ reading test scores can be unquestionably
considered a representation of skills and not attitudes; among the academic factors
assessed above, the strong results for this measure appear to provide the best
support for the unadulterated role of skills effects in fostering voter turnout.

The Case for Interpretive Effects

Having attempted to quantitatively assess the connection between resource
effects and voter turnout, let us pause to take stock of the primary goal of this
project: understanding why education matters for voting. It appears there may be a
significant role for resource effects, but it is also difficult to separate sources of
resources from sources of interpretations. For example, the predictive power of
taking a 12th grade competency test that includes social studies, a proxy for formal
civics instruction, is so impressive that it demands question of whether it represents
the effect of mechanisms beyond knowledge effects. It is difficult to believe that the
information students learn through the study of civics, recognized in previous
studies as temporary gains of as few as four or as many as eleven percentage points
on tests of political knowledge, creates a 6% increase in the likelihood that
individuals vote eight years later. The gains in knowledge are simply too small and
too fleeting to be responsible for such a lasting impact. Students in civics classes
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must gain something beyond just knowledge of our democratic system; another
causal mechanism must be at work: the development of attitudes.

As discussed in Chapter 1, policy feedback theorists have identified two
channels by which experiences with government institutions can lead to political
participation: resource effects and interpretive effects. When applied to experiences
in secondary education, this model suggests that high school experiences, in
addition to promoting academic skills and political knowledge, may lead young
people to important interpretations about their roles as citizens, the importance of
community involvement, and the value of our democratic system. While academic
instruction is certainly an essential function of secondary schooling, so is the
socialization that occurs during this crucial period of personal development. For
example, civics courses are not only intended to teach political facts, but also to
teach citizenship, thereby encouraging young people to participate in politics.21 The
belief that participation is important and worthwhile has been termed a civic
predisposition by Mettler (2002). Young civics students may soon forget facts like
which powers are constitutionally allocated to the Executive Branch or the exact
steps proposed legislation must take to become law, but the interpretations they
form regarding the important role they can play as citizens in our democratic
system seem more likely to last.

Many high school civics teachers take these goals even further, helping students to register to
vote as part of their course curricula. See Chapter 6 for more on the civic goals of public
education, and how educators and education policymakers can effectively fulfill those goals.
21
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Fortunately, the NELS includes measures of three attitudes that could
manifest as a civic predisposition, all of which were assessed during the second
round of surveys when most respondents were seniors in high school. Respondents
were asked how important it is to help others in their communities, how important
it is to be an active and informed citizen, and how important it is to be patriotic.22
To demonstrate whether these attitudes result in actual participation in elections, I
test the impact each has on the four measures of voting identified above using logit
regression. Having already established the role of resource effects in encouraging
voting, I also include in my model the six measures shown to be significant
predictors of voter turnout above: having taken a required competency test in social
studies, respondents’ scores on a standardized reading test, and respondents’
English teachers’ assessments of their abilities to organize ideas, use grammar, use
detail, and express critical and creative thoughts.23 The results of my analyses are
presented in Table 2.3 below.

Each attitude surveyed was measured using a three-point scale; respondents indicated that
they considered each item to be “Not important”, “Somewhat important” or “Very important”.
23 Again, I must emphasize that these measures of resource development probably also capture
the development of attitudes, a separate mechanism that may also lead to voter turnout. By
including them as controls in models intended to assess interpretive effects, I risk overlooking
their interpretive effects by casting them exclusively as sources of skills and knowledge. As a
result, I err toward underestimating the power of interpretive experiences in these models.
22
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Table 2.3 – Voting by Attitudes, Logit Regressions24
Voting in State
or Local
Elections 2006

Voting in 2004
Presidential
Election

Voting in State
or Local
Elections 2012

Voting in 2008
Presidential
Election

Helping
Community

.098***
(.036)
.024
n = 9923

.116***
(.036)
.029
n = 9907

.138***
(.039)
.031
n = 8509

.196***
(.041)
.048
n = 8504

Active and
Informed Citizen

.285***
(.036)
.068
n = 9926

.297***
(.036)
.072
n = 9910

.306***
(.039)
.061
n = 8512

.306***
(.040)
.076
n = 8508

Patriotic

.189***
(.030)
.047
n = 9899

.192***
(.030)
.048
n = 9883

.167***
(.033)
.038
n = 8487

.088***
(.034)
.021
n = 8483

All three of the attitudes assessed are strongly related to voter turnout for all
four of the measures of voting. These attitudes are all highly significant predictors
of turnout and carry large changes in predicted probabilities of voting; they prove to
be far more closely related to voting behavior than any of the sources of resources
assessed above. Most influential is the belief that it is important to be an active and
informed citizen; each increase in respondents’ attitudes on the three-point scale
utilized is demonstrated to create as much as a 7.6% increase in the likelihood of
voting. This is not surprising, as many respondents surely believed voting to be an

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant; changes in predicted probabilities for those
effects found to be statistically significant are listed in italics below standard errors. Note that
only results for independent variables of interest are featured; each cell displays results from a
distinct model of voting. Control variables representing respondents’ home literary resources,
parents’ educational attainment, discussion of current events with parents, and two measures of
socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and one from 2004, were also included in each model.
24
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essential duty of active citizens. Measures of attitudes regarding the importance of
helping one’s community and patriotism also proved significant and strong
predictors of turnout. Those who are connected to their communities likely see
voting as another form of community involvement; they may recognize voting as
important not only for their own welfare, but also for those around them. Indeed,
Putnam (1995) famously attributed declines in American voter turnout during the
mid-twentieth century to trends of decreased participation in nonpolitical
community affairs. Young people who embrace feelings of patriotism have
developed respect for government and the roles public institutions play in their
lives; they are more likely to vote because they believe they are participating in a
worthwhile collective enterprise.

The three attitudes assessed above appear to be crucial components of a civic
predisposition, and they have lasting and undeniable influences on voting behavior.
This raises an important question: Do high schools help students to develop these
attitudes? And if so, how? As I suggested above, experiences that help students to
develop useful skills and knowledge, experiences traditionally conceived as sources
of resource effects, may also have distinct effects on attitudes. To test this
hypothesis, I used logit regression to assess the impact of each of the sources of
resources found to be significant predictors of voting behavior above on
respondents’ reported attitudes regarding community involvement, active and
informed citizenship, and patriotism; results are displayed in Table 2.4 below.
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Table 2.4 – Attitudes by Knowledge and Skills Measures, Regressions25
Helping
Community

Active and
Informed Citizen

Patriotism

Social Studies on
Required Test

.027*
(.017)
n = 4714

.004
(.017)
n = 4722

.017
(.020)
n = 4711

Attentive
(Teacher)

.040***
(.007)
n = 8718

.045***
(.008)
n = 8719

.017*
(.009)
n = 8691

Organize Ideas
(Teacher)

.012**
(.006)
n = 8863

.027***
(.006)
n = 8867

-.020***
(.007)
n = 8838

Use Grammar
(Teacher)

.013**
(.006)
n = 8846

.024***
(.006)
n = 8850

-.025***
(.007)
n = 8821

Use Detail
(Teacher)

.019***
(.006)
n = 8799

.028***
(.006)
n = 8804

-.030***
(.007)
n = 8775

Express Thoughts
(Teacher)

.009*
(.006)
n = 8693

.019***
(.006)
n = 8697

-.031***
(.007)
n = 8668

Master Skills
(Respondent)

.031***
(.007)
n = 8999

.069***
(.007)
n = 8995

.007
(.009)
n = 8980

Reading Score

-.004***
(.001)
n = 11037

-.002***
(.001)
n = 11039

-.005***
(.001)
n = 11010

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant. Note that only results for independent
variables of interest are featured; each cell displays results from a distinct model of voting.
Control variables representing respondents’ home literary resources, parents’ educational
attainment, discussion of current events with parents, and two measures of socioeconomic
status, one from 2002 and one from 2004, were also included in each model.
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Nearly all of the measures I had originally conceived as sources of resources
also proved to be significant predictors of attitudes. These results further confirm
the dual effects of academic secondary experiences: through instruction in civics
and English, high school students develop important interpretations about
community, citizenship and government, as well as useful knowledge and skills.26
The lone outlier is the impact of respondents’ standardized reading scores; these
scores were shown to have a significantly negative impact on each of the three
attitudes. As previously noted, respondents’ reading scores were the only measure
assessed that could be characterized as truly objective, and thus exclusively
representative of resources and not interpretations.27

Of course, there is no theoretical reason to believe that schools create civic
predispositions exclusively based on academic experiences; to the contrary, many of
the most formative experiences young people have during high school are surely
nonacademic. A clearer picture of the ways secondary education can engender civic

A few discrepancies are worth noting. First, instruction in civics, as measured through the
proxy measure of having taken a senior-year competency test in social studies, displays only a
weakly positive relationship to the attitudes assessed; nevertheless, the coefficients are positive,
and combined with the strong theoretical case for the development of attitudes through civics
instruction, it is apparent that civics instruction can contribute to a civic predisposition. Second,
respondents’ English teachers’ assessments of their abilities are all significant negative
predictors of patriotism; in other words, those students who are rated most highly by their
English teachers are less likely to express patriotism. I believe this to be a reflection of the
emphasis many English teachers place on critical thinking; indeed, the teachers’ assessments of
respondents’ abilities to express creative or critical thoughts demonstrate the strongest
negative correlation with patriotism of any of the measures assessed in Table 2.4.
27 The significantly negative correlations between reading scores and the attitudes assessed are
somewhat perplexing, particularly in light of the strongly positive effect these same scores were
shown to have on voter turnout. While difficult to explain theoretically, these negative
correlations clearly demonstrate that, unlike the other measures assessed, reading scores are
not sources of interpretations that create a civic predisposition.
26
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predispositions requires the separation of the mechanisms of resource effects and
interpretive effects. Therefore, the conclusive demonstration of the effect of
attitude development on voting can only be achieved using measures that do not
also offer opportunities to develop knowledge and skills; in other words, a focus on
nonacademic sources of attitudes is necessary. This is the goal the remainder of this
research: to identify nonacademic educational experiences that lead young citizens
to interpret positive civic attitudes, attitudes that ultimately lead to voting.

My research seeks to expand scholars’ views of the mechanisms that connect
educational experiences and voter turnout. The presumption that schooling is
solely about acquiring knowledge and skills ignores the nonacademic aspects of
Americans’ secondary school experiences. As political socialization literature has
demonstrated, adolescence is a crucial period for the formation of attitudes about
citizenship, community and government. As policy feedback literature has
demonstrated, experiences navigating public institutions inform attitudes of
personal dignity and the value of institutions. I assert that education matters for
voting primarily because scholastic experiences are interpretive experiences. In
Chapters 3 and 4, I explore a variety of common extracurricular programs to better
understand the types of scholastic experiences that lead young citizens to adopt
civic attitudes that ultimately lead them to the polls.
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CHAPTER 3
WHY SPORTS MATTER

The strong backbeat of Notorious B.I.G.’s “Juicy” echoed across the field as a
slender young man strutted his way to home plate to begin the third inning.
Circulating among the crowd, I paid particular attention to the way he interacted
with the audience; unlike the rest of the event’s eager observers, I had come to the
game, this celebration of young athletes, to ponder how members of a boys’ varsity
baseball team might learn unexpected lessons about citizenship, community and
government.

Behind the backstop, I saw half a dozen teens huddled together through the
window of the elevated announcer’s booth. The announcement to the crowd of
more than 100 fellow students, siblings, parents, grandparents and other members
of the local community rang out over the hitter’s chosen music, “Number 42 . . .
Jonathan Alvarez.”28 Before assuming his stance, Jonathan waved to acknowledge
the whistles and applause coming from the bleachers to his left. Jonathan raised his
bat and glared at the opposing pitcher in anticipation. As the pitch approached,
Jonathan step forward confidently and swung with everything he had; the audible
WHIFF-THUMP of his bat hitting air as the ball landed in the catcher’s glove could be

28

Name has been changed to protect privacy.
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heard over the temporarily hushed spectators. Two more swings brought similar
results, but the crowd remained supportive; calls of “you’ll get ‘em next time” and
“keep it up” may have buoyed Jonathan’s spirits as he trotted back to the home
bench, head held high. Meanwhile, the visiting schools’ supporters, isolated to three
sets of bleachers along the right field line, whooped for their pitcher; “two more”
called an older man wearing a school team jacket.

As the game progressed, the crowd grew; fathers and uncles joined their
families on the bleachers, perhaps having come straight from work; a group of five
players from the girls’ softball team walked over, carrying their gloves and a bat,
still in uniform after having wrapped up their own game on an adjacent field. A few
minutes later, at the bottom of the fifth inning, I noticed a local newspaper reporter,
complete with a press lanyard and telescoping camera lens, kneeling near the ondeck circle, searching for the perfect angle and lighting to capture the home
pitcher’s windup. The next day, the pitcher’s photo would be featured in the local
newspaper and online, his role in the team’s impending victory heralded in the
caption below.

As I watched this typical Thursday evening scene, I thought about the
impressions these young varsity athletes must draw from such experiences. As
members of the varsity baseball team, these young men clearly enjoyed elevated
statuses, both among their fellow students and in the local community. They were
local celebrities, recognized as they navigated their schools and neighborhoods,
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praised by shopkeepers and senior citizens, the topics of print reporting and online
sharing. I imagined such experiences must have great impacts on these young
people’s nascent identities and values, teaching them that their efforts are
appreciated, that their communities value them, and that they should take pride in
their schools. And I wondered whether they would soon vote for the first time.

In this chapter, I use my own observations, interviews and quantitative
analysis to assess how nonacademic scholastic experiences, like those of the
baseball players described above, lead young citizens to adopt civic predispositions
that manifest as voting. I conducted interviews with 41 recent high school
graduates between June and October of 2016.29 In May and June of 2016, I
conducted observations of 27 events at 10 different public high schools in Western
Massachusetts.30 I begin by considering the ways in which academic experiences
lead to the development of attitudes, thus demonstrating that academic experiences
can have interpretive effects in addition to resource effects. Next, in order to
separate the effects of these competing mechanisms, I examine participation in
varsity sports, an objectively nonacademic experience. My interviews with recent
high school graduates and observations of sports events demonstrate that
participation in varsity sports can bestow dignity and connect young people to their
communities. My quantitative analysis reveals that playing on a varsity sports team
is a significant predictor of later voter turnout, while a similar but non-scholastic

Further details on my interview procedures and the characteristics of my interviewees are
presented in Tables B.1 and B.2 in Appendix B.
30 Further details on my observations are presented in Appendix C.
29
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experience, playing for an intramural sports team, does not have an impact on
voting. I also reveal the mechanisms connecting varsity sports participation to
voting behavior by demonstrating that interscholastic sports participation is highly
correlated with attitudes that form a civic predisposition. Based on these findings, I
recognize the interpretive effects of representing one’s school as an athlete. In
Chapter 4, I will turn to examine the effects of other nonacademic school activities
that offer students opportunities to develop positive interpretations of public
institutions, their communities, and their roles as citizens.

The Prominence of Nonacademic Experiences

Education has been theorized to directly encourage voter turnout in two
ways: resource effects and interpretive effects.31 However, as demonstrated in
Chapter 2, many of the academic experiences students have at high school,
experiences researchers might assume to be exclusively sources of knowledge and
skills, actually serve to inform values about community, citizenship and government.
It is clear that the effects of these competing mechanisms are difficult to separate
through the examination of academic experiences. It was thus essential to begin this
study of the interpretive effects of high school education by focusing on
nonacademic experiences. Moreover, my findings in Chapter 2 are strong reason to

Rolfe (2012) has also proposed an indirect theory based on networks, asserting that higher
education fosters association with social and professional networks that then encourage voting.
31
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suspect that the connection between education and voting may be primarily based
on interpretive effects. The most influential lessons students learn at school, even
those garnered through academic instruction, may be about themselves as citizens
and the society in which they live. Like most adults, proponents of the theory of
resource effects view schooling primarily as an opportunity to develop skills and
knowledge. But when I spoke to young people, I was struck by how consistently
they focused on the nonacademic aspects of attending high school. One recent high
school graduate I interviewed voiced the lasting importance of social development
during high school. “As you get older in high school you gain a lot of social skills,”
she explained. “You can open up and build this great community, and that makes
you who you are as an adult.”32

“The big part for me was the teachers,” raved another young person I spoke
to when asked about his time at high school. “I loved the teachers and the friends I
made; I was drawn to the people.”33 His enthusiastic response clearly indicated that
he valued his former teachers for the social interactions he had with them, not
simply for the course material he had learned. While I was surprised by the strong
quantitative relationship between academic experiences and attitudes about
community, citizenship and patriotism uncovered in Chapter 2, most of the young
people I spoke with recognized the connection. Young people’s impressions of the
overall quality of the schooling they received tended to be based primarily on
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feelings toward their teachers. I began each interview by asking the recent
graduates to “rate” their overall high school experiences; the majority of
respondents explained their answers primarily based on nonacademic experiences.
Many students would focus exclusively on social relationships and school
community; others would immediately begin their assessments based on such
nonacademic considerations, then mention academics as an apparent afterthought,
often as if, part way into their answers based on social interactions, they suddenly
realized they should also evaluate on academics. One interviewee gave a response
typical of this phenomenon, in which an enthusiastic review of her school based on
feelings of community seemed to lead her to a positive view of her coursework as
well. “Yes, I really liked (high school),” she responded to my initial question. “We
lived in a very accepting community; everyone in my class was friends. There
wasn’t anyone I didn’t like in school so that made it more fun,” she paused, letting
her voice drag as she reconsidered my question, “and the teachers were great and
that made classes more interesting,”34 she added. I noted that even her assessment
of her instruction seemed to reflect the relationships she had had with her teachers.
Another interviewee was more direct about prizing the interpersonal aspects of
high school over the academics. “I did enjoy going to high school, because I had a
good group of very close friends who were supportive,” she began. “Classes were
not too difficult,” she acknowledged, but then quickly seemed to correct her focus,
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“mostly the relationship aspect, you have to have a good group around you,” she
stated. “Can’t succeed without people supporting you.”35

Schools teach young people about interpersonal and communal
relationships. It is through relationships with peers and teachers at school that
young people form attitudes about their roles and statuses as members of
communities. This is very much akin to findings by Mettler (2002 and 2005), who
repeatedly heard from G.I. Bill recipients that the respect they were shown
throughout their involvement in that program meant a lot to them, ultimately
fostering positive feelings toward public institutions. Indeed, the young people with
whom I spoke consistently volunteered that students who succeeded academically
enjoyed elevated statuses in their school communities. “In terms of academics,
there were some top people who were always doing a lot of work. That earned
them respect among teachers,” one young man explained.36 “Hard working students
were more respected by teachers,” stated another.37

Secondary students commonly find that their academic achievement earns
them respect; in the process, they learn that their contributions are appreciated and
influential, and they come to value their schools more as institutions. This process
is similar to that recognized by Mettler (2002 and 2005) among veterans who had
dignifying interactions with government administration of the G.I. Bill; and, like
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many of those veterans, secondary students’ interactions with the public education
system occur at an age when lasting political attitudes are formed. It is apparent
that students who succeed academically are affected by the respect they are shown.
This explains the connections between academic experiences and attitudes,
ultimately manifesting as increased voter turnout, demonstrated in Chapter 2; when
a student achieves academically, he or she often also achieves a civic predisposition.
This tendency toward active citizenship is largely not based on the academic subject
material students learn in school, but rather on the interpretations they make
throughout their school experiences, both inside and outside of the classroom.

The Elevated Statuses of Varsity Athletes

In addition to academic experiences, my interviewees also frequently cited
nonacademic activities as important sources of dignity and status. This is important
for my investigation because only nonacademic experiences are reliable indicators
of interpretive effects, free from the competing influences of enhanced skills and
knowledge. In particular, my interviewees reported that students who represent
their schools as members of varsity sports teams, theater groups, bands and other
performing groups are almost universally seen as holding elevated statuses in their
high school communities. Athletes in particular were frequently spoken of with
reverence. “Everyone would always view them as being the best and they got
recognition for things; they were viewed more highly,” one recent graduate
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explained. “People would always want to hang out with them, if you got to hang
with someone on the football team, it would be small-scale celebrity status.”38

Participation in varsity athletics brings elevated social status, as fellow
students, teachers and community members actively follow and support athletes’
accomplishments. “(Athletes) represented our school in a positive light,” one young
woman eagerly asserted. “I was into being a sports fan for my school, so I regarded
all of them in a positive light, saw them as role models and representations of our
school and our pride. It was cool to know people who are huge figures in the
school.” When I asked whether her strong feelings toward athletes typified her
school community, she assured me that they did. “I think the majority felt like I did,”
she said. “In my school the administration took a lot of pride in the athletes; they
represented the school with pride.”39 Another young man backed up the direct
connection between athletes and school pride. “People had school pride, and people
might congratulate people who did well in games to represent the school,” he
explained.40

Nearly all of the recent high school graduates I spoke to confirmed varsity
athletes’ honored statuses, and they frequently cited public recognition as a source
of varsity athletes’ elevated statuses in their school communities. “Everyone felt
very proud and impressed with athletes,” a young woman who had not played
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school sports told me. “There was always a group of parents and teachers cheering
on students at games,” she continued, “and teachers, school officials, and parents
would congratulate the athletes when they saw them the next day.”41 Former
varsity athletes themselves also recognized their elevated social positions. “Sports
events are a big event; people watch people perform,” one interviewee who had
played on several teams recalled, “so when people do well, they earn respect.”42

The elevated status of varsity athletes is reinforced by the practices of school
administrators, who commonly honor athletes and promote them as
representatives of their schools. “(The school administrators) were very proud,” a
recent graduate who had not played sports recalled. “The school held regular pep
rallies for athletes and different sports, one for each season. There was a big push
towards getting pep and school spirit.”43 Pep rallies are common events at high
schools, and my interviewees reported that athletes were often singled out for
praise that these events. “During rally day they were recognized in front of the
whole school,” one young man who had attended a very large high school said. He
then went on to note that school rules directing athletes’ game-day dress also
served to distinguish athletes. “I knew who they were, because they wore their
jerseys to school, or suits and ties,” he explained.44
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While events like pep rallies have long been popular high school events,
technology has changed how schools honor their student athletes. One interviewee
described how his school’s internal television system had been used to promote
athletes. “We had school news reported on school TV; they would post (sports)
events that were happening,” he reported.45 Today, schools commonly use social
media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter to honor athletes and promote their
achievements. “Sports get a lot of recognition on Twitter,” a former captain of
multiple varsity teams told me. “The school uses Twitter for athletics. Teachers and
advisors would tweet pictures of sports events. Then announcements in the
morning would say if your team won the day before. We would get lots of re-tweets.
(The school’s athletic Twitter account) had over a thousand followers; everyone in
the school community followed them.”46 Another young woman, a former member
of her high school’s track team, was proud of the lasting impact she had had in
promoting athletes on other teams at her school. “Social media was a big thing at
our school. Our school had big hockey and basketball teams; we had a lot of school
unity around sports,” she recalled. “I created a fan Facebook page for our school
teams. I took the initiative and now it is still running even though I have left; that is
something I’m proud of.”47

As the end of the school year approached, I repeatedly observed a practice of
honoring graduating varsity athletes known as Senior Night. Senior Night
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celebrations are held at the final home game of each team’s season; the purpose is to
allow the school community, friends and family, and local residents to recognize and
thank graduating student athletes. In my observations, I was struck by the level of
personal acknowledgement honored seniors typically receive. Senior Nights are not
about teams; they are about the individual athletes. Audience members carry
homemade signs to honor individual athletes, complete with the athletes’ names,
numbers and photos. Students often insert plastic drinking cups into the holes of
the chain-link fences that surround playing fields, spelling out athletes’ names or
numbers. At one softball game I attended, friends and family of the team had
produced large buttons to honor the senior players and wore them proudly on their
chests and hats as they watched; at another, sports cards of each senior player were
distributed to the crowd, complete with biographical information and season
statistics on the back. Finally, when Senior Night games end, crowds gather as
coaches make speeches praising each senior, and awards or flowers are often
presented right there on the field.

Varsity Athletes as School Representatives

When I asked former varsity athletes about the accomplishments they were
most proud of as students, every one volunteered sports participation. In some
cases, pride may be based on recognition of team or individual accomplishments.
One young woman recalled how her high school’s winning basketball team had been
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embraced for their success. “One year we had a successful basketball team,” she
told me, “and everyone knew the players and supported them. We loved them
because we were winning, and they were representing the school well,” she
explained, speaking on behalf of her fellow students. “It was a huge deal. You loved
them.”48

Success certainly brings recognition, especially for popular sports such as
football, basketball, baseball and softball, which tend to garner more public and
media attention. But in speaking to a variety of former student athletes, I came to
understand that scoring points and winning games were not prerequisites to
respect and dignity. More often, even for highly accomplished athletes, pride from
participation in athletics was reported based on the responsibility athletes have
representing their schools and the respect that earned them in their local
communities. “It felt good to represent the school,” a former high school volleyball
player who had won a prestigious individual award told me, “because (school name
withheld) is a school I was proud to have gone to.”49

Student athletes act as visible representatives of their schools and
communities, and school officials, team coaches in particular, frequently reinforce to
the athletes the responsibility they have to publicly represent their communities in
positive lights. “We would always bring it in before a game,” a young woman who
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had captained her school’s varsity soccer and tennis teams told me, referring to the
practice of stacking hands for a team cheer before each game. “(We would) say the
school name, and coaches would always say ‘you are representing your school on
your jersey, so you need good character, you’re the face of the school’,” she
recalled.50

In speaking to former athletes, I noted that pride in students’ athletic
participation did not appear to be limited to experiences playing sports with the
highest attendance. In my observations, one sport that had consistently smaller
crowds was tennis. Of the three boys’ or girls’ varsity tennis matches I attended,
none had audiences of more than twenty; in fact, all took place on school campuses
at the same time as nearby, better-attended games such as baseball and lacrosse.
Nevertheless, I spoke to two former members of varsity tennis teams who both felt
strongly that their participation was recognized and appreciated, by teammates as
well as among their wider school communities. “It was school pride to represent
the school on the tennis team,” one recounted. “It was a team effort thing, so being
on the team was wonderful, we would cheer each other on.”51 The other reported
that “it felt delightful . . . I didn’t play that much, but girls who did play more often
for our team were really able to represent our school at least adequately, something
I was very proud to say I was a part of.” She went on to note the prominence of the
role she and her teammates had played in publicly representing their school. “(The
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school administrators) were very appreciative of athletes, because they understand
the good public relations the teams create,” she boasted.52

Varsity Sports and Community

My experiences attending varsity sports events showed me how athletes
become more connected to their communities. I saw the largest crowds at baseball
games like the one described to begin this chapter, but large crowds were common
at many varsity events. In addition to baseball, I observed large and diverse crowds
of more than fifty spectators at multiple softball and boys’ lacrosse games. A mix of
students, teachers, administrators, families, local media and community members
come together to support and honor varsity athletes. High school athletic events are
important fixtures in American community life, and recent graduates I spoke to
often mentioned the diverse nature of crowds in attendance, particularly for more
popular sports. “A lot of people in the city follow the sports teams, especially the
football team,” a former captain of two varsity sports teams told me, “a lot of older
people go the games and follow the teams.”53 One former student who had not
played varsity sports, but had attended many games, listed some of the community
members who would attend a typical game: “People who used to go to the school,
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people in the community who were well known would be there, like local access TV
people, and always police officers.”54

The attendees of high school sports events can be grouped into three
categories. First, are members of the school community: students, teachers, school
administrators and others who learn or work at the school on a daily basis. Not
surprisingly, members of the school community are the most ubiquitous attendees
of high school varsity sports events; all of the 27 varsity sports events I observed
were attended by spectators from the school community. Second are friends and
family of the school community: parents, siblings, and other relatives or close
friends of members of the school community. These attendees are also very
common; I saw parents and siblings of the athletes themselves at nearly all of the
events I observed. “A lot of teachers were very active and would bring families to
games,” one interviewee recalled.55 Importantly, the ubiquity of friends and family
at varsity events allows nearly all varsity athletes to experience praise and
recognition from outside their school community. The final category of attendees is
members of the local community who are otherwise not directly connected to the
schools; “local residents would come,” as one former student told me.56 Many
varsity sports events are attended by members of the local community, including
former students, mayors and other town or city officials, police officers, journalists,
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senior citizens, and other residents who come to enjoy the game and support the
home team.

While some sports are generally better attended than are others, there is
nearly always an audience, and even smaller audiences are generally healthy mixes
of members of the school community, friends and family, and members of the local
community. Chief among local attendees, I consistently observed senior citizens at
high school sporting events. Despite generally having no apparent personal
connections to any of the athletes, from what I saw, seniors are often the most
attentive and ardent fans of their local teams. Seniors frequently attend games in
what appear to be regular small groups; ever focused on the games, some even track
statistics as they watch. This connection between seniors and young athletes in
their communities is surely meaningful to all involved, as it helps both seniors and
varsity athletes to build and maintain closer connections to their communities.

Local media plays an important role in promulgating the efforts and
achievements of varsity athletes. Several former varsity athletes I spoke to
expressed pride at having seen their athletic accomplishments featured in local
newspapers. “If you do something really well, they will put you in the paper, like my
swimming,” boasted one former varsity swimmer.57 “A lot of our stuff was in the
local newspaper; I’ve been in the newspaper a few times for crew,” another
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participant, a former captain of her school’s varsity rowing team, told me humbly.58
While I didn’t see any television journalists at the varsity events I attended, as a
consumer of local news, I know that local television news media often cover high
school sports as well. One former lacrosse player noted that both newspapers and
“local television stations would say congratulations to athletes.”59

Former students who had not played varsity sports mentioned that the
coverage student athletes receive in local news brings them recognition in their
local communities. “They were more famous,” a young man described. “They were
recognized for their achievements in sports, even featured in the local paper.”60
Indeed, I noticed many local newspaper reporters covering the school sports events
I observed. Seeing their efforts and accomplishments celebrated as local news
serves to both foster dignity in varsity athletes and connect them to their local
communities.

The respect school community members, friends and family, and local
community members show to student athletes does not go unnoticed. Such
recognition may be especially impactful when it comes from outside of the school
community; more than one former varsity athlete reported having received praise
for their athletic efforts from local residents. “A lot of people in the community,
people who I don’t know well, will come up and talk to me about our team,” a former
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member of a champion ultimate Frisbee team told me, “because they have been
following the team.”61 Local political leaders also regularly single out varsity
athletes for praise, and their praise can mean a lot to a young citizen. “I was
nominated to go to the mayor’s office to get an award,” the varsity rowing, and
gymnastics, team captain quoted above told me. “It feels nice to be recognized,” she
acknowledged, “it is a big deal is for older people who read the newspaper,” she
added.62 The swimmer mentioned above told me about one impactful piece of
feedback she had received. “Our state representative in (town name omitted) cut
out my picture in the newspaper and sent it to me,” she recounted with excitement.
“He congratulated me by writing ‘good job’ on it,” she told me proudly.63

In my endeavor to assess whether nonacademic scholastic experiences lead
to voting, varsity sports participation is a logical place to start. Among nonacademic
experiences, participation in varsity sports is perhaps the most common way in
which high school students are honored for their achievements and connected to
their communities. As discussed previously, policy feedback research suggests that
such dignifying experiences interacting with public institutions create positive
interpretations of citizenship, community and institutions. Indeed, my own
interviews and observations indicate that varsity athletes enjoy elevated statuses
within their schools, take pride in representing their schools, and become more
connected to their local communities. Playing varsity sports thereby tends to foster
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a civic predisposition, a positive interpretation of citizenship and institutions that
leads young people to become active voters. Next, I set out to determine
quantitatively whether varsity sports participation leads to voter turnout.

Varsity Athletics and Voter Turnout

In the second round of NELS surveys, respondents were asked whether they
had been on a varsity sports team during high school. At the same time,
respondents were also asked whether they had played on an intramural sports
team. These two forms of team sports participation offer an interesting opportunity
for comparison. Many aspects of sports are common to both; they require practice
and perseverance, teach teamwork, promote good health, and can help young
people to be happier and more confident. But they are quite different in one
important way: interscholastic sports are distinctly school activities. Students who
play interscholastic sports have elevated statuses among their peers, reinforced by
pep rallies and social media pages; they take pride in representing their schools, and
are regularly reminded of that responsibility; their events are attended by members
of the school community, friends and family, and local residents; their efforts and
accomplishments are reported in local news. Conversely, few, if any, of these apply
to the experiences of intramural athletes, who play in local sports leagues that are
organized separate from their schools. So, does participation in interscholastic
sports during high school lead to higher rates of voter turnout? How does the
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impact compare to that of playing intramural sports, a highly similar but non-school
activity?

In this analysis, and in the quantitative analyses featured in this research
going forward, I assess the impact of experiences using binary variables, otherwise
known as treatments, such as whether students did or did not play interscholastic
sports. I use matching analysis to more rigorously assess the impacts of my
treatments and account for any possible bias in the NELS sample. As opposed to
assuming that variance in the dependent variable is caused by the treatment
variable selected, matching provides confirmation that variance is not caused by any
other covariates included in the model, thus allowing for more accurate causal
inference (Ho, Imai, King and Stuart 2007). Recent studies of the impact of
education on political participation have recognized matching as essential for
establishing reliable results (see, for example, Kam and Palmer 2008). I use
covariate propensity scores to create a paired sample for each of the treatment
variables of interest: playing interscholastic and playing intramural sports. Sample
subsets are created using psmatch2 and nearest-neighbor matching under a nonreplacement randomized descending scheme (Leuven and Sianesi 2003).64

To account for any possible particularities in the model used to match my samples, the models
presented in this research were examined under a variety of matched models; importantly, each
showed similar results. Mahalanobis matching, both with and without the use of propensity
scores, displays similarly equivalent covariate means and results for the analyses presented in
this chapter. Addition of a .25 caliper creates slightly more equivalent covariate means at the
expense of sample size, and in turn, treatment significance, but still displays similar patterns of
strength and significance to those presented here. Additionally, in this chapter, results from
logit regression analyses of the full, unmatched NELS sample are presented below, and show
results similar to analyses of the matched samples.
64
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Each resulting matched sample displays approximately equal means for
treated and untreated respondents on the same control variables commonly
recognized as determinative of political participation used in the quantitative
analyses presented in Chapter 2.65 In addition, I control for the respondents’ scores
on a standardized reading test, the only academic measure assessed in Chapter 2
found to be a clear representation of resource effects and not interpretations.66
Changes in predicted probabilities are calculated while holding other covariates at
their means (Xu and Long 2005).

To display the effect of sample matching, Table 3.1 displays the mean values
of control variables for the treated and for the untreated groups, those respondents
who participated in interscholastic sports and those who did not, both before and
after creation of the matched sample.67 While the treated and untreated groups in

These control variables are as follows: the socio-economic statuses of respondents’ parents, as
measured when respondents were in the tenth grade; the socio-economic statuses of the
respondents parents two years later, when most were approaching graduation; the highest level
of educational attainment reached by either of the respondents’ parents; the availability of
books, newspapers and other literacy resources in respondents’ homes, as measured when
respondents were in the tenth grade; and a self-reported measure of how often respondents
discuss current events with their parents, as reported when most respondents were
approaching graduation. Models of voting also include the respondents’ scores on a
standardized reading test, a proxy for skills effects, taken in 2002 when respondents were in the
tenth grade.
66 This was the only academic measure that proved to be a predictor of voter turnout but was
unrelated to attitudes about community, citizenship and patriotism; it is thus fair to assume that
this measure does not capture significant interpretative effects, but instead represents only
resource effects, the impact of communication and organization skills, as proposed by Verba and
colleagues (1995).
67 Sample matching is repeated for each treatment variable examined in this research going
forward; in each case, matching analysis serves to dramatically reduce levels of bias in control
variables between the treated and untreated groups. The establishment of approximately equal
covariate means in the matched sample thus mitigates concerns that treated and untreated
65
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the full NELS sample displayed strikingly divergent means, particularly in terms of
socioeconomic status, means for all covariate controls are far more similar after the
sample is matched. This mitigates sampling bias that could have caused the impact
of control variables, socioeconomic status in particular, to be misinterpreted as
impacts of the treatment variable, in this case interscholastic or intramural sports
participation. Indeed, this is the primary concern voiced by those skeptics who have
questioned the role of education in fostering political activity (see, for example, Kam
and Palmer 2008). Note that matching analysis allows for only a single dichotomous
treatment variable of interest per sample, so separate samples are created for each
treatment variable of interest throughout the remainder of this research.

Table 3.1 - Covariate Means before and after Sample Matching on Interscholastic Sports
Participation

SES 2002

Untreated
Means before
Matching
n = 6499
0.017

Untreated
Means after
Matching
n = 4556
0.247

Treated Means
n = 4556

Remaining
% Bias after
Matching

0.293

6.6

SES 2004

0.011

0.242

0.288

6.7

Home Literacy

2.162

2.409

2.421

1.5

Parent Ed

4.435

4.935

5.049

5.7

Current Events

1.946

2.050

2.061

1.7

Reading Scores

51.311

53.264

53.533

2.9

respondents are fundamentally different in terms the other commonly recognized predictors of
attitudes and participation included as covariates.
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Following the sample matching, I conducted logit regressions to examine the
impact of both interscholastic and intramural sports participation on each of the
four previously identified measures of voting available in the NELS: voting in the
2004 presidential election, voting in the 2008 presidential election, and voting in
state and local elections during the two years prior to the NELS surveys conducted
in 2006 and 2012. I present logit regressions under both the full NELS sample and
the matched sample created based on the six controls discussed above. Results for
these analyses are presented in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.

Table 3.2 - Voting by Sports Participation, Logit Regressions under Matched Samples 68
Voting in State
or Local
Elections 2006
Varsity

Intramural

Voting in 2004
Presidential
Election

Voting in State
or Local
Elections 2012

Voting in 2008
Presidential
Election

.104**
(.046)
.026
n =8255

.129***
(.046)
.031
n = 8244

.077
(.049)

.042
(.052)

n = 7138

n = 7135

-.040
(.065)

.004
(.066)

.090
(.071)

.012
(.076)

n = 3973

n = 3967

n = 3362

n = 3365

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant; changes in predicted probabilities for those
effects found to be statistically significant only are listed in italics below standard errors.
Finally, the sample size for each regression is listed in italics at the bottom of each cell. Note that
only results for independent variables of interest are featured; each cell displays results from a
distinct model of voting. Control variables representing respondents’ scores on a standardized
reading test, respondents’ home literary resources, parents’ educational attainment, discussion
of current events with parents, and two measures of socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and
one from 2004, were also included in each model.
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Table 3.3 - Voting by Sports Participation, Logit Regressions under Full Sample69
Voting in State
or Local
Elections 2006
Varsity

Intramural

Voting in 2004

Presidential
Election

Voting in State
or Local
Elections 2012

Voting in 2008
Presidential
Election

.112**
(.043)
.028
n = 9945

.138***
(.044)
.034
n = 9929

.066
(.046)

.041
(.049)

n = 8524

n = 8521

-.031
(.052)

.009
(.053)

.082
(.057)

.043
(.061)

n = 9938

n = 9922

n = 8518

n = 8514

First, it is important to note that results are similar for analyses of the full
and matched NELS samples; the patterns of significance are the same across the two
samples, and the impact of having played varsity sports is only slightly less under
the more rigorous matching analysis.70 Under both samples, interscholastic sports
participation is found to be a significant predictor of voting during the years
immediately following high school. Respondents who played interscholastic sports
in high school were nearly 3% more likely to have voted in state and local elections
during the two years following their graduation, and more than 3% more likely to

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant; changes in predicted probabilities for those
effects found to be statistically significant are listed in italics below standard errors. Finally, the
sample size for each regression is listed in italics at the bottom of each cell. Note that only
results for independent variables of interest are featured; each cell displays results from a
distinct model of voting. Control variables representing respondents’ scores on a standardized
reading test, respondents’ home literary resources, parents’ educational attainment, discussion
of current events with parents, and two measures of socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and
one from 2004, were also included in each model.
70 Going forward, in order to present the most rigorous quantitative assessments, my analyses
are based primarily on matched NELS samples wherever feasible. Results for analyses the
under full NELS sample are presented in appendices only and in Chapter 5, where it is
theoretically appropriate to the examination of the critical effects hypothesis.
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have voted in the 2004 presidential election. However, the effect of varsity sports
participation on voting does not appear to be lasting. Under both samples, there is
no significant impact on voting behavior later in life.71

The results for interscholastic sports participation stand in contrast to those
for playing intramural sports. While these two athletic experiences are similar, it
appears that only playing sports for a school team has a positive and significant
impact on young citizens’ voting behaviors. Playing intramural sports was not
found to be a significant predictor of voting behavior for any of the four measures of
voting assessed, under both the matched and full NELS samples. Given my
interviewees’ reports of the important roles varsity athletes play in their schools
and communities, this dichotomy is not surprising. Unlike other opportunities
young people have to play sports, playing for school teams vests participants with
status, responsibility and community connections. Playing interscholastic sports is
not merely an athletic experience. It is also a civic, social, political experience. It is
an experience that can teach young people about their roles in their communities
and the value of public institutions.

As political scientists have long recognized, education matters for voting;
these results suggest that interpretations explain why. Importantly, playing varsity

The lack of any significant correlation between interscholastic sports and voting in these
models is likely due to the omission of competing variables affecting the respondents’ voting
behavior later in life, such educational and career paths. See Chapter 6 for more on how these
competing predictors of voting relate to the experience of having played interscholastic sports.
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sports is a nonacademic scholastic experience. The academic impacts of education,
mechanisms of knowledge and skills that may contribute to connections between
academic experiences and voting, cannot explain the connection between
interscholastic sports and voting. Instead, we are observing the power of
interpretive effects.

The Civic Predisposition of Varsity Athletes

Are varsity athletes more likely than their peers to hold attitudes about
community, citizenship and government that form a civic predisposition? If the
interpretations varsity athletes develop through their participation is the
mechanism connecting interscholastic sports and voting, we should expect these
athletes to more readily express attitudes that make up a civic predisposition. I
used regression analysis to assess the impact of playing varsity sports on the
measures of attitudes about community involvement, active citizenship and
patriotism demonstrated in Chapter 2 to be strong predictors of voter turnout;
results are displayed in Table 3.4 below.72 73

See Table 2.3 for results demonstrating the correlation between these three attitudes and the
four measures of voting in the NELS.
73 See Table D.1 in Appendix D for results under the full NELS sample.
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Table 3.4 - Attitudes by Sports Participation, Regressions under Matched Sample74
Helping
Community
Varsity

.051***
(.012)
n = 9049

Active and
Informed Citizen

.040***
(.012)
n = 9051

Patriotism

.138***
(.015)
n = 9026

Playing varsity sports is a strong and significant predictor of a civic
predisposition. Respondents who played for their schools’ varsity sports teams
were much more likely to place importance on helping their communities, being
active and informed citizens, and feeling patriotic. Young people who play for their
high school varsity teams become more connected to their communities; it follows
that they seek to repay the benefits they have reaped by helping in their
communities as adults. Varsity athletes learn that their efforts and contributions
are meaningful and praiseworthy; it follows that they embrace active citizenship as
adults. These young athletes also enjoy the benefits that their high schools bring to
their lives and communities; it follows that they thereby learn to respect and
appreciate other public institutions, and their country more generally, as adults. Of
the three attitudes examined, the correlation between varsity sports and patriotism
is particularly strong. While many of their peers may be more skeptical toward the

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant. Finally, the sample size for each regression
is listed in italics at the bottom of each cell. Note that only results for independent variables of
interest are featured; each cell displays results from a distinct model of voting. Control variables
representing respondents’ home literary resources, parents’ educational attainment, discussion
of current events with parents, and two measures of socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and
one from 2004, were also included in each model.
74
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roles of government in their lives, varsity athletes experience firsthand the value of
actively participating in public institutions. In fact, many of the varsity athletes I
spoke to showed genuine gratitude toward their schools and communities, eager
and able to step into their new roles as adult citizens.

In speaking to former varsity athletes about their experiences at school and
feelings about citizenship and community, I consistently noted evidence that most
had adopted a civic predisposition. While some of my other interviewees showed
disdain for their school and local communities, nearly all of the former varsity
athletes displayed great affection. “Growing up there was such a great experience;
the community was really nice in general,” the young swimmer who had been
congratulated by her state representative told me. “In such a small town you know
everyone there, so you feel a close connection,” she said.75

Many of the former varsity athletes expressed gratitude to their schools and
communities for the enriching and rewarding experiences they had as students.
“(Name of school omitted) does a really good job incorporating all of the students,”
the young woman who had captained her rowing and gymnastics teams said. She
then expressed a desire to give back to her school community so that others can
enjoy similarly enriching opportunities. “I think (name of school omitted) has so
many opportunities that I took advantage of - sports, clubs, trips - so I would want
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Interview 23
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other students to have those opportunities too,” she explained.76 Another former
captain of two varsity teams expressed a similar gratitude and resulting desire to
give back. “It goes back to having a voice and doing stuff,” she began. “I was
afforded a lot of chances, and I feel like I got lucky; a lot of people in my community
don’t have the same opportunities I was given,” she told me. She continued,
describing her resulting desire to help provide opportunities to others as an adult.
“So, I think it is important to help give everyone those opportunities to decide what
they want to do, so it isn’t decided for them.”77 Such feelings of responsibility to
repay their schools or communities for positive experiences playing interscholastic
sports appear to be common among varsity athletes. Another former member of
several teams expressed this connection quite clearly. “I feel like I want to give back
to the high school, in sports or something,” he stated. “Sports was a big part of my
life, people volunteered and did things for me,” he explained, then concluded, “high
school resembles a lot of community values.”78

Former varsity athletes readily embrace community life and the importance
of active citizenship. “You are living in your community, and if you aren’t active in it,
you aren’t changing anything, not helping yourself, not helping others,” I was told by
the champion Frisbee player who had reported receiving praise from “people who I
don’t know well” his in local community. He then reflected on the motivation
behind his interest in community involvement. “It makes your life more interesting,

Interview 17
Interview 31
78 Interview 2
76
77
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because you meet people if you are out in the community, so it is important to go out
and change the community,” he explained. “In the (national) political system it is
hard to get things done, but it’s a lot easier to have an impact on a smaller
community.”79 Former varsity athletes often report a particular interest in being
active in community affairs; as athletes, they surely learned that their contributions
matter in their local communities.

Some of the former varsity athletes I interviewed mentioned voting directly,
a clear indicator that they had already begun to think about the duties of active
citizenship. “Voting,” a former varsity soccer and Frisbee player immediately
answered when I asked about obligations to his community as an adult. “I feel
obligated to vote wherever I am,” he clarified. Like many other former athletes, this
young man understood the importance of local politics and engagement with
community, recognizing the comparatively greater power citizens have to make
change at the local level. “I think in your community it isn’t too hard to make a
difference, because there are so many ways, like volunteering and voting,” he said.
“You can probably only make a small impact at the national level, where in your
community it is not as hard to make an impact, but still takes effort,” he
acknowledged. He then told me about how he was already following the examples
of community involvement set by his former coaches. “One thing I do is coach young
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Interview 1
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kids in Frisbee, because I feel obligated to give back as my coaches have,” he
explained.80

Varsity athletes seem to understand that local government is the most
influential form of politics for Americans’ daily lives. One former captain of her
school’s softball team understood this dynamic well and described her continued
dedication to her local community. “I think you always have an obligation to where
you grew up . . . I’ll be interested to see what happens in town government, so if I
vote (in my hometown), I will definitely vote on that,” she told me. “I think it all
goes toward taking part in government or trying to change little things that happen
in a town,” she continued. “As big as people think a presidential election is, what
really affects you is the government in your town, so having a voice in town - at a
town meeting, serving on town council, volunteering in community events - is
important because it brings people together. It is just important to do anything for
government - take part in protests, voting - that is the most obvious one: just vote,”
she concluded.81

Young people who play varsity sports learn that their efforts matter in their
communities. “My teachers and superintendent showed me that people are willing
to listen to me,” the swimmer quoted above said confidently. “In America, we all
have a voice to say what we want, so if you are willing to fight for it and have a good
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Interview 3
Interview 32
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cause, you can make a difference.”82 Another young athlete, a former member of his
school’s varsity football, tennis, and track and field teams, was unabashed about his
ability to have an impact. “I have really good leadership qualities; I get things done
when I have to,” he asserted. “In general, I think people trust me and will follow
me.”83 I was impressed by how consistently the former varsity athletes I
interviewed expressed belief in their own power to make change, what political
scientists refer to as efficacy. Efficacy has long been recognized as an important
motivator for political participation (see, for example, Campbell 2006).

The qualitative and quantitative analyses in this chapter have established
two important findings. First, scholastic experiences matter. School experiences
that honor students’ efforts and achievements, connect them to their communities,
and demonstrate the value of public institutions in their lives lead to attitudes that
encourage voting. It is for this reason that only playing sports for a school team was
shown to be a significant predictor of voter turnout. Second, nonacademic
experiences matter. Where previous scholars have asserted that the resources
students gain through academic instruction facilitate voting, the evidence above
demonstrates that nonacademic experiences can also be impactful. Of course, the
casual mechanism at work here must be interpretive effects. The interpretations
students develop about their roles as citizens, their communities, and their
government explain much of the connection between education and voting.
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Importantly, the formative experiences that lead to these attitudes are not restricted
to the classroom.

In Chapter 4, I further explore the types of nonacademic educational
experiences that lead to voting. I carry forward the lessons learned in this chapter
to inform my search for other sources of civic predisposition. Varsity athletes enjoy
elevated statuses among their peers; they proudly represent their schools and
towns; they are widely praised and become more connected to their local
communities. And then they vote. What other high school experiences are like that?
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CHAPTER 4
WHY EXTRACURRICULAR EXPERIENCES MATTER

The main entrance to the school was decorated with purple bows and
balloons, representing the school colors. As I approached the door, I joined dozens
of students, parents, siblings and other members of the community. We were each
handed a program. The cover featured a student illustration of instruments, musical
notes and flowers; ‘(Name of school withheld) presents The Spring Concert’ was
written in block letters across the top. I found a seat toward the back and observed
the preparations for the big event at hand. The auditorium was abuzz with activity
as the first set of performers, the high school jazz ensemble, checked their sheet
music and adjusted their instruments. Performers awaiting later turns on stage
were easily identified by their formal dress; many carried flowers, balloons and
wrapped presents bestowed upon them by proud friends and family.

The nearly 300 students, teachers, school officials, friends, family and local
residents in attendance soon filled the auditorium to near capacity. As the jazz
ensemble players began an uplifting instrumental rendition of Maroon 5’s “Moves
Like Jaggar”, I flipped through the program I had been handed. Words of praise and
congratulations from parents and other family members were printed on the inside
cover. ‘Courtney, we love you and are so very proud of you! Good luck and have fun.
Love Dad, Mom and Katelyn’ read the top message; ‘Meghan, I could not be more
77

proud of you!! Loved watching you grow and cannot wait to see the amazing things
you continue to do. Love Mom and Sean’ gushed another.84 The program promised
a variety of musical performers; in addition to the high school jazz ensemble, the
middle school chorus, middle school band, high school chorus, jazz band and the
high school band were all scheduled to play. The members of each musical group
were listed next to their chosen instruments and the songs they planned to perform.
The last three pages of the program were dedicated to advertisements for local
businesses sponsoring the event: a photography studio, an insurance adjuster, two
auto mechanics. The back cover included information on an organization called
‘Friends of (school name withheld) Music’, a group of parents and other local
volunteers who raise money to support the school’s young musical performers with
uniforms, meals, trips and other resources.

Over the course of the evening, more than 100 student performers
entertained the audience. Overall, despite the occasional missed note, the young
musicians put on an impressive display of both individual prowess and group
harmony; they had clearly been practicing for months. Following each set, the
performers stood from their chairs and took deep bows; each time the audience
erupted in enthusiastic clapping, hoots and whistles. The young musicians’ faces
showed varying forms of relief as the tension of their moments in the spotlight gave
way; some displayed toothy grins or waved enthusiastically to the audience, others
cracked tightlipped smiles as their cheeks flushed red. The atmosphere was festive,
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Names have been changed to protect privacy.
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a celebration of the community’s brightest young musical talents. The student
performers surely went home that evening with an invigorated sense of their roles
as young citizens, feeling more connected to their local community and more
appreciative of the opportunities their public school had given them. As I drove
home, I thought about the impact such an experience might have on their future
voting behavior.

In this chapter, I present evidence from my observations, interviews and
quantitative analysis to assess how a variety of extracurricular experiences lead
young citizens to adopt civic predispositions, and ultimately to vote. My
investigation of the impacts of varsity sports participation presented in Chapter 3
led me to two important conclusions that inform my analysis going forward. First,
scholastic experiences can have profound impacts on young people’s voting
behaviors, specifically because schools are uniquely situated to publicly honor
young citizens’ efforts and accomplishments, connect them to their communities,
and illustrate the positive power of public institutions. Second, the mechanisms that
link education and voting are not exclusively, perhaps not even primarily, academic;
nonacademic experiences can have profound impacts on young people’s attitudes
about citizenship, community and government, and these interpretations affect
turnout.

Before examining additional extracurricular educational experiences, it is
important to consider why experiences playing interscholastic sports lead to civic
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predispositions. Certainly, interscholastic sports are enjoyable for the vast majority
of students who participate; school sports provide young people with structured
opportunities to pursue activities they enjoy. Of course, extracurricular programs in
general exist to provide organized opportunities for students to further explore and
enjoy chosen interests. Do all extracurricular participants thereby develop civic
predispositions? If not, what aspects of these educational experiences matter for
later voting behavior? In Chapter 3, my interviews and observations suggested a
variety of ways experiences playing interscholastic sports can create civic
predispositions. Students who play varsity sports may gain greater appreciation of
the benefits provided by public schools, leading them to embrace the value of public
institutions. Furthermore, athletic participation brings praise and recognition of
young people’s efforts and accomplishments, building feelings of efficacy. Finally,
student athletes are connected to their communities in ways that other students are
not, fostering habits of civic engagement.

Mettler (2002 and 2005) found that positive interpretations resulted from
certain interactions with government because they conveyed respect based on
citizens’ accomplishments. In her research, veterans were more likely to become
politically active after participating in the G.I. Bill program because that program
demonstrated the value of government in their lives and honored their previous
service, demonstrating that they had respected statuses in society. This model
linking program participation first to civic predisposition, and ultimately voting
behavior, is perfectly congruent with extracurricular activities like interscholastic
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sports participation. Participants are well served by these programs and see their
achievements honored and respected by officials and peers in their school and local
communities, just as war veterans are dignified through their interactions with the
G.I. Bill program and appreciate the benefits they receive. However, given the wide
variety of extracurricular activities available to American high school students, we
must consider how these programs can so effectively confer such benefits,
recognition and connections to community. In this chapter, I seek to determine the
aspects of extracurricular activities that most effectively inspire civic
predispositions; in this way, educators, policymakers and researchers alike can
better understand and implement extracurricular programs that effectively foster
voter turnout.

Extracurricular Participation and Voter Turnout

To test the interpretive effects of extracurricular program participation, I
investigate a variety of extracurricular experiences below. In addition to
interscholastic sports, the NELS offers data on several other forms of extracurricular
participation, experiences that I ultimately find vary greatly terms of the value they
hold for students, the recognition students receive, and the prominence they achieve
in school and local communities. During the second round of NELS surveys,
respondents were asked about participation in two broad categories of
extracurricular activities: performance-based programs like school plays or
81

musicals and band or chorus, and club activities such as hobby clubs, vocational
clubs, academic clubs, and service clubs. As in Chapter 3, before testing for the
effect of each of the experiences above on later voting behavior, I use matching
analysis to remove possible bias in my sample. Using the extracurricular
experiences as treatments, the analyses displayed in Table 4.1 are matched on the
same controls identified in Chapter 2 and controlled for in my matched samples in
Chapter 3. I then used logit regression analysis to assess the impact of each type of
extracurricular experience on subsequent voting behavior, including the same
controls in my models; results from these analyses are presented in Table 4.1 below,
while results of these same models for the full unmatched NELS sample are
presented in Table. D.2 in Appendix D.
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Table 4.1 – Voting by Extracurricular Participation, Logit Regressions under Matched
Samples85
Voting in State or
Local Elections
2006

Voting in 2004
Presidential
Election

Voting in State or
Local Elections
2012

Voting in 2008
Presidential
Election

School Play or
Musical

.294***
(.078)
.070
n = 2964

.265***
(.079)
.062
n = 2957

.421***
(.081)
.103
n = 2583

.315***
(.090)
.063
n = 2587

School Band or
Chorus

.300***
(.063)
.073
n = 4341

.267***
(.064)
.064
n = 4332

.126*
(.067)
.031
n = 3792

.181**
(.073)
.038
n = 3785

.117
(.081)

-.012
(.082)

-.004
(.085)

n = 2622

n = 2619

n = 2322

.180*
(.094)
.036
n = 2322

.151*
(.079)
.038
n = 2779

.173**
(.079)
.043
n = 2778

.132
(.085)
n = 2377

.155*
(.088)
.036
n = 2369

.142**
(.060)
.035
n = 4847

.076
(.061)

-.010
(.063)

.048
(.069)

n = 4840

n = 4264

n = 4265

.198***
(.064)
.048
n = 4353

.207***
(.065)
.049
n = 4350

.178***
(.066)
.044
n = 3789

.321***
(.074)
.065
n = 3784

Hobby Clubs

Vocational Clubs

Academic Clubs

Service Clubs

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant; changes in predicted probabilities for those
effects found to be statistically significant are listed in italics below standard errors. Finally, the
sample size for each regression is listed in italics at the bottom of each cell. Note that only
results for independent variables of interest are featured; each cell displays results from a
distinct model of voting. Control variables representing respondents’ scores on a standardized
reading test, respondents’ home literary resources, parents’ educational attainment, discussion
of current events with parents, and two measures of socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and
one from 2004, were also included in each model.
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The relationships between participation in school plays or musicals and
school band or chorus and later voter participation is striking, considerably
stronger and more durable than the results for varsity sports participation
presented in Chapter 3. Students who participate in these extracurricular activities
during high school are between 6.2% and 10.3% more likely to vote in elections
during the eight years following their graduation from high school; these results are
nearly all highly significant. Among the four types of clubs surveyed, the impact of
participation in service clubs stands out; participating in service clubs during high
school leaves young people between 4.4% and 6.5% more likely to vote, and all four
results are highly significant. Notably, the impact of each of these experiences on
turnout remains significant nearly a decade later, and for participants in theater
programs and service clubs, may even strengthen over time. Results are more
mixed for the other three types of extracurricular activities assessed. While all three
were found to have a significant relationship to at least one of the measures of
voting assessed, none displayed the consistent and lasting relationship to voting
shown to result from the other activities measured. However, results for vocational
clubs do display a relatively strong and consistently positive impact, reaching
reliable significance for three of four voting measures, and approaching significance
for the fourth.

In the sections that follow, I use my own interviews and observations to
inform the results above. As in Chapter 3, my qualitative data illustrate various
ways in which these nonacademic educational experiences teach students about
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their roles as citizens, connect them to their school and local communities, and
demonstrate the value of public institutions. I also uncover new details regarding
the aspects of extracurricular programs that most effectively lead to civic
predispositions, including the prominence of performance-based extracurriculars,
the direct connections to local communities fostered by service clubs, the
importance of promotion and recognition of student efforts and events, and the
essential roles played by adults in school communities in signaling the value of
particular programs. Later, I return to the NELS data to further consider the
particular interpretations that may result from these activities: attitudes about the
value and importance of community, citizenship and government.

The Value of Extracurricular Activities

As I have noted previously, young people tend to readily assign great value to
the nonacademic aspects of their high school experiences. My interviewees
discussed their participation in a wide variety of extracurricular activities covered
by the NELS categories above: performance-based activities like band and theater,
hobby clubs dedicated to everything from cultural appreciation to video games,
vocational clubs aimed at developing student interest in professions such as
computer programming and medicine, academic clubs focused on languages and
other subjects, and service clubs that take on issues and volunteer their efforts.
Many of the recent graduates I interviewed emphasized extracurriculars in
expressing genuine gratitude for the rich variety of activities that had been made
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available to them during high school. For example, when initially asked whether she
had enjoyed her high school experience, one young woman responded, “Yes,
because I was able to make lots of friends, do clubs after school, and teachers were
helpful.” More specifically, she attached a great amount of personal satisfaction to
her extracurricular experiences, listing playing violin and participation in a school
service club, known as Love Club, as among her greatest accomplishments as a
student.86

Much like varsity athletes, participants in extracurriculars are often proud of
their efforts and accomplishments; in fact, nonathletic extracurriculars are seen by
some participants who do not play sports as alternative opportunities to
demonstrate their talents. As one young woman explained when asked about the
school accomplishments she was most proud of, “I’m not very into sports, but there
were other things I was proud about – band, EMT program, drama.”87 Another
listed her leadership position in the National Honor Society, the most commonly
cited extracurricular program by my interviewees, saying that she “took great pride
in that.” She also happily noted that she “did a lot of music, like chorus” and “was
proud of those and had fun with them.”88 The overall value young people place on
extracurricular experiences is consistent with my findings above, which show
positive correlations between a variety of extracurricular participation and
subsequent voter turnout.
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How Extracurricular Experiences Differ

Given the stark differences in the impacts on voting displayed by the various
extracurricular activities tested above, it is important to consider how the
experiences students have in these programs vary across program types. The
clearest divide in the results above is between clubs and activities based on
performance, and this quantitative distinction was reinforced and explained by my
interviewees.89 In short, the recent graduates with whom I spoke consistently
expressed that performance-based extracurricular activities garner more
recognition and respect than do club activities. This differential treatment has a
great impact on how students perceive their extracurricular experiences, especially
regarding the status they achieve in their school and local communities, and the
pride they take in their own efforts. For example, when I asked one young woman
about the scholastic accomplishments she was most proud of, she volunteered her
sports participation but not her participation in her school’s Asian culture, Spanish,
science and art clubs. Having dedicated time to these clubs, I enquired as to why she
didn’t view her efforts as significant. “Clubs didn’t seem as important as sports,” she
explained simply, likely having absorbed cues about the value of club participation
during her time in high school.90

The exception to this divide, in terms of impact on later voting behavior, is service clubs.
Unlike other clubs, service clubs require students to take substantive action to address
particular issues, fostering feelings of efficacy and relationships between students and their
local communities. See the following section for more on the development of civic
predispositions through service club participation.
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Many other former students with whom I spoke also discussed the divergent
statuses of extracurricular activities. Several recent graduates directly cited the lack
of recognition by their school communities as discouraging for club participants.
“The engineering competition doesn’t get much press, but I guess that if people
listen to morning announcements they would know,” reported one former member
of his school’s Junior Engineering Technical Society who had also been a varsity
athlete. “At awards night, an award was just thrown in there for engineering,” he
reasoned in a cynical tone, further noting that the achievements of school sports
teams were frequently featured on his high school’s Facebook page, “but that
wouldn’t happen with a science competition.”91

The recognition extracurricular participants receive from their school
communities matters for how they conceive of their own efforts. In their
assessments of the prestige associated with extracurricular programs, my
interviewees frequently measured extracurricular achievement by the publicity
programs received within their school communities. When asked whether some
students were more respected and appreciated by teachers and school officials, the
engineering club and athletic participant above cited “people who played sports or
did theater, where they got more external recognition”, also noting that “teachers
talked to them more.”92 This statement displays two types of acknowledgement or
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recognition that extracurricular participants can receive within their school
communities: formal recognition, such as through announcements and awards, and
informal recognition, based on personal interactions with fellow students, teachers
and other school officials.

My own observations further support the lack of attention given to
nonperformance-based activities. The Spring Concert described above also included
a less-noticed side event just down the hall: an art show. As attendees funneled
through the auditorium doors, a hand-drawn sign posted to the left of the door
directed visitors down the hall to the ‘Art Show.’ I might have missed the art show
myself had I not been so eager to document the entirety of the event, but once I
stepped into the large art room lined with sculptures, paintings, drawings, carvings
and other pieces, I was very impressed by the talent on display. I walked the rows
of pieces, marveling at the creativity and attention to detail, and also wondering
about the recognition the artists were receiving. Each piece featured a label, giving
the title of the piece and the name and grade of the artist, but the artists themselves
were nowhere to be found. It was a shame, I remember thinking, that the students
were not standing there alongside their pieces, present to absorb the praise of an
appreciative audience, as were their musician counterparts twenty yards down the
hall. This brings to light an important element of performance-based activities that
schools typically fail to replicate for other extracurriculars: the immediate
recognition and praise bestowed upon performing artists and athletes by their
audiences.
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Students also take notice of a third, and more quantifiable, measure of
recognition schools confer upon extracurricular programs: funding. I spoke to one
young woman who had not played sports or participated in performing arts but had
been a member of at least five school clubs: the robotics, art, math, philosophy and
games clubs. When I began our interview by asking whether she had taken pride in
her high school, she replied flatly, “No, no pride.” She then explained that her lack of
pride, what appeared to be a conscious stance of disassociation from her school
community, was based on her discontent over how clubs were treated in
comparison to performance-based extracurriculars. “My school was a big sports
school, and they even paid for cheerleaders to go on trips,” she lamented. “I didn’t
like that because the robotics team didn’t get sponsored by the school to travel, even
though we did really well.”93 Just as the support shown to performance-based
extracurriculars like sports and performing arts can be inspiring, students feel
discouraged when they notice that their chosen activities lack similar recognition.

In addition to the contrast between performance-based extracurriculars and
clubs, my quantitative results also suggest a divide between the two types of
performance arts programs surveyed in the NELS: plays and musicals in comparison
to band and chorus. Both of these performance-based programs lead participants to
vote at higher rates than do clubs, demonstrating significant and lasting positive
correlations with voter turnout; however, plays and musicals result in a more
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dramatic impact. Again, my interviewees suggested that the difference is based on
the support these two different types of performing arts programs receive within
school communities. “They worked really hard,” one young woman asserted in
reference to artistic performers at her school generally, but she further indicated
that she and the rest of her school community had been most appreciative of the
theater performers. “Every year the big musical was so good,” she recalled, then
added a contrast to her school’s chorus program. “Chorus was a big group, and I’ve
heard them say they didn’t get enough recognition from the school.”94

Most of my interviewees who indicated lesser statuses for chorus and band
programs in comparison to theater programs focused on event turnout, an easily
quantifiable measure of recognition. “Plays are a lot more popular than orchestra or
chorus concerts, especially among students; a ton of people to go plays,” the
engineering club participant quoted above told me.95 “Musicals at our school were
really highly regarded; everyone went and recognized the students’ performances,”
another former student reported. She then compared the theater group to her
school’s band and chorus programs, which “had performances too, but people didn’t
really go.”96

These trends in turnout are also replicated among members of local
communities, at least according to one attendee I interviewed. “The local
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community would often attend plays, so they had a big turnout with a lot of older
people, because the town has a lot of older people who like to support the
community,” she said, continuing, “but no one went to band concerts; it’s really sad
that no one goes; only people in band and their parents, same with chorus because it
is boring, and they don’t play great music.”97 While her criticism of her schools
musicians’ talents was certainly in opposition to many of the other assessments I
heard, her focus on the entertaining nature of theater events in comparison to music
events is understandable. Having observed several theater and several music
events for my research, I must admit that I was also more engaged by the theater
productions. To be clear, I was universally impressed by the young musicians I saw
perform; however, the plays and musicals I watched were extremely entertaining.
Even the occasional verbal stumble, or physical stumble, proves engaging and
endearing, and I have since often found myself thinking back on both the plays
themselves and the charisma of the performers. It is perhaps not surprising, then,
that theater productions receive greater support from school and local
communities, particularly in terms of event attendance. Importantly, these varying
levels of recognition are meaningful to the participants themselves, directly
impacting their evaluations of their own accomplishments and contributions.

In summary, the ways extracurricular programs are regarded within school
communities have direct impacts on how students perceive of their efforts, the pride
and value they attach to their hard work and achievements. Students noted three
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specific ways in which schools demonstrate regard for extracurricular programs:
official promotion and recognition, informal acknowledgement by members of
school communities, and program funding or sponsorship; the support participants
receive in these three forms directly affects the prestige of each program. The
dichotomy between club and performance-based extracurricular activities helps to
explain my quantitative results above. Performance-based activities, such as plays,
musicals, band and chorus, generally receive more formal recognition, informal
recognition and funding than club activities. As a result, performance-based
extracurricular programs confer greater statuses on their participants, and thereby
more effectively build civic predispositions in young people that lead to voting.
Furthermore, among performance-based programs, theater productions generally
receive the greatest level of conspicuous support in terms of event attendance. The
participants in these programs surely note this difference, and this helps to explain
why theater participants are even more likely than their musician counterparts to
form civic predispositions that lead to voting.

Connecting to Community through Service Clubs

In contrast to the results for hobby, academic and vocational clubs above,
participants in school service clubs were shown to be significantly more likely to
vote for all four of the measures of turnout assessed; this effect is more akin to those
for performance-based clubs, though the changes in predicted probabilities are
93

slightly lower. Was this because service clubs garner more prestige in school
communities than the other three types of clubs? Probably not, overall my
interviews did not reveal consistently elevated statuses within school communities
for participants in service clubs; instead, service clubs excel at connecting students
to their local communities and demonstrating that their efforts matter, just as
performance-based programs do. In this way, not only do participants in service
clubs assign value to their efforts based on the recognition they receive from their
local communities, they become directly engaged with politics, habits of engagement
that continues into adulthood.

Service clubs are extracurricular programs that organize and promote
student chartable work, most often through engagement with local communities. As
reported by my interviewees, service club work can include activities like
fundraising for disaster relief or other causes, promoting public education
campaigns about public health or political issues, building public spaces or lowincome housing, and engaging with area homeless or senior populations. Some high
school students are required by their schools to conduct community service as a
graduation requirement, while many others are encouraged informally, particularly
as part of the college application process. One young woman told me that “In my
school we have a 10 hours of community service requirement,” but she added,
perhaps with the benefit of hindsight, “I also just wanted to do something, because
my friend first encouraged me to get involved.”98
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One common extracurricular program is an essential driver of student
participation in school service clubs: The National Honor Society (NHS). NHS has
chapters at high schools in all 50 states, with more than one million active
participants, and was the most commonly mentioned program by my interviewees.
Importantly, NHS is not an academic club and doesn’t merely function as a
nationalized honor roll. Instead, members, who are most often accepted based
primarily on academic performance, are required to complete community service,
with the minimum number of annual hours varying by chapter.99 Some NHS
chapters engage in organized community service activities directly, but this service
requirement most often serves to boost participation in separate school service
clubs aimed at particular issues.

One service club that was mentioned by several of my interviews was the
Junior Reserve Officer’s Training Corps program, or JROTC, a federally-funded
program whose primary mission is “Motivating Young People to be Better Citizens.”
When I asked one young JROTC squadron commander whether her high school was
an important part of her local community, she replied that “the high school is pretty
well known by the local community, because we have pretty good standards – we
volunteer a lot.” She continued, emphasizing the way that JROTC and other service
programs at her school had directly connected the school and local communities.
“The school gave us good opportunities to get into the community and do stuff,” she
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recalled, adding proudly that “volunteering spread the name of our school
around.”100 Another JROTC participant confirmed the active roles JROTC programs
take in local communities, reporting that “(J)ROTC did a lot of community service”
because “for (J)ROTC you had to complete a certain number of community service
hours.” She added that the JROTC program was just one of several extracurricular
programs at her school “where you could help the community”, going on to mention
programs through which students volunteered with a local animal shelter and
helped to clean public parks.101

Another young woman had been part of a community outreach program
called the “Love Club”, which had formed a relationship with a local senior center,
decorating the residence and organizing a potluck celebration. The experience had
obviously forged new connections, exposing her to members of her community
about whom she might have otherwise remained unaware. “I would talk about
school, and they would ask how school was going,” she recalled, adding that she had
found it endearing when the seniors in her community “would talk about their past
experiences.”102 I also heard about student experiences in clubs focused on
environmental service, one of many issues young people take on that introduces
them to policy advocacy. One former member of her schools’ “Green Team”
recounted how she had helped to lead a recycling initiative at her school. “We went
to talk to the school committee and worked with the department of public works to
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get more recycling bins at our school,” she recalled. Overall, the experience was
inspiring and helped her develop comfort as an issue advocate. “It was fun,” she told
me, “because it was the first time we ever had to present ourselves like adults to a
real committee, so it felt official.”103

In addition to service clubs, which initiate community outreach and service,
some high schools also take active roles in broader community events. One young
woman hadn’t been a member of any extracurricular clubs but had gotten involved
in local festivals through her school. She reported that she had helped to construct
floats and to “light up the town” for the “City of Lights Parade.” She also noted that
cultural clubs at her high school participated in the city’s African Festival and Asian
Festival. When I asked whether she had pride in her school, she affirmed that she
did, and went further, “I think everyone in (my home city) does; (my home city) is a
prideful city and that is incorporated into the high school.”104 105

Public schools are essential community institutions and are in unique
positions to organize and promote participation in youth service programs. These
experiences not only directly benefit worthy causes, they inspire action and connect
young people with the people and issues that surround them, experiences that affect
enduring civic engagement habits, including voter participation. My interviews
shed light on some of the many ways that service clubs connect young citizens to
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their communities and allow them to be recognized for their efforts. These
qualitative reports are entirely consistent with the strong quantitative relationship
between service club participation and subsequent voter turnout demonstrated
above.

Promotion and Recognition of Performing Artists within School Communities

The quantitative results above demonstrate a strong and lasting connection
between performing arts participation and voter turnout. In fact, the impact on
participation is even stronger and more lasting than that observed for participation
in varsity sports in Chapter 3, especially for participants in theater programs. As
they do for varsity sports events, schools directly market performing arts events,
often with particular focus on encouraging student attendance. “The school really
put emphasis on performance,” reported one former student who had attended
theater and musical events. “Teachers and faculty would talk about events to try to
raise attendance”, and as a result, “students generally did go to the performances”,
she recalled.106

Whenever my interviewees spoke about the promotion of artistic
performance events, the active role of adults in school communities, namely
teachers and school administrators, was constant. A young woman who had
frequently attended performances noted that “some teachers even gave extra credit
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for going”, revealing the lengths to which teachers go to promote performing arts
events. Certainly, the performers themselves also have a role in promotion; as she
recalled, “One kid who would always advertise the shows would get on students’
nerves.” However, she was quick to clarify the central role of adults in her school
community supporting artistic performers, stressing that “teachers and
administrators encouraged (the performers) and were very supportive.”107

The variety of promotional strategies employed within school communities
was summed up by yet another of my interviewees as she reflected on the
marketing of events at her school. “The productions were popular,” she stated,
further explaining that “lots of people went to the plays because there was lots of
advertising, including announcements, and teachers would encourage attendance,
so people were excited about them.” She also offered a personal anecdote that
demonstrates the draw of performing arts events. “I even drove back to my old
school to see a friend perform,” she told me, remembering that “it was a cool thing
to be a part of.”108

After such events, participants in performing arts programs garner praise
and recognition for their efforts. “After a performance, they would always announce
performers on morning announcements and at lunches,” said the first young woman
quoted above, noting that the purpose of these announcements was “to praise
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school performances and say how good they did.”109 Some schools also hold
ceremonies to praise artistic, as well as athletic, performers. “The school works to
show that performers are equal to athletes,” one student induced in reflecting on
these events, citing as proof that “they had a separate ceremony, like athletes.”110

Notable performers are sometimes singled out for praise within school
communities, an element of individualized recognition that is also frequent among
varsity athletes. One former student who “went to a couple of plays” and boasted
that her school’s “drama program is very good” viewed a handful of prominent
performers as representative of that program as a whole. “There were a couple of
kids who played main roles,” she explained, “and everyone knew who they were.”111
Another recent graduate expressed particular regard for two performers at her
school, a singer and an actor, detailing some of their accomplishments to me. It was
clear that these two young people had held a sort of celebrity status in her school
community, and she added that “they were also highlighted in (the principal’s)
graduation speech.” 112 113

The efforts of participants in performing arts extracurriculars are widely
promoted and recognized within school communities, especially by teachers and
school administrators. Much like athletes, these programs’ most visible participants
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can achieve “small-scale celebrity status”, as one of my interviewees described
football players in Chapter 3.114 As a result, it is not surprising that performing
artists themselves value their extracurricular efforts and achievements; the former
actors and musicians to whom I spoke unanimously expressed pride in their
participation. One orchestra violinist summarized how having the school
community’s support gave significance to the hard work she and others put in.
“(Members of our school community) really respected us,” she began. “Some
teachers would go the performances to see the students, and sometimes they would
ask those students in class about the performances,” she reported, speaking from
what sounded like personal experience. “A lot of people came to orchestra, and I
went to musicals and there were a lot of people there too: parents, friends of
students, teachers.” Given all the attention, she admitted, “I felt a little nervous,” but
emphasized, “I was proud to perform the pieces I had practiced.”115 A chorus singer
gave a similar description of how the recognition her extracurricular work garnered
her led to a sense of pride. “I did a lot of music, chorus, and I was proud of those and
had fun with them,” she said. She added that “it was a small school, so if you
excelled in chorus, you’d be known for that”, apparently speaking about herself, and
went on to conclude, “it feels good to be recognized, especially by students in grades
above and below, and by teachers.”116 Also like athletes, performing artists take
pride in representing their schools, and even their specific programs, a tendency
exhibited by multiple former band members I interviewed in particular. As one
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former high school band member told me, “It was an honor to carry on the legacy of
everyone who came before you in the (town name omitted) Band.” 117 118 It is
important to note that such appreciation for school history beyond the scope of
individual students’ tenures can only come from adults in a school community, who
clearly did an excellent job instilling both pride and appreciation for community in
that particular young performer.

The support performing artists receive, in terms of promotion of their events
and recognition of their work, creates feelings of pride and demonstrates to these
young citizens that they contribute value to their school communities. My
interviews also provide evidence that teachers and school administrators have key
roles in this promotion and recognition. These school community adults are
uniquely positioned to elevate interest in performing arts events within student
bodies, specifically by marketing events and publicly praising performers’
accomplishments. Teachers and school administrators also play an essential role in
promoting sports events and recognizing the accomplishments of varsity athletes, as
documented in Chapter 3. However, it is notable that clubs, especially those that are
not service related, rarely receive such attention, and the participants in those
extracurricular programs take notice of this contrast. High school extracurricular
activities that are more respected within school communities more effectively build
civic predispositions. This helps to explain why participants in performing arts
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extracurricular programs, such as plays, musicals, band and chorus, go on to vote at
far higher rates than do their peers in hobby, academic and vocational clubs.

Performing Arts Events as Local Community Events

High school performing arts shows are community events, as I observed at
the concerts and plays I attended. Like at varsity sporting events, crowds bring
members of school communities together with members of local communities,
including family and friends of performers, senior citizens, journalists, political
figures and other local residents. “Students, teachers and faculty would attend,” said
one former student of artistic performances such as plays and concerts, “but also
families, so it became more of a community event, and not just performers’ families
but other families from town as well.”119 “I went to a couple of shows,” said another
former student I interviewed, “a lot of families and friends of students went; overall
the shows were pretty well attended.”120 Another young man described how
“students would go with friends, and parents also really liked to go, even if their kids
weren’t acting.” He also specifically mentioned seniors, including his own
grandparent. “Grandparents would go; one of my friends brought his entire family,
cousins too, and I actually brought one of my grandparents to a school play once,
just as something to do,” he recalled. He surmised that “most of the community
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would go”, noting that at his school “they usually do three or four showings and
often fill the audiences.”121

Some of my interviewees noted that in otherwise uneventful small towns,
school performances can be significant news events. “Most things are centered
around the school,” one former band member told me, “so school events are big
news for the town. I work at farm, and a lot of people I work with were interested in
going to my shows because there is nothing else to do.”122 Another interviewee
specifically noted how local journalists cover high school events, and how that
coverage helps to promote attendance. “In the local paper they talk about the school
the most,” she explained, “so everyone knew what was going on in the school,
because we only have one high school.” And she was aware of one notable attendee.
“The mayor would make an effort to show up at events like the senior dinner,
awards night, and the winter concert,” she recounted.123

The inclusion of members of the local community at events brings
recognition and praise to performers, sometimes from people whom they often do
not even know, and this elevated local status is noted by the young performers
themselves. One performer described how his participation in theater connected
him to his local community. “Teens interact a lot with the town, and the town has
pride for school events like theater, band, ultimate; these events create interactions
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between students and people in town,” he explained. “People who don’t even have
kids in the school system come to events”, he went on, “and people stop me and say
stuff about it.” He then gave a few examples. “I work at the town library, and the
librarians will stop me and say stuff, same with at local businesses. A mom with
young kids stopped me once at the supermarket and said ‘oh, I saw you in the
theater, and it was so good.’” Finally, he concluded by considering how recognition
of high school performing arts programs spreads in local communities. “So, people
go watch events at the school, and then tell a parent or neighbor,” he reasoned, “and
then it gets back to me. Also, it is publicized in the local newspaper, and my mom
talks to a lot of older adults who seem to know about the high school, know what is
going on.”124

For some participants, the connection to local community brings profound
senses of solidarity. “They were collective achievements,” one band member told
me, describing her participation in her high school marching band. “The town was
very proud of the marching band because we were in the parades, and you would
see adults out there cheering for the band at the parades. I felt that being a part of
these events helped bring town spirit, not just school spirit, because it was
something to proud of, and I felt proud of the town for focusing on the rest of the
community not just themselves.”125 Again, I noted the attention to legacy in a
marching band program, an interesting feature of this particular type of music
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program. Furthermore, the inclusion of marching bands in local events builds
connections between high schools and local communities, just as the inclusion of
hobby or service clubs in such events does. Most importantly, the young
participants emerge from their experiences as high school performing artists with
greater senses of attachment to their local communities, an essential aspect of a
civic predisposition. As one musician told me, “People in the community who saw
me would say ‘good job’ . . . it felt pretty good, but it didn’t change how I feel about
myself.”126 Actually, I suspect it did, however unconsciously.

Performing arts events draw attendees from across local communities,
connecting schools to the towns and cities they serve. As one former theater
participant surmised, “Everyone in the community comes together to support kids
at the high school, for athletic events, performances; it is a way for the community to
kind of bond together.”127 In the process, performers are respected and recognized,
teaching them that their hard work is meaningful to others, that they are capable of
making positive contributions to the people around them. “It was really cool to
travel to different places and perform in front of crowds,” one of the band members
quoted above told me, “seeing that they enjoyed it and our hard work paid off was
very enjoyable.”128 These experiences thereby integrate young people into their
communities, encourage active citizenship, and demonstrate the value of public
institutions like high schools. In this way, the qualitative evidence presented by my
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interviews and observations regarding the ways in which experiences in performing
arts programs connect participants to their communities further helps to explain
why participants in these programs develop civic predispositions and are ultimately
more likely to vote.

The Varying Statuses of Performing Arts Participants

The ability and dedication of participants in school performing arts programs
earns them the respect of their fellow students. Many of my interviewees marveled
openly at performers’ abilities. “I could never get up and perform, so more power to
them,” one young woman stated, adding that she “went to one musical, and it was
really cool to see.”129 “We all thought that what they did was impressive, hard to do,”
said another, explaining that for this reason, “(performing artists) were very
respected.”130 One former student who had attended “a lot of performances”
proudly noted that her school was “turning out incredible musicians and artists.”
“They do great work and are really passionate,” she reported, adding, “I really
respect people who find something they love and dedicate themselves, and that is
true of athletes and performers.”131
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As they did for athletes, my interviewees consistently expressed appreciation
and even awe at the performances of students in their schools’ band, chorus, and
theater programs. The visible roles these students have in performing for their
school and local communities was frequently mentioned as the source of these
participants’ elevated statuses. As one recent graduate stated, “There was definitely
a correlation between band and popularity, because they were always at all of the
games and supporting the school spirit.”132 Another, who surmised that “students in
certain clubs and those who were more involved in extracurriculars got more
respect from teachers and officials”, went on to note that this status was especially
true of participants in “performance-based clubs.”133

The similar statuses of athletic and artistic performers were volunteered by
several other recent graduates I interviewed. “People who do a lot of activities . . .
are known for their achievements, from sports to theater,” said one young woman
who had taken leadership roles in her school’s music, theater and dance programs,
in addition to playing varsity lacrosse.134 Another young woman who had
participated in the National Honor Society, but not in any athletic or artistic
performance-based activities, also related that her “friends in orchestra and choir
were treated with the same respect as athletes.”135 Similarly, a young man who had
played varsity sports, but had not participated in artistic activities, explained that
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students who “played sports or theater . . . got more external recognition”, and as a
result, “teachers talked to them more.”136

While all of my interviewees were clear in their personal appreciation for the
artistic performers at their schools, it is also important to acknowledge that some
reported that artists were isolated and even mocked by some of their other fellow
students. Overall, the statuses of performing artists within school communities
appears to vary greatly across schools. Given the positive policy feedback effects
demonstrated in my analysis of the NELS data above, it is important to better
understand the statuses of performing arts programs and their participants. A
significant minority of my interviews reported that performing artists were isolated
from their broader school communities, particularly from their fellow students. For
example, one young woman seemed eager to distinguish her treatment of
performing artist from that which she witnessed from her peers. “They were really
nice and creative, but sometimes more of the weird kids,” she explained, quickly
adding, “I would still talk to them, but that is how others perceived them.” The
young woman above who had describe performing arts as “impressive, hard to do”
also explained that the participants in these programs “were their own cult,
basically, very much in their own group.”137 Another student who had participated
in both music and chorus explained that there was an “established group” of
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performing arts participants at her school, and that “not everyone liked the music
and drama kids.”138

Beyond isolation, I heard reports of performing arts programs being openly
mocked by students at some schools, and when such disrespectful climates exist,
they are definitely noted by the participants themselves. As one theater participant
described, “I don’t think people disliked us as individuals, but students definitely
laughed at those clubs; when they would say plays on morning announcements,
people would laugh, because nobody goes to those.”139 Even more alarmingly,
stigma can discourage participation in school performing arts programs, as
demonstrated by one young woman who recounted that “Students thought . . .
people in drama were weird; for some reason at my school drama kids aren’t cool.”
Sadly, she went on to admit that she “liked drama” but had been “too worried about
the social status of being a drama geek,” and therefore “didn’t participate.”140

While stigma toward artistic performance-based extracurriculars at some
high schools is discouraging, two important distinctions emerged in my interviews.
First, school communities vary greatly in the recognition and respect they pay to
performing arts programs. Reports of isolation and disrespect were the exception,
as the great majority of my interviewees did report respect for performing arts
programs and elevated statuses for participants. Second, any disrespect toward
Interview 8
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performing arts programs or their participants was displayed only by students.
Adults in school communities, particularly teachers and school administrators, are
consistently supportive of arts programs, regardless of overall program prestige; it
is the students themselves who hold wildly contrasting views of performing arts
programs across schools. One student made this dichotomy clear when I asked
about support for performing arts programs at her school. “For students, I’m not
sure they knew about the fine arts department, though students liked having the
winter concert for assembly,” she reported, apparently referring to an event during
school hours. As a contrast to the students, she went on to say that “teachers and
officials respected us a lot and even came to our shows.”141

The level of appreciation for artistic performers varies greatly depending on
the focus on the school itself.142 Several of my interviewees reported having
attended public schools specializing in math or science, fields of study that are
generally quite distinct from the performing arts. For students in math and science
schools, it is perhaps not surprising that performing arts garner comparatively less
respect and recognition. For example, the theater participant above who recalled
that students at her school had laughed when plays were advertised during morning
announcements explained that behavior by noting that her school “was a math and
science school, so a lot of kids weren’t interested in performing arts.” Another

Interview 23
In recent decades, states and school districts have increasingly turned to public magnet and
charter schools, which tend to focus on particular subject fields. See Chapter 6 for implications
of this research on policymaking decisions regarding educational focus and extracurricular
program funding.
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attendee of a math and science magnet school complained about the lack of facilities
for artistic activities, noting that her school’s band program instead paired with a
local university, and the drama program with a local theater. She had participated
in the drama program for only one year, but then stopped “because it is just not a
big thing” at her school.

The vast majority of my interviewees reported that their school communities
held performing arts extracurricular programs in high regard, and the participants
in these programs voiced their appreciation. “At our school, people really respect
the music and theater departments,” one student reported. He further
acknowledged that “certain kids would never consider going, but the great majority
would,” and supported that generalization with his own experience, adding, “I have
been to see the musical three of four years, and I’ve been to student written
plays.”143 Another student described her school as “very performance-based,”
noting that “those students were very much in the limelight and people generally
knew who they were.” She further asserted that performing artists were respected
across her school community, by students and adults. “If you speak to someone and
mention you are with x person, the vast majority of people would know who they
were and had something to say about them, usually positive, if they were a
performer.”144 Yet another reported that at her school “Theatre was huge”, further
detailing that “they went to Scotland to perform, had a lot of events, tried hard to
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recruit participants, and held regular shows.”145 These specifics demonstrate the
prestigious status held by performing arts programs at her school, as evidenced by
the promotion, recognition and funding the programs enjoyed.

Regardless of whether performing arts programs were prominent in school
communities, the support and respect teachers and school administrators have for
performers is ubiquitous. “Teachers would stay late to watch plays and go to
concerts,” noted the young woman who had referred to performers as “their own
cult.” Despite this isolation from students, she stressed that “performers were very
much part of the school community, and teachers understood how important it was
for them to be present at these events.”146 Another young woman who had
volunteered to help during some of her school’s theater events reported similar
levels of respect by school administrators. “I acknowledged (performers), saw them
as leaders of our school, and the administration recognized that too,” she said,
adding, “but for students, there was less attention than given to athletes.”147

In summary, the support, recognition and connections to community
performers experience explains why they go on to vote at reliably higher rates than
do their non-performing peers, including those who participate in extracurricular
club programs, which lack similar statuses in school and local communities.
Furthermore, adults in school communities, particularly teachers and school
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administrators, play essential roles in granting status and respect to performing arts
programs and their participants. As discussed previously, these adults effectively
promote and recognize young performers, and are even responsible for securing
adequate funding for performing arts programs. Teachers and administrators also
show personal support for artistic performers, attending shows and expressing
respect for performers even when many students may not. Returning to my
quantitative results, it appears that any isolation, stigma or lack of support
performing artists may feel from their fellow students does not discourage their
later political participation, or at least that any effect of such negative feedback is
minor. I suspect that the impact of the positive reinforcement all performers
receive from the adults in their school communities, as well as local communities,
effectively overwhelms the effects of any negative reactions from their peers. This is
an important addition to our understanding of how nonacademic educational
experiences can lead young people to active citizenship: civic predispositions are
developed largely thanks to the positive support of adults.

The Civic Predispositions of Extracurricular Participants

Having uncovered many important differences in the support extended to
extracurricular programs and having documented the ways in which these
differences manifest as voter turnout, I now turn to more directly consider the
attitudes participants in these programs hold. Like the experiences of varsity
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athletes, if the experiences of participants in performing arts programs help them to
develop civic predispositions, I would expect these students to readily embrace
specific attitudes that are closely associated with voter turnout. As demonstrated
quantitatively in Chapter 2, young people who value community engagement, active
and informed citizenship, and patriotism vote at higher rates. I return to the NELS
data to assess extracurricular participants’ attitudes about community, citizenship
and government, using the same three questions evaluated in Chapter 3.
Specifically, I use regression analysis to assess the impact participation in each of
the six types of extracurricular activities assessed above has on youth voting
behavior; results under matched samples are displayed in Table 4.2 below, while
results under the full NELS sample are presented in Table D.3 in Appendix D.

Table 4.3 – Attitudes by Extracurricular Participation, Regressions under Matched Samples148
Helping
Community

Active and
Informed Citizen

Patriotism

School Play or
Musical

.100***
(.020)
n = 3220

.074***
(.020)
n = 3209

-.010
(.025)
n = 3202

School Band or
Chorus

.074***
(.017)
n = 4746

.017
(.017)
n = 4731

-.008
(.020)
n = 4722

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant. Finally, the sample size for each regression
is listed in italics at the bottom of each cell. Note that only results for independent variables of
interest are featured; each cell displays results from a distinct model of voting. Control variables
representing respondents’ home literary resources, parents’ educational attainment, discussion
of current events with parents, and two measures of socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and
one from 2004, were also included in each model.
148
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Hobby Clubs

.087***
(.021)
n = 2863

.063***
(.021)
n = 2857

-.034
(.026)
n = 2854

Vocational Clubs

.053**
(.020)
n = 3094

.017
(.021)
n = 3090

.073***
(.025)
n = 3082

Academic Clubs

.091***
(.016)
n = 5245

.076***
(.016)
n = 5246

.007
(.019)
n = 5229

Service Clubs

.185***
(.016)
n = 4690

.119***
(.017)
n = 4685

.052**
(.020)
n = 4679

While all forms of extracurricular participation assessed lead participants to
more readily embrace at least one aspect of a civic predisposition, and none
discourage such attitudes, results are mixed overall, and point to some interesting
differences in attitudes across programs. First, it is notable that all of the programs
examined effectively lead participants to value community involvement, despite the
fact that hobby, vocational and academic clubs appear to do little to connect
students to their local communities. Not surprisingly, the most profound effect on
attitudes of community involvement is associated with service club participation,
which not only connects young people to their local communities, but also fosters
direct engagement with particular issues facing those communities. Students who
participate in these clubs are thus connected to their communities via two distinct
paths: their interactions with local community members and real-world educations
about problems and concerns their local community faces. Notably, the very nature
of service club activities not only teaches young people about specific issues, it
demonstrates that their efforts matter and result in positive changes in the lives of
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others. For example, the environmental service club participant quoted above noted
how what had begun as a school requirement had grown into a habit. “My high
school experience set a precedent for community service for me, so now I feel
obligated to volunteer; even though there is no obligation, I still want to.”149

One of the former JROTC members quoted above described how her service
work had made a lasting impression and is likely to affect her future community
involvement. “I was involved in a lot of things in school, so now it is my obligation
to go out and keep doing things like community service, getting a leadership
position, getting to know people.” When I asked whether she believed members of
her local community had been aware of her community work through JROTC, she
confirmed that they had. “I realize now that people did pay attention to what I did a
year or two ago,” she stated. Then, noting how those experiences made a lasting
impression on her and others, she added, “but when people still bring it up now, I
realize it really mattered to people. As an adult, it makes me feel like I have a place
and an identity in my community, rather than just being a teenager.”150 Her
eagerness to stay involved reflected not only a connection to her local community,
but also her interest in a community leadership position. Her extracurricular work
had led her to assign value to her school experiences, resulting in a sense of
obligation to remain civically active.

149
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Results for attitudes of active and informed citizenship are mixed and less
theoretically clear. Participants in plays and musicals, hobby clubs, academic clubs
and service clubs were all shown to be significantly more likely to value their roles
as engaged citizens. These results are strongest among participants in service clubs,
an expected result given the direct involvement required by such programs and the
reactions to their service voiced by the participants I interviewed. One young man
who had participated in community service through his membership in NHS
explained to me how he had his experiences in high school had helped him
recognize a sense of political efficacy. “My time at school showed that I can make a
difference as long as I put myself out there and do my best,” he explained, “it just
shows that I am capable of having an impact in places, and I would like to stay
involved in the future.”151 Another young woman who had participated in food
drives through a school service club displayed a similar sense of realized efficacy.
“It just goes back to having a voice and doing stuff,” she explained, later adding that
“you just have to work hard to make sure that you are heard.”152

Theatrical performers are also significantly more dedicated to their roles as
citizens, perhaps due in part to the connections to community they develop through
their experiences representing their schools as performers. When I asked one
former participant in high school musicals and plays how her time in high school
had affected her, she said, “it pushes me to be more connected to my community,
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because I enjoyed being part of the community, so as an adult now I want to get
involved.” 153

Admittedly, the origins of the significant and positive connections between
participation in academic and hobby clubs and attitudes of active and informed
citizenship are not entirely clear. In particular, the fact that these activities were
shown to be inconsistent predictors of voting in Table 4.1 suggests that any
attitudes that result from these activities are not sufficient for the effective
formation of a civic predisposition. One possibility is that former participants in
academic clubs possess more of the requisite knowledge and skills for active
participation and are more eager to use those skills as a result; in other words, we
may be observing resource effects and not interpretive effects. However, these
skills and knowledge would have to be of a form not captured by my use of
standardized reading scores as a control in my quantitative models, and it is less
likely that resource disparity can explain the citizenship attitudes of hobby club
participants. Another possibility is that these club participants are inspired to repay
the value they received from their public schools; however, while the former club
participants to whom I spoke often reported enjoyable experiences, none voiced the
attitudes of appreciation that I would expect from citizens embracing senses of civic
duty. Overall, more specific investigation into the citizenship attitudes of club
participants is necessary to fully explain the attitudes demonstrated above.
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Finally, it is notable that only vocational clubs and service clubs were shown
to inspire attitudes of patriotism in my analysis of the NELS data. Vocational club
participation was also shown to be a significant predictor of voting for three of the
four measures evaluated in Table 4.1, though the relationship is not as strong as that
displayed for artistic performers. It is likely that these vocational club members
recognize the utility of these educational experiences, and as a result develop
appreciation for the value of government and public institutions.154 Meanwhile, the
relationship between service club participation and expressions of patriotism is
more theoretically clear: as participants in service clubs become more connected to
their communities, sometimes also working in conjunction with public officials or
political figures, they learn to appreciate the role of government.

The qualitative and quantitative analyses in this chapter have confirmed
some of the theoretical relationships uncovered in Chapter 3 and added new detail
to our understanding of the interpretive effects of extracurricular educational
experiences. First, this chapter provided further evidence of the value students
place on the nonacademic aspects of the secondary experiences, particularly their
extracurricular experiences. Second, evidence was presented showing that different

Unfortunately, only a handful of my interviewees had taken part in a vocational club, and
none expressed any clear appreciation for the experience. Another possibility worth
considering is that participants in vocational clubs, and more broadly the areas in which these
programs are most frequently offered, are more likely to be politically conservative. At the time
the patriotism survey question was administered, in 2004, during the Iraq War and second
presidential campaign of President George W. Bush, it is likely that the very word “patriotism”
may have carried political connotations that affected the responses given. Unfortunately, the
NELS lacks data on such political affiliations or opinions. Overall, further research into the
experiences students have in secondary vocational clubs, their reactions to those experiences,
and their political attitudes is necessary.
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types of extracurricular activities garner different levels of prestige and attention
within school and local communities. In particular, performance-based programs
are more effectively promoted and recognized within school communities than are
club programs. The recognition extracurricular programs receive falls into three
distinct categories: formal or official recognition, informal recognition, and funding.
Furthermore, the actions of teachers and school administrators are essential
determinants of program prestige, as they consistently promote and recognize
performance-based programs, conferring status to participants, but give
considerably less attention to nonperformance-based extracurriculars and their
participants. Participants in performance-based activities are also effectively
connected to and recognized by their local communities, leading to feelings of pride
and solidarity. Finally, the unique role of service clubs in connecting students to
their communities and inspiring lasting attitudes of efficacy was demonstrated.
Collectively, these findings help to explain the quantitative results presented in this
chapter. The relationships between extracurricular participation, the development
of civic predispositions, and voter turnout are highly dependent on how effectively
extracurricular programs demonstrate the value of student contributions, recognize
their efforts and connect them to their local communities.

In Chapter 5, I consider how access to and participation in extracurricular
activities varies across student populations, with particular focus on gender, race,
socioeconomic status and later educational attainment. Given the dramatic effect
extracurricular participation can have on voter turnout, we must ask: who has these
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formative experiences? In addition, I examine the critical effects hypothesis in the
context of extracurricular experiences, assessing whether participation in these
programs can be especially influential on young Americans who otherwise lack
opportunities to develop civic predispositions.
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CHAPTER 5
WHO HAS INTEPRETIVE EXTRACURRICURAL EXPERIENCES?

Before I began my career as a political scientist, I taught math and law at an
underprivileged secondary school in Brooklyn, New York, where I received an
education in the stark variance in Americans’ high school experiences. My own high
school had offered a wealth of extracurricular experiences, including nationallyranked varsity sports programs, renowned music and theater programs, and a
variety of service and other club activities. As a student at a well-funded school
serving a diverse but majority white and middle-class population, I had lots of great
programs available to me, but personally, I was not an active participant in any of
these extracurricular activities. I played sports, but not at the varsity level, and thus
received comparably little attention for my efforts; I attended and enjoyed artistic
performance events, but as a spectator I was not recognized or praised; I did
fundraising for an environmental organization, but not through a school service
club. Overall, my limited extracurricular experiences during high school did not
directly engender a civic predisposition. Nonetheless, since graduating from high
school, I believe I have effectively embraced attitudes of active citizenship,
community and patriotism, and have always turned out for every opportunity I have
had to vote. Ultimately, my lack of significant extracurricular experiences did not
derail my growth into a passionate participant in my community and democracy.
Why not? Simply stated, my civic predisposition was nurtured through other
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means, primarily at home, thanks to my well-educated and politically-engaged
parents. This was an advantage I enjoyed, and one that was enjoyed by many of my
more privileged peers.

Unfortunately, many young Americans do not have opportunities to develop
their civic predispositions outside of school. They may have parents who are not
well educated, politically engaged, or even eligible to vote; they may have few
chances to learn about the roles of citizens and the value of public institutions; they
may have little connection to their communities or live in communities that are
politically disengaged, even dangerous. For these fledging adults, the interpretive
extracurricular experiences they have at school are unusual, and can thus be
particularly impactful and inspiring, taking on outsized significance in determining
their voting behavior.

As a middle and high school teacher, I worked with many students who had
few positive influences or experiences outside of school; worse, many lived in
challenging home and neighborhood environments more likely to foster feelings of
stigma than of dignity. For the few who were able to take advantage of all our
school had to offer, school was a dignifying and empowering place where they could
be proudly recognized for their positive contributions. Unfortunately, a far larger
portion of the students I taught did not reap these interpretive benefits, in great part
because there were few opportunities to pursue extracurricular interests, and to be
honored and connected to community in the process. Because our school faced a
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shortage of funding, not to mention only one small gymnasium shared between
three schools and no outdoor space, it was not possible to offer more than a handful
of extracurricular programs. Sports programs were limited boys’ and girls’
basketball and volleyball teams, and there were no theater or music programs. The
only school clubs were a chapter of the National Honor Society and two law-themed
academic clubs: mock trial and moot court, which we undertook as part of our
school’s recently-adopted designation as a law-focused magnet school. During my
three years at the school, I served as coach of the mock trial team.

Our mock trial team was like a family within our school community, about a
dozen students at a time and me. In a school that too often felt chaotic and
stigmatizing, mock trial was a refuge for my participants, and over our time
together, I watched nearly all of them flourish into both budding lawyers and
budding citizens. We practiced two days each week throughout the school year,
often into the evening. The students displayed impressive dedication to their
efforts, eagerly revising their scripts and memorizing their lines as mock attorneys
and witnesses. After months of practice, we would compete in tournaments against
high schools from across New York City, where my proud cadre of Black and Latino
students often stuck out among seas of their more privileged White peers. And we
often won, going as far as the city quarterfinals in my last year as coach. Still, my
greatest successes were the changes I saw in my students.
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Devon first came to a mock trial team meeting in tenth grade as an awkward
and rambunctious boy.155 Suffering from an attention deficit disorder, he had long
struggled academically despite his good nature and eagerness to please. Mock trial
practice offered fewer distractions and other social pressures than his classrooms,
allowing Devon to relax and concentrate, applying himself to his work as he had
never done in the classroom. Devon also quickly became engrossed in the
performance aspect of mock trial. After flubbing a few lines in his first tournament,
Devon poured himself into learning his witness roles, even adopting a strategy of
method acting during our meetings. By the time he reached his senior year, Devon
had graduated from small parts to lead witness roles, which required him to craft
and memorize scripts dozens of pages long. Not only had his legal knowledge and
abilities improved, his self-confidence had grown. He proudly invited his parents
and siblings to our tournaments, strutted the hallway in his suit and tie on
competition days, and beamed as our team was recognized at his graduation
ceremony.

Following high school, Devon did not go on to college and then law school, as
we had often discussed. Instead, perhaps driven by civic duty as much as by
financial necessity, he joined the United States Army, where today, some twelve
years later, he is a captain, confidently leading his troops overseas. I know that
Devon’s extracurricular experiences had a profound impact on him at a crucial time
in his life, instilling feelings of dignity and efficacy in place of stigma and
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uncertainty. And while I do not know for certain that Devon votes regularly, I have
no doubt that his civic predisposition was fostered before my very eyes through his
extracurricular experiences.

As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, adolescence is a formative time in young
people’s lives, when political attitudes and civic habits are often nurtured and
solidified. For young Americans like Devon, whose parents are not wealthy or welleducated, who do not grow up in politically-engaged communities, who are not
lucky enough to on to college, the experiences they have in their public high schools
stand out, making them all the more influential. This variance in impact based on
exposure other sources of political socialization is known as the critical effects
hypothesis (see Mettler 2002, and succeeding research). Mettler recognized a
similar interpretive effect in her research on veterans, who universally, regardless
of race or class, reported uplifting and dignifying experiences as participants in the
G.I. Bill program in her interviews. Drawing on insights from Skocpol’s (1991)
research into means-tested government programs, Mettler further noted an
exception to the critical effects thesis. The positive experiences some veterans had
as G.I. Bill participants stood in contrast to powerfully stigmatizing experiences they
had during their challenging upbringings, and in some cases the positive force of any
G.I. Bill program experiences may have been insufficient to outweigh their prior
stigmatization. For this reason, Mettler failed to recognize a quantitative effect for
G.I. Bill program participation on political participation among veterans of low
socioeconomic status. Secondary educational experiences occur earlier in
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Americans’ lives and are arguably more influential in the development of civic
attitudes; how do the impacts of these interpretive experiences vary across different
populations?

First, it is worth returning to a crucial presumption in Mettler’s: that all
participants in a given program have experiences that are equally uplifting and
dignifying. That may have been true of G.I. Bill recipients, but it is often untrue of
American high school students. Therefore, we must begin by considering whether
different populations of young Americans have different experiences as participants
in the secondary extracurricular programs I examine. In other words, are some
types of young people more likely to have positive interpretive experiences as
extracurricular participants, perhaps based on differences in how schools fund and
administer these programs, and in particular, on how they recognize participants
and connect them to their communities? If so, I would expect to see this substantive
variance of experience in my quantitative and qualitative data.

Second, and especially when evidence suggests that students do have similar
experiences in a given program across demographic groups, it is important to
understand how the interpretive effects of these educational experiences may vary
depending other influences individuals receive outside of school; in other words, we
must consider the critical effects hypothesis. When young people lack positive civic
influences in their homes and communities, are the experiences they have at school
more influential because they are unique? This is what I believe I witnessed as a
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teacher and coach to disadvantaged young mock trial participants. If these
experiences were not outliers, I would expect that the treatments demonstrated in
Chapters 3 and 4 to be positive predictors of voter turnout would have
comparatively larger, more significant impacts, and more enduring impacts on
demographically disadvantaged young people. In addition, I would suppose that
those young people who have other sources of civic predispositions in their homes
and communities would be less influenced by their scholastic experiences, as absent
those experiences they would have likely found other avenues to become politically
engaged. Alternatively, as Mettler suggested, it is possible that some disadvantaged
young people face influential stigma outside of school, and that the resulting
negative interpretations cannot be overcome by any positive scholastic experiences.

In this chapter, I assess the critical effects hypothesis using quantitative
analysis of the NELS sample and my own interviews and observations. The NELS
offers four variables that may help to uncover differences either in how young
people’s experiences as extracurricular participants vary, or in how they react to
those experiences: socioeconomic status, race, gender, and educational attainment.
For each variable, I divide the full NELS sample and reassess the impacts of the
seven interpretative extracurricular experiences examined in Chapters 3 and 4:
varsity sports, plays or musicals, band or chorus, hobby clubs, academic clubs,
vocational clubs, and service clubs.156 I also consider what my own conversations

Note that I use the full NELS sample in my analyses in this chapter and do not present results
based on samples matched on my control variables. This is necessary for two reasons. First,
because I am examining demographic subsets of the NELS respondent population, the dropping
156
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with recent high school graduates and observations of school events reveal about
how extracurricular experiences, and the resulting interpretations, can vary.

Critical Effects by Socioeconomic Status

Socioeconomic status is a strong predictor of voting, and in addition to the
direct roles played by resources and networks, this variance occurs surely in part
because those of higher socioeconomic statuses are more likely to have positive
interpretive experiences that leave them feeling like dignified and efficacious
citizens. The advantages those of high socioeconomic statuses have often include
attending better-funded schools, which not only offer wider varieties of
extracurricular programs, but may also better fund and administer their programs,
leading to higher rates of participation among their students. I begin my assessment
of the role of socioeconomic status by examining how participation in the seven
extracurricular programs previously examined varies by socioeconomic status. I
divided the full NELS sample into quartiles based on socioeconomic status, as
measured during the second round of NELS surveys in 2004, when most

of respondents that occurs as part of the matching process often leaves samples too small to be
assessed reliably; this is particularly true for smaller subsets of the NELS sample such as racial
minorities. Furthermore, because the critical effects hypothesis suggests that scholastic
experiences may have the greatest effects on individuals who lack other positive predictors of
voting, matching based on my chosen control variables would obscure any variance in the very
factors I wish to examine. For example, if young people of low socioeconomic statuses may be
more impacted by their extracurricular participation precisely because they lack other sources
of civic encouragement, such as well-educated parents, it is essential that I keep these
individuals in my sample, as opposed to dropping them because their parents’ low educational
attainment doesn’t match any of their socioeconomically-privileged peers.
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respondents were seniors in high school.157 Table 5.1 displays the rates of
participation in extracurricular programs for respondents in the lowest and highest
socioeconomic quartiles.

Table 5.1 – Extracurricular Participation by Socioeconomic Status
Lowest Quartile SES

Highest Quartile SES

Varsity Sports

26.56%

51.22%

Play or Musical

10.59%

17.58%

Band or Chorus

15.91%

25.01%

Hobby Club

8.33%

17.86%

Vocational Club

15.57%

9.84%

Academic Club

17.63%

31.15%

Service Club

13.20%

30.19%

Not surprisingly, respondents in the highest socioeconomic quartile
participate at far higher rates in six of the seven program types. The outlier is
vocational clubs, which is surely due to respondents’ varying career prospects;
schools serving underprivileged populations may be more likely to offer these
employment training-based programs, and students who cannot afford to pursue

To effectively assess the critical effects hypothesis and expose trends based on
socioeconomic status, I focus my analysis in this section on the lowest and highest
socioeconomic quartiles.
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their post-secondary educations may be more likely to choose to participate in
them. Across the other program types, the variances are quite stark. Those in the
highest quartile participate in artistic performance programs such as plays,
musicals, band and chorus at rates more than 50% higher than their lowest quartile
counterparts. They participate in varsity sports and academic clubs nearly twice as
often, and they are more than twice as likely to be members of hobby or service
clubs. Given the demonstrated roles many of these activities can have in fostering
civic predispositions that lead voters to the polls, it may be that some of the
commonly recognized variance in voter turnout rates across socioeconomic classes
is due to these educational effects, as more privileged young citizens are more likely
to participate in scholastic programs that encourage later voting. However, such a
conclusion presumes both that students across socioeconomic classes have equally
positive interpretive experiences in these programs and that they react similarly to
their experiences. To further explore the effect of socioeconomic status on the
connection between extracurricular participation and voting, I rerun my analyses
from Chapters 3 and 4, isolating my sample separately to those in the lowest and
highest quartiles. Results are displayed in Table 5.2 below.
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Table 5.2 – Voting by Extracurricular Participation and Socioeconomic Status, Logit
Regressions under Full Samples158
Voting in State or
Local Elections
2006

Varsity Sports
(Low SES)

Varsity Sports
(High SES)

Play or Musical
(Low SES)
Play or Musical
(High SES)

Band or Chorus
(Low SES)

Band or Chorus
(High SES)

Voting in 2004
Presidential
Election

Voting in State or
Local Elections
2012

Voting in 2008
Presidential
Election

.253**
(.104)
.060
n = 2029

.290***
(.104)
.070
n = 2020

.215*
(.119)
.048
n = 1630

n = 1626

.063
(.078)

.053
(.081)

-.104
(.079)

-.084
(.093)

n = 2955

n = 2950

n = 2676

n = 2677

.298**
(.149)
.072
n = 2022

.316**
(.149)
.077
n = 2013

.342**
(.169)
.078
n = 1625

.215
(.170)
n = 1621

.214**
(.106)
.049
n = 2949

.136
(.109)
n = 2944

.319***
(.102)
.080
n = 2670

.284**
(.128)
.048
n = 2671

.157
(.124)

.132
(.124)

.115
(.142)

.027
(.138)

n = 2026

n = 2017

n = 1628

n = 1624

.195**
(.091)
.045
n = 2948

.089
(.093)

.224**
(.090)
.056
n = 2669

.181*
(.109)
.032
n = 2670

n = 2943

.101
(.115)

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant; changes in predicted probabilities for those
effects found to be statistically significant are listed in italics below standard errors. Finally, the
sample size for each regression is listed in italics at the bottom of each cell. Note that only
results for independent variables of interest are featured, and each cell displays results from a
distinct model of voting. Control variables representing respondents’ scores on a standardized
reading test, respondents’ home literary resources, parents’ educational attainment, discussion
of current events with parents, and two measures of socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and
one from 2004, were also included in each model.
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Hobby Club (Low
SES)

Hobby Club (High
SES)

Vocational Club
(Low SES)

Vocational Club
(High SES)

Academic Club
(Low SES)

Academic Club
(High SES)

Service Club (Low
SES)

Service Club (High
SES)

.365**
(.167)
.089
n = 2018

.154
(.168)

.203
(.191)

n = 2009

n = 1623

.566***
(.200)
.135
n = 1619

-.174*
(.101)
-.041
n = 2935

-.195*
(.103)
-.044
n = 2930

.029
(.102)

.194
(.125)

n = 2662

n = 2663

.141
(.123)

.181
(.122)

-.008
(.136)

n = 2025

n = 2016

.241*
(.140)
.054
n = 1626

n = 1622

.054
(.132)

.204
(.138)

.067
(.131)

.211
(.158)

n = 2944

n = 2939

n = 2665

n = 2666

.199*
(.119)
.048
n = 2019

.137
(.120)

.089
(.137)

.004
(.132)

n = 2010

n = 1624

n = 1620

.058
(.086)

.021
(.088)

-.089
(.085)

-.095
(.101)

n = 2942

n = 2937

n = 2665

n = 2666

.301**
(.129)
.073
n =2020

.189
(.129)
n = 2011

.303**
(.146)
.069
n = 1621

.293**
(.145)
.072
n = 1617

.147*
(.086)
.034
n = 2941

.185**
(.089)
.040
n = 2936

.177**
(.085)
.044
n = 2665

.218**
(.104)
.038
n = 2666

Across the seven program types assessed, the critical effects hypothesis is
partially confirmed, as participation in some of these programs tends to have more
powerful and more reliable impacts on the voting behavior of young people from
lower socioeconomic classes than it does on their more privileged counterparts.
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However, there are certainly some interesting outliers, most notably band and
chorus participation, and it is important to consider each set of results in light of my
own qualitative data.

The results for varsity sports are the most striking of the seven program
types, as it appears that individuals of lower socioeconomic statuses are almost
entirely responsible for the correlation between varsity sports participation and
later voting behavior observed in Chapter 3. Indeed, the effects for the lowest
socioeconomic quartile are far stronger than those for all respondents featured in
Chapter 3, for which predicted changes in probability of voting never exceeded 3.4%
under either full or matched samples. When only those of the lowest socioeconomic
quartile are examined, the effect of having played varsity sports is an increase of as
much of 7% in the likelihood of voting. Additionally, the effect may be more lasting
for those from less privileged backgrounds, as those respondents are significantly
more likely to have voted in recent state or local elections when asked in 2012, eight
years after most graduated high school.

Having observed a variety of varsity sports events at schools serving both
high and low socioeconomic populations, I largely found that school and local
communities effectively respect and honor athletes regardless of the socioeconomic
class.159 For example, the Senior Night celebrations described in Chapter 3 were

As discussed above in my own experiences as a teacher, some urban schools lack sufficient
space on campus to host varsity sports events. While this often limits the variety of sports
programs schools are able to offer, some schools instead hold games off campus. In my
159
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similarly effective at honoring individual athletes at schools serving wealthy and
low-income areas. Admittedly, supporters with more means do tend to honor
athletes in more extravagant ways, such as by printing buttons and sports cards, but
the athletes themselves appear equally honored, whether shows of supports are
printed professionally or spelled out in disposable plastic cups. Overall, my
qualitative evidence suggests schools serving students of lower socioeconomic
statuses generally provide varsity sports experiences that are similar to their
wealthier counterparts in many ways. Nevertheless, based on the natural
relationship between funding resources and program quality, there is certainly no
reason to believe that varsity athletes of lower socioeconomic statuses have
substantively better experiences than do their high-status peers. Therefore, it is
reasonable to assume that the variance in the effect on turnout observed above is
based instead on how young peoples’ reactions to their experiences vary. This is a
powerful confirmation of the critical effects hypothesis: where socioeconomicallyprivileged students are generally unaffected by their experiences as athletes due to
the prevalence of encouraging factors elsewhere in their lives, those of lower
socioeconomic statuses, who so often lack other avenues for developing their civic
predispositions, are affected dramatically.

observations, moving sports events off campus greatly reduced attendance by school and local
community members, thus negating opportunities to recognize these athletes and connect them
to their communities. This factor is discussed in more detail in the section on race, below, but
may also be relevant to the socioeconomic divide.
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Reflecting on my interviews with recent high school graduates, I noted some
support for the critical effects thesis when comparing the responses given by my
higher and lower-class interviewees.160 While several young athletes of higher
socioeconomic statuses noted the ways in which they were recognized for their
efforts, none specifically detailed their reactions to these experiences in ways that
indicated changes in attitudes. For example, one varsity Frisbee player remembered
being praised by “people who I don’t know well” but did not report feelings of pride
or efficacy as a result, though he didn’t deny them either. And while he did later
relate to me the importance of active participation in community affairs, the source
of this attitude was not clear; he could have easily developed his civic predisposition
outside of school.161

In contrast, the handful of former varsity athletes of lower socioeconomic
statuses with whom I spoke universally relayed feelings of pride. These included
the former volleyball player who stated that “It felt good to represent the school”
because it was “a school I was proud to have gone to”162, as well as the tennis player
who said that “it was school pride to represent the school on the tennis team.”163
When considered in light of the quantitative results above, these consistent
expressions of pride by less privileged young people cannot be coincidence. It

Overall, nearly half of my interviewees self-identified as “middle class”; however, there were
several former varsity athletes among my interviewees who reported either higher or lower
than average statuses.
161 Interview 1
162 Interview 33
163 Interview 38
160
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appears that the attitudes of those who have fewer sources of positive political
socialization outside of school are more affected by uplifting scholastic experiences.
For these young people, such experiences are powerful because they are unique,
and my data suggests that they have significant and lasting impacts on them in
particular. As these former athletes become adults, they may continue appreciate
the positive interpretive experiences they had at school because, for them, such
opportunities to be honored and connected to community were memorable.
Another former athlete who self-identified as lower-class showcased this
phenomenon when he told me of his desire to “give back to the high school” because
“sports was a big part of my life” and “people volunteered and did things for me.”164
The critical effects hypothesis is strongly confirmed for participation in varsity
sports, and in this case, the experiences are sufficiently impactful to overcome any
stigmatization from other sources.

Results for participating in plays or musicals are mixed, indicating strong
effects for both quartiles for three of the four measures of voting assessed; in
Chapter 4, this treatment showed the strongest effect of any tested, and those
results hold here regardless of socioeconomic status. This is consistent with my
own observations. I observed theater performances at several schools, including an
urban high school serving mostly low-income students and one serving a wealthy
suburban community. At each, plays were well attended by members of the school
and local communities. The intricacy and entertaining natures of the productions

164

Interview 2
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spoke to the hard work the participants put in, and they were always well received
by their audiences. As many of my interviewees mentioned in Chapter 4, theatrical
productions are among the most anticipated and popular events of any school year;
this is true across classes. Participation in these events must therefore create such
an overwhelmingly positive civic effect that it is able to overcome any stigma those
of lower classes may feel. At the same time, it also stands out in the lives of the
privileged, resulting in significant impacts on the voting behavior of those whose
lives are rich in other opportunities to embrace active citizenship.

An interesting contrast is demonstrated by the results for participation in
band or chorus, above. There, the positive effect on voting demonstrated in Chapter
4 appears to be isolated to those of more privileged socioeconomic statuses. Again,
we must consider two possible explanations: either participants of different
socioeconomic classes have substantively different experiences in these programs,
or they have similar experiences but react to them differently. Here, the former
explanation may be more likely. First, it is important to acknowledge that the NELS
variable used combines both band and chorus experiences; this is unfortunate, as
there are clear differences between these two program types, possibly including the
levels of recognition and connection to community they foster. The NELS sample
reveals that those of lower socioeconomic classes participate in these two activities
less frequently, but it is unclear how the rates of participation vary for only band
programs, separate from chorus programs. Given the high financial costs of
procuring instruments for school band participants in particular, it is likely that the
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socioeconomic gap in band participation is greater than for chorus participation. In
my own experience, I taught at under-funded urban school that did not have a band
program, in large part due to the overwhelming cost of instruments.

The division between band and chorus is important, because some of my
interviewees suggested that band members are uniquely connected to their
communities and appreciative of their school bands as enduring public institutions.
In particular, as documented in Chapter 4, multiple former band members with
whom I spoke emphasized the roles school bands play in local communities, as they
are mainstays not only at varsity sports events but also at local community events
like parades. My interviewees also suggested that chorus programs may receive less
recognition and status within school communities than do band programs, such as
the young woman who reported that chorus participants at her school had
expressed that “they didn’t get enough recognition from the school.”165 Notably,
several of the former students with whom I spoke also reported that band concerts
were poorly attended at their schools; however, unlike chorus performers, band
members have other opportunities to perform: starring roles in popular school and
community events like varsity football games and town parades. As a result, band
programs may be more effective than chorus programs at fostering civic
predispositions in their participants. It may be that participants of different
socioeconomic classes have qualitatively different experiences in band and chorus
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Interview 16
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programs simply because wealthy students are more likely than their less privileged
peers to participate in band specifically.

Results for hobby club participation are somewhat surprising, particularly
because hobby club participation showed little connection to voting behavior in my
analysis presented in Chapter 4. For those in the lowest socioeconomic quartile,
participation in school hobby clubs is a rather strong predictor of voter turnout.
Respondents in the lowest socioeconomic quartile were 8.9% more likely to have
voted in state or local elections during the years immediately following high school
and 13.5% more likely to have voted in the 2008 presidential election. While the
results are significant for only two of the four measures of voting assessed, there is
positive correlation across all four measures. In my interviews, I heard no evidence
that hobby club participants are either honored for their achievements or connected
to their communities. It is certainly possible, as the critical effect hypothesis would
suggest, that less privileged hobby club participants are so grateful for the
opportunities they have to engage their personal interests in hobby clubs that they
react with feelings of civic duty, though again, the former hobby club participants to
whom I spoke did not report such a reaction, while many of their peers who had
participated in performance-based programs did express such gratitude.166
Instead, I suspect that the dichotomy here is once again due to differences in the actual
experiences participants have across socioeconomic classes, and more directly, across races.
Importantly, while their white counterparts generally participate in hobby clubs focused on
games and other forms of recreation, nonwhite participants are frequently members of a more
uplifting form of hobby club: cultural clubs. As my results in the section on race, presented in
Table 5.4 below, suggest, it appears that Latinos in particular have dramatically powerful
experiences in hobby clubs, and that they are primarily responsible for the effects revealed for
those of lower socioeconomic status above, as well as those for all respondents featured in
166
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The results for hobby clubs above raise another interesting question: why
would those from the highest socioeconomic quartile who participate in hobby clubs
be less likely to vote? For two of the four measures assessed, these respondents
were less likely to vote, though the effects are moderate and only 90% significant.
Notably, this trend regarding hobby club participation does not reappear for any of
the other demographic categories assessed in this chapter, including race. In light of
my qualitative data and the critical effects hypothesis, it is not surprising that hobby
club experiences, which generally fail to garner recognition within either school or
local communities, do not create civic predispositions. Indeed, these experiences
may go beyond failing to inspire dignity or efficacy; for some more privileged
participants, they may result in isolation and stigma. Ultimately, further qualitative
research is required to understand the experiences those of higher socioeconomic
statuses have in hobby clubs and how they react to those experiences.

Results for participation in academic and vocational clubs show little
relationship to voting among respondents of either socioeconomic quartile. While
each type does appear to be related to voter turnout for one of the four measures
assessed, the impacts are moderate and only 90% significant. These results are

Chapter 4. Though I do not have direct qualitative evidence to explain exactly what is happening
in high school Latino-culture clubs, I consider the possibilities in further detail in the section
that follows.
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consistent with my qualitative data, which showed little evidence that participation
in these club activities leads to civically-relevant interpretations.

As many of my interviewees indicated, experiences taking on community and
political issues in school service clubs have dramatic impacts on participants. Their
work in these programs not only engages their interests, it engenders feelings of
efficacy and frequently connects them to their local communities. These effects are
powerful and significant across socioeconomic quartiles, indicating that these
experiences are meaningful, and their impacts lasting, for all participants regardless
of class. For those of less privileged backgrounds, the critical effects hypothesis
indicates that experiences in service clubs are powerful enough to overcome any
negative stimuli they may endure from other sources. This was likely true of the
young JROTC squadron commander I interviewed, who told me proudly that
“volunteering spread the name of our school around.”167 For those of more
privileged backgrounds, the critical effects hypothesis suggests that these
experiences are powerful enough to stand out among other politically-socializing
experiences they have, as demonstrated by the young woman who boasted of
working with her school committee and local department of public works to expand
her school’s recycling program.168

167
168

Interview 38
Interview 30
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Critical Effects by Race

Race is another important predictor of voter turnout. Over the past several
presidential election cycles, eligible White and Black Americans have voted at rates
near or exceeding 60%, while those of other races, namely Asians and Latinos,
turned out less than 50% of the time. Cho (1999) posited that this divide is due not
only to differences in socioeconomic statuses, but also to the lack of political
socialization provided by immigrant minority communities. In contrast to young
White and Black Americans, many young Asian and Latino citizens grow up in
families and local communities that fail to effectively encourage participation in the
American political system. This is primarily due to the large number of recent
immigrants in these communities, many of whom either aren’t eligible to vote or
became eligible late in life, and thus never developed participation habits during the
crucial period of young adulthood (Plutzer 2002). In such communities, political
activity such as voting is less common, leaving young citizens with fewer sources of
participatory encouragement, both in terms of socialization and immediate network
pressures.

The critical effects hypothesis would suggest that interpretive scholastic
experiences like extracurricular participation have more powerful impacts on young
Asian and Latino citizens than they do on their White and Black peers, for whom
uplifting experiences that foster civic predispositions are more common, making
each individual experience less determinative of political participation. However, it
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is also important to consider other hypotheses, foremost among them that any
variance across races revealed is because students of different races may have
qualitatively different experiences as participants in extracurricular programs. I
divided the NELS sample into five racial categories, as self-reported by respondents
during the initial round of NELS surveys in 2002, when respondents were in the
tenth grade: White, all nonwhite, Asian, Black and Latino. I then assessed the rates
of participation of respondents from each racial category in the seven forms of
extracurricular activities investigated in Chapters 3 and 4; results are presented in
Table 5.3 below.169

Table 5.3 – Extracurricular Participation by Race
White

All Nonwhite

Asian

Black

Latino

Varsity Sports

43.88%

34.39%

32.36%

37.84%

30.66%

Play or Musical

15.50%

12.70%

11.63%

14.56%

11.32%

Band or Chorus

22.37%

19.49%

19.46%

23.26%

14.91%

Hobby Club

11.90%

13.34%

19.81%

9.25%

12.63%

Vocational Club

14.74%

13.21%

9.69%

16.29%

11.23%

Academic Club

23.70%

22.16%

33.00%

17.70%

19.03%

Note the following for the racial categories used in the quantitative analyses presented in this
section: Whites include only respondents self-identified as non-Hispanic; Asians also include
Hawaii and Pacific Islanders, all non-Hispanic; Blacks include only those self-identified as nonHispanic; Latinos, an ethnic classification, include all respondents self-identified as Hispanic,
regardless of race; all nonwhites include all respondents not self-identified as non-Hispanic
Whites. Also note that respondents who self-identified as American Indians, Alaskan Natives,
and more than one race are not featured in separate racial categories but are included in the all
non-white category.
169
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Service Club

20.84%

19.09%

30.64%

16.07%

14.26%

The rates of participation displayed in Table 5.3 follow a couple of interesting
patterns. Whites generally participate in performance-based activities most
frequently, followed closely by Blacks, while Asians and Latinos participate less
often. In particular, this pattern is true of participation in varsity sports and plays or
musicals, while the pattern is similar for band and chorus participation, except that
Blacks participate in these programs at even greater rates than do Whites.170 Blacks
are also slightly more likely than Whites to participate in vocational clubs, while
Asians and Latinos again participate less frequently. For the other three forms of
clubs examined, Asians participate at the highest rates, outpacing even their white
counterparts by around 50% in each type; this includes service clubs, which are
joined by more than 30% of young Asians and were shown to be powerful sources
of civic predispositions in Chapter 4. Collectively, these variances in participation
rates may help to explain why young Asian and Latino Americans go on to vote less
frequently than do their White and Black peers; however, such a conclusion
assumes that participants have similar experiences in these programs across racial
categories, and that they react similarly to these experiences. To better understand
how students of different races are affected by their extracurricular experiences,
and how the resulting interpretations they form may encourage voter turnout, I

Again, it is important to note that the NELS does not separate band participation from chorus
participation, so it is not clear which program type is primarily represented by the higher rates
of Black participation.
170
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reassess the relationships between each type of extracurricular participation and
the four measures of voting available in the NELS for each racial category. Results
are displayed in Table 5.4 below.

Table 5.4 – Voting by Extracurricular Participation and Race, Logit Regressions under Full
Samples171
Voting in State or
Local Elections
2006

Varsity Sports
(White)

Varsity Sports (All
Nonwhite)

Varsity Sports
(Asian)

Varsity Sports
(Black)

Varsity Sports
(Latino)

.092*
(.055)
.022
n = 6184

Voting in 2004
Presidential
Election

Voting in State or
Local Elections
2012

Voting in 2008
Presidential
Election

.083
(.056)

.087
(.057)

.029
(.062)

n = 6177

n = 5469

n = 5466

.007
(.081)

.055
(.082)

n = 3761

.183**
(.071)
.045
n = 3752

n = 3055

n = 3055

.352**
(.147)
.079
n = 962

.415***
(.146)
.094
n = 963

-.059
(.167)

.035
(.155)

n = 807

n = 806

-.015
(.129)

.156
(.130)

-.121
(.148)

.048
(.179)

n = 1094

n = 1089

n = 853

n = 854

-.085
(.133)

-.114
(.134)

.087
(.149)

-.119
(.143)

n = 1186

n = 1182

n = 971

n = 970

.103
(.071)

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant; changes in predicted probabilities for those
effects found to be statistically significant are listed in italics below standard errors. Finally, the
sample size for each regression is listed in italics at the bottom of each cell. Note that only
results for independent variables of interest are featured; each cell displays results from a
distinct model of voting. Control variables representing respondents’ scores on a standardized
reading test, respondents’ home literary resources, parents’ educational attainment, discussion
of current events with parents, and two measures of socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and
one from 2004, were also included in each model.
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Play or Musical
(White)

.422***
(.077)
.099
n = 6179

.337***
(.078)
.076
n = 6172

.339***
(.075)
.084
n = 5464

.413***
(.088)
.083
n = 5461

Play or Musical
(All Nonwhite)

.255**
(.099)
.063
n =3745

.381***
(.100)
.095
n = 3736

.231**
(.111)
.055
n = 3044

.113
(.117)
n = 3043

.022
(.216)

.077
(.214)

.217
(.232)

-.098
(.224)

n = 958

n = 959

n = 804

n = 802

.192
(.169)

.395**
(.173)
.096
n = 1086

.440**
(.194)
.110
n = 850

.300
(.251)
n = 851

.191
(.223)

.249
(.228)

n = 1179

.431**
(.200)
.106
n = 1175

n = 967

n = 966

Band or Chorus
(White)

.345***
(.065)
.082
n = 6181

.279***
(.067)
.064
n = 6174

.193***
(.066)
.048
n = 5466

.225***
(.074)
.047
n = 5463

Band or Chorus
(All Nonwhite)

.123
(.084)

-.067
(.095)

n = 3753

.162*
(.084)
.040
n = 3744

n = 3047

.166*
(.097)
.038
n = 3046

-.108
(.176)

.016
(.173)

-.006
(.192)

.098
(.182)

n = 962

n = 963

n = 806

n = 804

.009
(.143)

-.030
(.144)

-.107
(.162)

.271
(.202)

n = 1089

n = 1084

n = 849

n = 850

.127
(.173)

.157
(.175)

-.376*
(.206)

-.152
(.192)

n = 1185

n = 1181

n = 970

n = 969

Play or Musical
(Asian)

Play or Musical
(Black)

n = 1091
Play or Musical
(Latino)

Band or Chorus
(Asian)

Band or Chorus
(Black)

Band or Chorus
(Latino)

.305
(.197)
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Hobby Club
(White)

Hobby Club (All
Nonwhite)
Hobby Club
(Asian)

Hobby Club
(Black)

Hobby Club
(Latino)

Vocational Club
(White)

Vocational Club
(All Nonwhite)

Vocational Club
(Asian)

Vocational Club
(Black)

Vocational Club
(Latino)

Academic Club
(White)

-.022
(.082)

-.067
(.084)

.008
(.084)

.183*
(.096)
.038
n = 5444

n = 6151

n = 6144

n = 5447

.225**
(.095)
.056
n = 3738

.170*
(.096)
.042
n = 3729

.038
(.106)
n = 3035

.244**
(.113)
.056
n = 3034

.183
(.167)

.148
(.167)

.190
(.186)

.255
(.180)

n = 957

n = 958

n = 804

n = 802

.062
(.211)

.006
(.213)

-.257
(.244)

.271
(.322)

n = 1092

n = 1087

n = 851

n = 852

.661***
(.178)
.162
n = 1174

.532***
(.180)
.131
n = 1170

.516***
(.193)
.118
n = 960

.682***
(.210)
.159
n = 959

.109
(.077)

.082
(.078)

.139
(.086)

n = 6164

n = 6157

.164**
(.081)
.041
n = 5454

.107
(.098)

.114
(.098)

n = 3744

n = 5452

n = 3735

.199*
(.109)
.047
n = 3042

n = 3041

.281
(.230)

.334
(.229)

.105
(.255)

-.069
(.241)

n = 959

n = 960

n = 805

n = 803

.124
(.166)

.094
(.167)

.144
(.183)

.005
(.219)

n = 1095

n = 1090

n = 856

n = 857

-.066
(.194)

-.010
(.194)

-.046
(.220)

n = 1177

n = 1173

n = 962

-.428**
(.209)
-.106
n = 961

.273***
(.064)

.171***
(.066)

.082
(.065)

.180**
(.073)
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-.054
(.111)

.065
n = 6165

.040
n = 6158

n = 5456

n = 5453

-.088
(.080)

-.105
(.170)

-.093
(.091)

-.098
(.092)

n = 3742

n = 801

n = 3040

n = 3039

-.305**
(.154)
-.066
n = 954

-.342**
(.153)
-.075
n = 955

-.105
(.169)

.025
(.158)

n = 801

n = 799

.162
(.158)

.121
(.159)

.100
(.181)

.060
(.224)

n = 1095

n = 1090

n = 854

n = 855

.173
(.151)

.144
(.152)

-.026
(.173)

-.190
(.167)

n = 1178

n = 1174

n = 964

n = 963

Service Club
(White)

.229***
(.067)
.055
n = 6159

.237***
(.069)
.054
n = 6152

.198***
(.067)
.049
n = 5444

.303***
(.078)
.062
n = 5441

Service Club (All
Nonwhite)

.231***
(.082)
.057
n = 3737

.189**
(.083)
.047
n = 3728

.088
(.091)

.202**
(.096)
.046
n = 3034

.329**
(.148)
.074
n = 958

.350**
(.147)
.080
n = 959

.388**
(.165)
.096
n = 1088

.461***
(.167)
.112
n = 1083

n = 848

.637***
(.256)
.095
n = 849

.435***
(.166)
.106
n = 1177

.253
(.169)

.270
(.186)

.288
(.188)

n = 1173

n = 962

n = 961

Academic Club
(All Nonwhite)

Academic Club
(Asian)

Academic Club
(Black)

Academic Club
(Latino)

Service Club
(Asian)

Service Club
(Black)

Service Club
(Latino)

n = 3035
.156
(.165)
n = 804
.220
(.180)

.486***
(.156)
.121
n = 802

Beginning with the results for varsity sports participation, a surprising
finding emerges: Asians are far more affected by their experiences playing varsity
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sports than are participants of all other races. In fact, it may be that young Asian
athletes, though a small portion of the matched and full NELS samples, are
responsible for much of the correlation between varsity sports participation and
voting; they were 7.9% more likely to have voted in state and local elections during
the years immediately following high school and 9.4% more likely to have voted in
the 2004 presidential election, changes in predicted probability far exceeding those
revealed for all races in Chapter 3. White athletes were also more likely to have
voted in state or local elections after high school than were their non-athlete peers,
but the effect is quite weak, indicating a change in predicted probability of only
2.2%, and only moderately significant. Blacks and Latinos do not demonstrate
significant connections between varsity participation and voting.

So, why are experiences playing varsity sports so much more impactful for
young Asian citizens than they are for other young Americans? It seems unlikely
that the experiences Asians have as athletes vary greatly from those of their White
and other nonwhite peers; in my own interviewees and observations, opportunities
to be honored for their achievements and connected to their communities appeared
plentiful for varsity athletes of all races. Instead, it must be that Asians react
differently to these experiences, perhaps because the civic encouragement they
enjoy as athletes is unlike their experiences at home and in their local communities.
Coincidentally, Asians were overrepresented among my interviewees, including
several former varsity athletes, who all expressed great pride in their participation
as well significant signs of civic predispositions. Among them were the star
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volleyball player who had earned a prestigious individual award and one of the
tennis players who had enjoyed the comradery of the team, both of whom expressed
pride at representing their schools.172 173 Also notable was the young Asian former
swimmer whose appearance in the local paper had earned her praise from her state
representative; she went on to say that she felt “a close connection” to her local
community and that her school experiences had demonstrated to her that “people
are willing to listen to me” and that “In America, we all have a voice” and can “make
a difference.”174 These three young Asian women expressed all of the components
that my research suggests are essential to the development of civic predispositions
through varsity sports participation: they were recognized for their efforts and
achievements, they were connected to their school and local communities, and they
came away from their experiences with a deeper appreciation for public
institutions, as evidenced by the pride they felt as representatives of their schools.
Of course, while these experiences and attitudes appear to be particularly common
among my Asian interviewees, they were certainly not isolated to them; in
particular, many of my White interviewees gave similar reports and expressed
similar sentiments. What may set Asians apart is the uniqueness of such uplifting
experiences and positive interpretations; based on the comparative lack of sources
of civic predispositions in their home and community lives, experiences as varsity
athletes may be more determinative of voting for them than they are for their White
peers.

Interview 33
Interview 38
174 Interview 23
172
173
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Despite the strong effect on Asian athletes demonstrated above, the causal
relationship between varsity sports and voting is weaker among all nonwhites and
does not hold when Blacks and Latinos are examined separately. The discrepancy
for Latinos is particularly confounding; like their Asian peers, young Latinos also
often live in homes and communities that offer fewer sources of political
socialization. According to the critical effects hypothesis, young people from both of
these groups should be heavily influenced by positive scholastic experiences like
varsity sports participation; so, why are Latinos different? As suggested by my own
experiences as a teacher, some urban high schools lack sufficient space on campus
to host varsity sports events; unfortunately, moving home sports events off campus
may limit the recognition and connection to community enjoyed by athletes at these
schools.

In my observations, I attended a home boys’ baseball game for a team from
an urban school serving low-income students; the team was exclusively made up of
Black and Latino young men. Because the school did not have its own baseball field,
it instead regularly held games at a public park nearly two miles away. This
particular game was the final home game of the season, which meant it was Senior
Night, and many of the requisite festivities were present: spectators held signs
honoring individual players by name and number; parents and grandparents
brought flowers and balloons; the coach held a small ceremony at the end to praise
each player and award participation medals. Even so, some aspects of Senior Night
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that I witnessed at other schools were missing; most importantly, the crowd was
quite small, no more than twenty, and made up entirely of family members of the
players from the two teams. There were no students, administrators or other
members of the school community in attendance, let alone members of the local
community like senior citizens, journalists, and political figures. As a result, despite
the enthusiasm of those present, the atmosphere was rather quiet, nothing like the
raucous Senior Night celebrations I’d seen elsewhere. No plastic cups in the chainlink fences; no groups of young students chanting players names; no echoes of
praise over the loud speaker, and, I can only assume, fewer resulting feelings of
pride and efficacy, less realization of the value of public institutions, less connection
to community. Because Latino students are more likely to attend under-funded
urban schools than are their White and Asian counterparts, they may also tend to
have qualitatively different experiences as varsity athletes, at least in part because
they never get to play in front of robust home crowds made up of members of their
school and local communities. Unfortunately, I do not have any accounts from the
athletes I interviewed to support this supposition. There were several former
varsity athletes among the handful of Black and Latino young people I interviewed,
but all reported that sports teams and athletes had been held in high regard at their
high schools, such as the young Black tennis player who expressed pride in her
participation, despite playing infrequently, because “(The school administrators)
were very appreciative of athletes” and understood “the good public relations the
teams create.”175 Notably, she had attended an urban school, though one that may
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Interview 40
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have done an unusually good job promoting and honoring student athletes. Further
qualitative investigation into the experiences nonwhite students have as
participants in varsity sports programs will be necessary in order to fully
understand what makes the experiences or reactions of Asian students uniquely
powerful.

Turning to the results for participation in plays or musicals, it appears that
both White and nonwhite students are positively affected by their experiences in
ways that affect their voting behavior, though the impact is stronger, more lasting,
and more statistically significant for White students. White respondents were
between 7.6% and 9.9% more likely to report voting for the four measures assessed,
and all of the results are highly significant. Results for other races also indicate
overwhelmingly positive correlations, just not as forcefully, consistently, or reliably
as for Whites. Blacks who participate are as much as 11% more likely to vote,
though results are reliably significant for only two of the four measures of voting.
Latinos are as much as 10.6% more likely to vote, though that result, for voting in
the 2004 presidential election, is the only one of the four that reaches more than
90% certainty. Asians do not display a relationship between participation in school
theater programs and any measure of voting, a pattern that is continued in the
results for band participation.

Results for participation in band or chorus, the other measure of performing
arts participation available in the NELS, display a pattern similar to those for
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participation in theater programs, except that effects on voting are smaller and even
more isolated to White students. No measure of voting is significantly related to
band or chorus participation for either Asians, Blacks or Latinos, though two of the
results for all nonwhite participants show moderately strong and reliable
correlations. In contrast, White participants in these programs are as much as 8.2%
more likely to vote, and the impact is enduring, as indicated by positive and highly
significant results for all four measures of voting.

Something is dividing the effects of White performing artists’ experiences
from those of their nonwhite counterparts. The critical effects hypothesis would not
predict these quantitative outcomes; assuming that participants have similar
experiences across races, we would expect that those who have fewer sources of
political socialization elsewhere in their lives would be more affected by their
experiences as dramatic performers. Instead, we see that they are less influenced.
Therefore, the discrepancy in the impact on voting must be because Whites have
different, more meaningful experiences in performing arts programs than do
nonwhites, perhaps because they are assigned more important roles in school
productions, or because they generally attend schools that more effectively
promote, praise, and connect performing artists to their communities. In my
observations, I attended one band and chorus concert at the same under-funded,
primarily Black and Latino, urban high school described above. The concert was
held in the school’s auditorium and was attended by teachers and school
administrators, but like the baseball game, the crowd was smaller than similar
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events at other schools. If reduced levels of support for performing artists are
common at schools primarily serving nonwhite student populations, this may
explain the results above. Once again, I worry that I lack sufficient interview data to
explain my results in this section. The nonwhite artistic performers with whom I
spoke universally reported positive, uplifting experiences, such as the young Black
woman who gushed over how marching in town parades as a school band member
“helped bring town spirit” and was “something to be proud of”.176 Ultimately, while
I suspect that nonwhite student artistic performers tend to have substantively
different experiences than do Whites, and that these differences explain the
variances displayed in my results, more qualitative research into the experiences
nonwhite students have as artistic performers is required.

The most interesting results among those for clubs are the impacts
participation in hobby clubs have on the voting behavior of Latino respondents.177
This result was certainly unexpected given my results for all races in Chapter 4.
While participants of all other races are generally unaffected by their experiences as
school hobby club participants, Latinos, at least those in the cohort and sample
featured in the NELS, are extremely affected. The results for Latinos show that high
school hobby club participants are far more likely to vote, that the relationship is

Interview 28
and academic clubs show little causal relationship to voting, as expected given my
results in Chapter 4. The only outlier is White participants in academic clubs, who are shown to
be significantly more likely to vote for three of the measures of voting assessed. The most likely
explanation for this discrepancy is that we are observing resource effects, that these
academically-minded students have some advantage in skills or knowledge that is not captured
by my use of a reading standardized test score as a control.
176

177Vocational
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highly significant for all measures of voting, and that it is lasting, impacting voting
behavior nearly a decade after graduation. It is almost certain that these results
represent distinct experiences that happen within school Latino cultural clubs.
Perhaps Latino clubs are frequently linked with community organizations that
connect participants to their communities; perhaps an outside group made an
organized effort to register members of Latino clubs and encourage them to vote
during the time period the NELS was administered. Unfortunately, my interviewees
did not provide insight into this phenomenon; these results demand further
research to uncover exactly how Latino cultural clubs so effectively encourage
political participation.

Finally, the results for service clubs indicate that students of all races are
positively affected by their experiences in these clubs, with all results displaying
positive correlations between service club participation and voting behavior, even
when they fail to reach reliable statistical significance, as they do for three of the
four measures for Latinos. Results are most consistent for White participants,
perhaps indicating more consistently uplifting and politically-engaging experiences
by White participants, rather than a counterfactual to the critical effects thesis. The
overall message, as it was for my analyses based on socioeconomic status above, is
that service clubs are extremely effective venues for the cultivation of civic
predispositions, both for those who are rich in other sources of political
socialization and for those who may face competing stigma.
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Critical Effects by Gender

Since 1972, young women have voted more often than have young men in
presidential elections, and the gap has widened since (U.S. Census 2012). Prior to
1972, it was young men who had long turned out to the polls at higher rates. Unlike
the variables for socioeconomic status and race considered above, the theoretical
mechanisms that drive this turnout gap are not entirely clear. It may be because
young women are exposed to greater political socialization, network pressures and
campaign targeting outside of educational settings than are their male peers; it may
also be due, at least in part, to interpretive educational effects. As it happens, 1972
was also the year that the Title IX amendments to the federal education laws of the
1960s were passed, guaranteeing girls equal access to educational opportunities,
including extracurricular programs like varsity sports. The result was a massive
expansion in female participation in high school sports in particular, a factor that
Fox and Lawless (2014) have recognized as instrumental in encouraging female
political participation.

If extracurricular participation among young women, and the civic
interpretations that result, are partially responsible for the rise in young female
voter turnout witnessed over the past several decades, we would expect to see at
least one of three circumstances: that young women participate in uplifting and
socializing extracurricular experiences more often than do young men, that they
have qualitatively different experiences in these programs, or that they react to
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their experiences differently. To begin, I divided the full NELS sample by gender and
examined rates of participation in the seven extracurricular activity types for each
group; results are featured in Table 5.5 below.

Table 5.5 – Extracurricular Participation by Gender
Males

Females

Varsity Sports

46.06%

33.75%

Play or Musical

12.80%

15.82%

Band or Chorus

16.53%

25.71%

Hobby Club

12.67%

12.34%

Vocational Club

13.27%

14.88%

Academic Club

19.43%

26.58%

Service Club

14.18%

25.81%

Some interesting gender gaps are present in the rates of participation in
extracurricular activities, particularly for those found to be most consequential for
the development of civic predispositions in Chapters 3 and 4: varsity sports, artistic
performances, and service clubs. Young men are far more likely to play varsity
sports, with nearly half participating compared to just one third of young women;
however, they are far outpaced by their female peers in terms of participation in
plays or musicals, band or chorus, and service clubs, not to mention academic clubs.
Rates of participation in hobby and vocational clubs are approximately equal. Of
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course, these variances in rates of participation can only hope to explain recent
trends of greater turnout among young women if we assume that boys and girls
have similarly uplifting experiences in these programs and that they interpret their
experiences similarly. To test how the effects of participation in high school
extracurricular programs may vary between young men and women, I reran my
analyses from Chapters 3 and 4, this time separating the full NELS sample by
gender. Results are presented in the Table 5.6 below.
Table 5.6 – Voting by Extracurricular Participation and Gender, Logit Regressions under Full
Samples178
Voting in State or
Local Elections
2006

Varsity Sports
(Male)

Varsity Sports
(Female)

Play or Musical
(Male)

Voting in 2004
Presidential
Election

Voting in State or
Local Elections
2012

Voting in 2008
Presidential
Election

.014
(.062)

.062
(.063)

.027
(.069)

.063
(.070)

n = 4607

n = 4595

n = 3813

n = 3815

.253***
(.061)
.062
n = 5338

.257***
(.062)
.062
n = 5334

.115*
(.064)
.028
n = 4711

.108
(.070)
n = 4706

.424***
(.091)
.105
n = 4600

.446***
(.094)
.109
n = 4588

.397***
(.097)
.097
n = 3808

.365***
(.107)
.082
n = 3809

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant; changes in predicted probabilities for those
effects found to be statistically significant are listed in italics below standard errors. Finally, the
sample size for each regression is listed in italics at the bottom of each cell. Note that only
results for independent variables of interest are featured; each cell displays results from a
distinct model of voting. Control variables representing respondents’ scores on a standardized
reading test, respondents’ home literary resources, parents’ educational attainment, discussion
of current events with parents, and two measures of socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and
one from 2004, were also included in each model.
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Play or Musical
(Female)

.299***
(.080)
.073
n = 5324

.271***
(.081)
.065
n = 5320

.253***
(.081)
.062
n = 4700

.229**
(.093)
.046
n = 4695

Band or Chorus
(Male)

.387***
(.082)
.096
n = 4600

.331***
(.084)
.082
n = 4588

.189**
(.088)
.046
n = 3809

.319***
(.095)
.073
n = 3810

Band or Chorus
(Female)

.142**
(.066)
.035
n = 5333

.134**
(.066)
.033
n = 5329

.052
(.069)

.049
(.075)

n = 4704

n = 4699

.004
(.089)

-.060
(.091)

.043
(.097)

n = 4571

n = 4559

n = 3788

.224**
(.104)
.051
n = 3789

.078
(.087)

.028
(.088)

-.033
(.089)

n = 5318

n = 5314

n = 4694

.181**
(.092)
.045
n = 4586

.179*
(.092)
.044
n = 4574

.263***
(.100)
.064
n = 3797

n = 3798

.032
(.080)

.022
(.081)

.097
(.085)

-.072
(.090)

n = 5322

n = 5318

n = 4699

n = 4695

.194**
(.077)
.048
n = 4583

-.041
(.078)

-.059
(.083)

.087
(.088)

n = 4571

n = 3794

n = 3795

.019
(.065)

-.002
(.066)

.069
(.068)

.003
(.075)

n = 5324

n = 5320

n = 4702

n = 4697

.167*
(.086)
.042

.108
(.088)

.182**
(.092)
.044

.130
(.099)

Hobby Club
(Male)

Hobby Club
(Female)

Vocational Club
(Male)

Vocational Club
(Female)

Academic Club
(Male)

Academic Club
(Female)

Service Club
(Male)
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.189*
(.103)
.038
n = 4689
.158
(.103)

Service Club
(Female)

n = 4589

n = 4577

n = 3798

n = 3799

.177***
(.066)
.044
n = 5307

.189***
(.067)
.046
n = 5303

.130*
(.068)
.032
n = 4681

.243***
(.077)
.050
n = 4676

An interesting pattern is displayed by the results for participation in the
performance-based programs examined: members of the gender that participates
less frequently in a given program are more influenced by their experiences. Most
strikingly, participation in varsity sports is only a statistically significant predictor of
female turnout. Young women who play school sports are 6.2% more likely than
nonparticipating females to vote in presidential and state and local elections in the
years after high school, and more likely to continue to vote in state and local
elections in the years that follow, though the relationship weakens over time.179
Young men, on the other hand, appear generally unaffected by their experiences as
high school athletes, a finding that certainly stands in contrast to the many young
men who reported dignifying and engaging experiences playing varsity sports in
Chapter 3. Meanwhile, young men are more affected by their experiences as
participants in theater, band and chorus programs, though the gap is far less
dramatic than that observed for varsity sports, with female turnout also affected
significantly, if to a lesser degree. In each case, students appear to be more
influenced when they are performing in programs that are more popular among

From a policy standpoint, the undeniably positive civic influence that increased high school
sports participation has had on young women is nothing less than a triumph for the
policymakers behind Title IX, particularly if the development of active citizens is to be embraced
as a goal of public education. See Chapter 6 for more on the goals of public education and the
implications of this research for education policymakers.
179
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members of the opposite sex. Is this because they have different experiences in
these programs, or because they form different interpretations and civic attitudes
based on their experiences?

My own qualitative research provides little evidence that young men and
women have qualitatively different experiences as athletic and artistic performers.
Of course, the program type most susceptible to variance in experiences between
genders is varsity sports, for which individual programs are administered
separately for boys and girls; indeed, Title IX was aimed at addressing this variance
in program quality. I attended varsity sports events for both boys’ and girls’ teams
at nearly a dozen different high schools, including boys’ baseball, volleyball, tennis,
and lacrosse, and girls’ softball and tennis events. I did not see any differences in
the ways that male and female athletes were recognized or connected to their
communities through their athletic performances, including when comparing
similar events at the same schools. For example, I observed multiple baseball and
softball games at one suburban school serving students of high socioeconomic
statuses; crowds at both events were large and enthusiastic, diverse mixes of school
and local community members, and Senior Nights were equally ornate and
celebratory affairs. At an urban school serving less privileged students, the
atmospheres at baseball and softball games were again quite similar; while the
crowd was slightly larger for the boys, both events drew diverse crowds, even
attracting the coverage of local journalists. 180 I saw boys’ and girls’ tennis matches
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This was not the same urban school described in the section on race above.
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take place side-by-side at both of these schools as well, and though tennis matches
do not draw significant crowds of spectators regardless of gender, I witnessed
similar signs of team pride and comradery across genders, as team members, along
with handfuls of supportive friends and families, followed matches closely and
shouted advice and encouragement to the competitors.

My interviewees generally reported congruence of varsity sports experiences
across genders. As documented in Chapter 3, both male and female former athletes
expressed pride at representing their schools and humble appreciation for the
recognition they received within their school and local communities.181 Still, one
gender-based distinction from my interviews is worth noting. There is one varsity
sports program that regularly garners greater status and recognition for
participants than does any other: football. It was football players above all other
athletes who were most often mentioned by my interviewees as holding elevated
statuses within their school communities, such as the young woman who reported
that “if you got to hang with someone on the football team, it would be small-scale

While all of my interviewees, athletes and nonathletes alike, reported similar experiences for
varsity athletes playing for boys’ and girls’ teams, the female athletes with whom I spoke more
readily shared feelings of pride, efficacy and civic duty, thus providing more direct qualitative
evidence of the development of their civic predispositions. This may be based on a natural
verbal divide between the genders. Notably, this tendency toward greater expression of
interpretations by women was apparent across extracurricular experiences and was not
isolated to varsity sports participants. Quantitative results in this section are mixed, indicating
that while women are more affected by experiences playing varsity sports, men are more
affected by experiences in other activities, most notably band or chorus. Therefore, it is most
likely that differences in expressions of attitudes between my male and female interviewees are
not reflective of greater interpretive effects for women, but instead of a greater natural tendency
toward verbal expression among females.
181
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celebrity status.”182 Of course, football players are almost exclusively male students,
leading to the conclusion that if either gender of varsity athletes is more effectively
recognized and honored, it is the male gender. Why then are young women so much
more effectively socialized to vote through their participation in school sports
programs than are young men? If they do not have substantially higher quality
experiences as school athletes, the only remaining explanation is that they have
different reactions to their experiences. Once again, we must consider the role of
critical effects.

There are well-established differences in the ways American men and
women are socialized politically.183 In many instances, lingering stereotypes
reflecting traditional gender roles may lead young men to have more empowering
and dignifying experiences as they are socialized politically than do young women.
This was certainly the case through the mid-20th century, when social conventions
conveyed to young boys and girls alike asserted that political engagement and
expression are to be expected from men but discouraged from women, as
documented by Jennings (1983), among others. These gender norms were long
absorbed by young citizens, leading to greater dignity in men and stigma in women,
and accounting in part for a turnout gap that favored men for decades. Since the

Interview 15
Unlike the divisions based on race and socioeconomic status examined above, there are also
natural physiological and psychological differences between men and women; the extent to
which these natural differences account for variance in the interpretations and attitudes that
members of each gender derive from their nonacademic educational experiences is worth
considering but is beyond the scope of this research.
182
183
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1970s, the gender gap in voter participation has slowly closed, likely due to cohort
replacement as young women replaced their less engaged mothers and
grandmothers in the electorate. As the turnout gap narrowed and ultimately flipped
to favor female voters, scholarly research into the different ways young men and
women are socialized politically turned away from concerns over voter turnout and
toward gender gaps among political candidates and office holders (see for example,
Fox et al 2001, Fox and Lawless 2004, 2005, 2010, 2014, and also Ondercin and
Welch 2005, Sanbonmatsu 2010, and Broockman 2014). The implication was that
the socializing forces that had once favored male voter participation over female
had subsided, but aside from the rates of turnout themselves, there is little evidence
that the playing field of participatory socialization has been leveled. To the
contrary, despite the recent dearth of research, evidence still exists suggesting that
young American women enjoy fewer opportunities to develop their civic
predispositions in their home and community lives (Conway 2001). If young
women do continue to enjoy fewer positive civic stimuli in American society, the
critical effects hypothesis would suggest that when they are exposed to experiences
that effectively foster civic predispositions, they will be all the more influenced.
This would explain why the opportunities varsity athletes have to represent their
school communities, to be honored for their efforts, and to be connected to their
local communities are so empowering for women, but are not impactful for men,
who have already had chances to forge their civic predispositions elsewhere.
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The critical effects hypothesis may explain the results for participation in
varsity sports above, but it does not help to explain those for participation in plays
or musicals and band or chorus. The gender gap in effects for participation in these
artistic-performance based programs is not nearly as stark as that for varsity sports.
Voter turnout among women is significantly affected by participation in these
uplifting extracurricular programs; however, the effect is somewhat more powerful,
reliable and lasting for men. Again, because it is women who tend to find fewer
ways to develop their civic predispositions in their homes and communities,
experiences at school should be even more influential on them. One explanation for
failure to adhere to this supposition was posited Mettler (2002): those citizens who
enjoy fewer positive, dignifying experiences may also face more discouraging
stigma, which even powerfully positive episodes in their lives may fail to
counterbalance. Of course, the most damning counter to this explanation is that it
does not hold for the effects of varsity sports participation above.

The competing results for participation in performance-based
extracurricular programs across genders are certainly difficult to reconcile, but a
clear pattern based on rates of participation should not be ignored: young people’s
turnout habits are more positively affected by experiences participating in
performance-based activities in which they are the minority gender. Could it be that
defying norms around gendered participation in extracurricular activities is an
inspiring experience in itself? Perhaps young women, who are socialized to be less
physically aggressive, are more empowered by their experiences playing varsity
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sports, which allow them to nurture this stifled aspect of their personal identities.
By the same token, perhaps young men, who are socialized to be less expressive, are
more empowered by their experiences as performing artists, which allow them to
nurture that underdeveloped quality. Ultimately, this trend may be coincidence, but
it certainly merits further qualitative investigation.

Turning to the results for participation in club-based programs above, there
appears to be little connection between male or female voter turnout and
membership in hobby, vocational and academic clubs. The one exception is men
who participate in vocational clubs, for whom the experience creates a moderately
strong, reliable and lasting tendency to vote. This may be based on the fact that
boys and girls tend to self-select into different types of vocational programs, and
therefore have different experiences in these programs. Unfortunately, my
interviews do not suggest any particular vocational activity that encourages the
formation of civic predispositions, let alone one that is enjoyed primarily by male
students. To better understand the experiences that male students in particular
have as members of vocational clubs, and how those experiences may encourage
voting, further qualitative research must be undertaken.

Finally, results for service clubs indicate that young women are slightly more
likely to vote based on their experiences in these programs than are young men.
Men who once participated in school service clubs are moderately more likely to
vote than their nonparticipating male peers, but the effect only reaches 90%
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significance for two of the four measures of voting assessed. For women, the effect
is similar, resulting in an average greater likelihood of voting of around 4%, but the
effect is more consistent and lasting.184 Once again, the primary takeaway from
these results, combined with those from the breakdowns by race and socioeconomic
status above, is that participation in school service clubs encourages later voter
turnout for everyone, almost regardless of class, race or gender. In light of the
stirring testimonials from my interviewees who had participated in service
programs, these findings do not surprise; instead, they are further evidence of the
formative role experiences participating in school service clubs can play in the
development of all young Americans’ civic predispositions.

Critical Effects by Educational Attainment

As discussed in Chapter 1, the theory of interpretive educational effects
posits that, when it comes to fostering voter turnout, the effect of education cannot
be reduced to the highest degree an individual ultimately earns. Civic
predispositions are fostered through interpretive experiences, experiences that
adolescents and young adults can have throughout their educational careers. In
addition to the interpretations they reach, students who advance further in their
educational careers ultimately also develop more useful skills and knowledge, the

Interestingly, this is also a program in which young women participate far more often than
do young men; the results for this form of club activity thus stand in contrast to the pattern
based on rates of participation recognized for performance-based programs above.
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resources examined by Verba et al. (1995), and are situated in more politicallyengaged social and professional environments, the networks examined by Rolfe
(2012). In my quantitative analyses so far, I have controlled only for predictors of
voting behavior present in respondents’ lives during the time they were in high
school. However, respondents’ voting behavior may also have been influenced by
their post-secondary educational experiences in several ways. For the first two
measures of voting available in the NELS, voting in state or local elections during the
years immediately following high school and voting in the 2004 presidential
election, many respondents were enrolled in post-secondary institutions at the
times these elections took place. This would have situated these respondents within
social networks of politically-engaged students and professors that encourage voter
turnout. For the second two measures of voting, voting in state and local elections
during the years prior to 2012 and voting in the 2008 presidential election,
respondents may have again been enrolled in post-secondary institutions and
exposed to the corresponding networks, or they may have already graduated with
post-secondary degrees, vesting them with useful skills and knowledge and
situating them in politically-engaged social and professional networks. And, of
course, at any point in their post-secondary careers, respondents may have had
positive interpretive experiences as well, akin to those high school students enjoy
through their extracurricular participation.

Once again, the critical effects hypothesis suggests that the force of
interpretive effects from any given experience will be greater for those who have
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fewer sources of participatory encouragement coming from other sources in their
lives. In the context of educational attainment, we would expect that young people
who go on to earn post-secondary degrees, and are presented with opportunities to
develop resources, networks, and interpretations in the process, will ultimately be
less affected by any earlier interpretive experiences they had during high school. In
contrast, young Americans whose educational careers end after high school are
never exposed to the civic benefits that enrollment in post-secondary institutions
has to offer; as a result, the chances they had to develop their civic predispositions
during high school should stand out as formative experiences and have more robust,
significant and lasting impacts on their voting behavior. To assess this iteration of
the critical effects thesis, I must reexamine the relationships between high school
experiences and later voting behavior, this time separately by educational
attainment, as measured during the final round of NELS surveys in 2012, some eight
years after most respondents had graduated high school. However, I begin by
examining how rates of participation in the seven extracurricular experiences
examined in Chapters 3 and 4 vary by ultimate levels of educational attainment,
dividing the full NELS sample into two groups, those who went on to earn a fouryear post-secondary degree and those that did not, as reported during the final
round of the NELS in 2012, nearly a decade after most respondents graduated high
school; these rates are presented in Table 5.7 below.
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Table 5.7 – Extracurricular Participation by Ultimate Educational Attainment
Did Not Earn Bachelor’s
Degree

Earned Bachelor’s Degree

Varsity Sports

31.44%

50.72%

Play or Musical

12.55%

17.73%

Band or Chorus

19.87%

24.34%

Hobby Club

9.92%

17.24%

Vocational Club

15.72%

11.72%

Academic Club

17.26%

33.08%

Service Club

12.81%

32.05%

The rates of participation above tell a consistent story: young people who go
on to earn bachelor’s degrees at post-secondary institutions are far more likely to
have participated in extracurricular activities during high school.185 Particularly
notable are the higher rates of participation in those activities previously recognized
as the most fruitful sources of extracurricular interpretive effects: varsity sports,
plays or musicals, band or chorus, and service clubs. More than half of respondents
who went on to earn bachelor’s degrees had participated in varsity sports during
high school, compared to less than a third of those who did not earn such degrees.
College-bound students are similarly more likely to have participated in performing

The sole outlier here is participation in vocational clubs, which is more common among
students who do not move on to post-secondary studies. This result is likely based on two
unique aspects of these programs: they often prepare students for careers after high school that
do not require post-secondary degrees, and they tend to be targeted toward students who do
not plan on pursuing post-secondary educations.
185
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arts-based programs such as theater, band, or chorus, and they are nearly three
times as likely to have been members of school service clubs. Rates for past
participation in hobby and academic clubs display similar gaps.186 The literature
presented in Chapter 1 makes a compelling case that civic predispositions are most
effectively fostered during adolescence, when young Americans are in high school.
Therefore, it may be that the correlation between educational attainment and voter
turnout is actually based primarily on differences across high school experiences, as
those who ultimately earn bachelor’s degrees also tend to have participated in more
interpretive extracurricular experiences when they were in high school. However,
this explanation assumes that those who go on to earn bachelor’s degrees and those
who do not are equally affected by their high school experiences; the critical effects
hypothesis would predict that they are not. Because young Americans who go on to
post-secondary institutions enjoy many further sources of positive political
socialization during and after their college careers, the interpretive effects of their
high school experiences should fade quickly, swamped by more recent and
immediate sources of civic resources, networks and interpretations. On the other
hand, those who do not go on to graduate from college never get to enjoy such rich

Note that rates of participation in high school extracurricular programs cannot be directly
explained by post-secondary educational attainment, a variable representing accomplishments
long after respondents had completed their high school careers. It is more likely that the
correlations between extracurricular participation and eventual educational attainment
represent more indirect relationships. First, Americans who earn post-secondary degrees tend
to be wealthier, Whiter and more female than those who do not earn such degrees; we have
already established that those of higher socioeconomic statuses, Whites and young women
generally participate in extracurricular programs at higher rates. Second, many college-bound
young people choose to take part in extracurricular activities specifically for the purpose of
padding their college applications, as part of the highly competitive process of applying to postsecondary schools. This is particularly true of service clubs, as the chartable and political
natures of service club activities are ideally suited to impress college admissions boards.
186
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sources of socialization during their late teens and early twenties. Because they
remain unique throughout their young lives, these citizens’ high school experiences
should stand out and be more determinative of their adult voting behavior. To
assess how the impacts of interpretive extracurricular experiences on voter turnout
vary by ultimate educational attainment, I again divide the full NELS sample by
educational attainment and then rerun the analyses presented in Chapters 3 and 4
for each subset; results are presented in Table 5.8 below.187

The strong correlation between participation in interpretive extracurricular activities and
subsequent educational attainment suggests another important interpretive effect of these
programs. Experiences participating in extracurricular activities may create more than just civic
predispositions; they may create educational predispositions: empowering attitudes about their
roles as students and the value of educational institutions that encourage them to continue their
educational careers beyond high school. In this way, interpretive high school experiences may
not only promote political participation, but also educational participation. This is a valuable
end in itself, and a particularly important finding for those policymakers eager to uncover ways
to promote post-secondary education among less-advantaged demographic groups.
Furthermore, because post-secondary educational experiences help young people to further
develop their civic resources, networks and positive interpretations, an indirect effect of
interpretive high school experiences on voting is realized. These uplifting experiences
encourage voter turnout directly, but also indirectly, by promoting fondness for education that
manifests as post-secondary educational experiences and their corresponding civic benefits.
187
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Table 5.8 – Voting by Extracurricular Participation and Educational Attainment, Logit
Regressions under Full Samples188
Voting in State or
Local Elections
2006

Varsity Sports
(Low Attainment)

Varsity Sports
(High Attainment)

Play or Musical
(Low Attainment)
Play or Musical
(High Attainment)

Band or Chorus
(Low Attainment)

Band or Chorus
(High Attainment)

Voting in 2004
Presidential
Election

Voting in State or
Local Elections
2012

Voting in 2008
Presidential
Election

.173***
(.065)
.043
n = 4650

.251***
(.066)
.063
n = 4640

.166**
(.067)
.039
n = 4535

.056
(.067)
n = 4533

.017
(.067)

.013
(.068)

-.065
(.065)

-.095
(.075)

n = 4061

n = 4059

n = 3989

n = 3988

.407***
(.091)
.101
n = 4638

.391***
(.093)
.097
n = 4628

.334***
(.092)
.079
n = 4523

.374***
(.097)
.088
n = 4521

.306***
(.090)
.070
n = 4056

.298***
(.093)
.065
n = 4054

.282***
(.084)
.070
n = 3985

.210**
(.102)
.038
n = 3983

.321***
(.075)
.080
n = 4646

.230***
(.076)
.057
n = 4636

.072
(.078)
n = 4529

.248***
(.078)
.059
n = 4527

.211***
(.078)
.049
n = 4056

.255***
(.081)
.056
n = 4054

.133*
(.075)
.033
n = 3984

.127
(.088)
n = 3982

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant; changes in predicted probabilities for those
effects found to be statistically significant are listed in italics below standard errors. Finally, the
sample size for each regression is listed in italics at the bottom of each cell. Note that only
results for independent variables of interest are featured; each cell displays results from a
distinct model of voting. Control variables representing respondents’ scores on a standardized
reading test, respondents’ home literary resources, parents’ educational attainment, discussion
of current events with parents, and two measures of socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and
one from 2004, were also included in each model.
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Hobby Club (Low
Attainment)

.236**
(.099)
.059
n = 4620

.115
(.100)

.063
(.101)

n = 4610

n = 4508

.214**
(.104)
.051
n = 4506

-.090
(.088)

-.089
(.904)

-.047
(.086)

.155
(.103)

n = 4044

n = 4042

n = 3974

n = 3972

.134
(.082)

.120
(.082)

-.033
(.083)

n = 4635

n = 4625

.190**
(.084)
.045
n = 4523

.170
(.106)

.171
(.108)

.154
(.102)

n = 4044

n = 4042

n = 3973

.261**
(.122)
.046
n = 3972

.114
(.079)

.087
(.080)

.154*
(.081)

.131
(.082)

n = 4638

n = 4628

n = 4524

n = 4522

.046
(.071)

-.092
(.073)

-.103
(.069)

-.077
(.080)

n = 4045

n = 4043

n = 3972

n = 3970

Service Club (Low
Attainment)

.338***
(.088)
.084
n = 4621

.180**
(.089)
.045
n = 4611

.280***
(.089)
.066
n = 4508

.309***
(.093)
.073
n = 4506

Service Club (High
Attainment)

.016
(.071)

.065
(.073)

.031
(.069)

.109
(.081)

n = 4042

n = 4040

n = 3971

n = 3969

Hobby Club (High
Attainment)

Vocational Club
(Low Attainment)

Vocational Club
(High Attainment)

Academic Club
(Low Attainment)

Academic Club
(High Attainment)

n = 4521

The results presented in Table 5.8 are the most clear and compelling
confirmation of the critical effects hypothesis presented in this chapter.
Experiences participating in varsity sports and service clubs are strong, reliable and
lasting predictors of voter turnout for those who do not go on to earn bachelor’s
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degrees. Among individuals who do not go on to graduate from college, those who
played varsity sports in high school are as much as 6.3% more likely to vote than
those who did not; this relationship is significant for three of the for measures of
voting. For these less-educated individuals, the effect of having participated in
school service clubs is more powerful, resulting in up to an 8.4% increase in the
likelihood of voting, and this correlation is even more certain, highly significant for
three of the four measures of voting, and approaching high significance for the
fourth. However, in both cases, the voting behaviors of those who do eventually
graduate from college are completely unaffected by these secondary extracurricular
experiences. Similar, though less dramatic, gaps in effect are apparent in the results
for participation in performing arts-based programs: plays or musicals and band or
chorus. For these programs, strong and significant effects on voter turnout result
for both participants who go on to graduate from college and those who do not, but
the effects are stronger and more significant among those who do not earn four-year
post-secondary degrees. Participants in plays or musicals who do not go on to finish
college are as much as 10.1% more likely to vote, and the effect is highly significant
across all four measures of voting; in contrast, participants in these programs who
do on go to earn bachelor’s degrees are only up to 7% more likely to vote, and the
strength and significance of the relationship appear to decay slightly over time.
Band or chorus participants who do not eventually earn bachelor’s degrees are also
more impacted by their experiences than are their counterparts who do graduate
from four-year post-secondary institutions, with more consistent statistical
significance and an increased likelihood of voting topping out at 8%, as compared to
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5.6%. Results for the other three types of clubs display less strong and consistent
effects on the voting behavior of those of low educational attainment, but do appear
to have some influence, while they have no discernable impact on those who do go
on to graduate from college.

In my interviews, I sought out recent high school graduates because I wanted
to ensure that the recollections of their high school experience were reported as
accurately as possible. However, this also had the unintended consequence of
restricting my data collection to high school experiences; while all of my
interviewees expressed intentions to graduate from four-year post-secondary
institutions, none had advanced beyond the second semester of their freshman
years at the time we spoke. The variance in the quantitative impacts of participation
in interpretive extracurricular experiences based on ultimate educational
attainment are compelling support for the critical effects hypothesis, as well as the
power of interpretive educational experiences in general. The critical effects thesis
fully explains why secondary extracurricular experiences result in such impressive
impacts on the voting behaviors of young Americans who do not go on to graduate
from college. For them, such experiences are unique, and that makes them both
formative and memorable. Others are lucky enough to continue to have such
experiences in college, not to mention develop relevant skills and knowledge and
become connected to politically-engaged networks. For them, the experiences of
high school, no matter how influential they seemed at the time, are soon superseded
by the experiences, abilities and environments that mark their college careers. The
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relevance of voters’ secondary extracurricular experiences is highly dependent
when and where their educational careers end.

Beyond confirming the critical effects hypothesis, the results in this chapter
and those that preceded it are undeniable evidence of the potential power of
interpretive educational experiences. Despite the common practice of relying on
measures of attainment to represent the effects of individuals’ educations on their
voting behavior, we have seen clear evidence that it is the experiences students have
at school that matter, not how far they ultimately go. I have demonstrated that
schools build active citizens outside of classrooms, through extracurricular
programs, rather than just in academic settings; this proves that educational
experiences can have interpretive effects as well as resource effects. My analyses
have further isolated the types of extracurricular experiences that most effectively
create interpretive effects: programs that honor students’ efforts and achievements,
demonstrate their roles and citizens, and connect them to their communities. These
include performance-based programs such as varsity sports, theater, and band, and
also service clubs, through which students actively engage in pressing community
and political issues. Interpretive experiences like these create civic predispositions,
attitudes about citizenship, community and public institutions that lead young
Americans to grow into engaged citizens and, in particular, to vote. However, such
effects are not common to all participants in these programs; for some who have
opportunities to become politically socialized outside of their schools, interpretive
educational experiences may ultimately have little impact on their adult political
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behavior; for others, those for whom sources of participatory encouragement are
rare, the interpretive experiences they have during high school can be truly
transformational, producing strong and lasting civic predispositions.

What Have We Learned about Education and Voting?

My research is an essential first step in opening the proverbial black box of
educational effects. The specific ways educational experiences foster citizenship
habits are important to political scientists for several reasons. First, they lend
theoretical clarity and specific detail to the long-accepted causal relationship
between educational attainment and voting. As demonstrated by Rolfe (2012),
educational attainment has a role to play in situating individuals in social and
professional networks that can encourage voter turnout, but as students themselves
readily report, the primary effects of education stem from the experiences that
occur along the way. Some of these experiences are academic, vesting young people
with knowledge and skills they later find useful in navigating the American political
landscape; these are the resource effects uncovered by Verba et al. (1995). Still, ask
young citizens about the aspects of their secondary educations that were most
meaningful to them, and you will hear about a lot of formative experiences that took
place outside of regular classrooms. That is because, for all the skills and knowledge
students take away from their educational experiences, they recognize that the
personal growth they undergo at high school is more fundamental; it is emotional,
social, and civic. High school students are, in many ways, embarking on their first
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journeys through society as autonomous individuals, free from the pervading
influences of their parents. It is an odyssey of learning: learning about the
contributions they can make to others, learning about the value people and
institutions bring to them. It is a time to develop their personal identities, as
students, yes, but also as peers, as leaders, as neighbors, and as citizens.

High schools are the public institutions that structure much of the academic,
personal and civic development that happens during adolescence. The experiences
they offer to students directly determine the interpretations about citizenship,
community and government that make up young Americans’ civic identities. When
scholastic experiences are uplifting and dignifying, when they effectively honor
students’ efforts and accomplishments and connect them to their school and local
communities, these young Americans are more likely to embrace attitudes of active
citizenship, helping community, and patriotism. And they are more likely to vote.
For less politically-advantaged young people, the interpretations they form during
high school be particularly meaningful because they are unique, and they may
remain memorable and influential throughout their lives. In short, education
matters because nonacademic experiences matter, because interpretive effects
matter, because critical effects matter.

In the final chapter that follows, I recognize citizenship as an important goal
of public education, but one that has been increasingly pushed aside in favor of an
emphasis on core academic skills. To the extent that policymakers accept the
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encouragement of active citizenship as a valuable purpose of the American
educational system, I consider the lessons of my research. How can educators more
effectively provide their students with positive interpretive experiences? I also
examine how further research into secondary educational experiences could
uncover other avenues for the development of civic predispositions. In the end, this
project is more than a reminder to political scientists that voting habits are
dependent on attitudes and that education is about more than resource acquisition.
It is a clarion call to policymakers and educators to embrace their roles in the
development of American citizens.
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CHAPTER 6
ENCOURAGING ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP
THROUGH INTERPRETIVE EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES

This summer, the city school board in Shelton, Connecticut faced some
difficult decisions. At a June 6th meeting, the board voted 6-2 in favor of a new
budget, cutting $2.4 million from the district’s school budget plan to bring spending
in line with funding approved by the city. The agreed upon cuts included
extracurricular programs recognized in this project to be effective venues for the
formation of civic predispositions. Next school year, the district will cut $57,000
from athletic programs and $22,000 from its budget for athletic equipment. It will
also spend less to pay teachers to manage extracurricular activities and save an
additional $200,000 on sports and performing arts programs by charging fees to
student participants, an increasingly popular policy known as ‘pay to play’. With
approximately 850 student athletes in the district, the plan is to charge each
participant $200, generating around $170,000 in revenue from athletics
participants alone (Lambeck 2018).

As reported by local media, Shelton Board Chairman Mark Holden regretted
the implementation of ‘pay to play’ in particular, but said, “Our first obligation has to
be to the classroom.” One of the opposing board members voiced different
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priorities. “It may eliminate the opportunity for some students,” Darlisa Ritter said.
“There is more to schools than just the books.” (Lambeck 2018)

The Extracurricular Gap

The city of Shelton is not alone in facing cuts. In this era of state tax cuts and
state budget crises, municipal bankruptcies and charter schools, public school
districts across the country have been forced to find ways to educate their students
for less. For decades, education policies and standards have focused on helping
students to achieve competency in core academic skills, reading and math in
particular, leaving extracurricular programs expendable. The federal No Child Left
Behind Act of 2001 magnified and reinforced the focus on reading and math
education by tying federal funding to testing regimes and proficiency standards in
these subjects, requirements that frustrated many local education policymakers
(Rhodes 2012). This prioritization has encouraged school districts, particularly
those serving lower-achieving populations, to allocate more of their funds and more
of their students’ time to math and literacy, and as a result, when cuts must be made,
extracurricular programs are often first on the chopping block. For example, in the
New York City system, where I taught, students spend approximately 50% more
time in math and reading classes than in courses focused on other subjects, like
science and social studies. Though a relatively small school, my school employed
full time math and reading coordinators, tasked with procuring materials and
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designing lessons for math and English teachers. At the same time, we did not
employ any music or drama teachers, shared an art teacher and supplies with two
other schools, and had no extracurricular programming aside from those mentioned
in Chapter 5: basketball, volleyball, National Honor Society, and the two law-themed
clubs, moot court and mock trial.

While districts facing tight budgets and policy pressures have been forced to
limit the availability of non-academic school activities in favor of more math and
reading, wealthier districts have expanded their extracurricular program offerings.
Walt Whitman High School in Bethesda, Maryland serves students in a suburb of the
nation’s capital, where median household income is approximately three times the
national average; there, students can choose from 26 boys’ and girls’ sports
programs, 89 different clubs, seven different chorus programs, and seven band or
orchestra programs (Kronholz 2012). Just miles away, in Washington D.C.’s public
schools, students enjoy a small fraction of these opportunities. I noticed similar
dichotomies in my own observations. For example, the under-funded school
discussed in Chapter 5 that did not have a baseball field on campus and served
primarily Black and Latino students was located in an urban area, but just a few
miles away was the wealthiest and Whitest school where I observed events. There,
playing fields surrounding the newly-renovated building included two separate
baseball fields, so that baseball and softball event could be held simultaneously, not
to mention a football field, lacrosse field, soccer field and six tennis courts.
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Much of the disparity in extracurricular program availability across school
districts is due to the longstanding practice of funding public schooling through local
property taxes, which support approximately 50% of public elementary and
secondary education spending in the United States. However, funding disparities
aren’t merely based on differences in local funding; a 2015 report by the U.S.
Department of Education revealed that 23 states allocate fewer dollars per pupil to
school districts serving higher percentages of students in poverty (National Center
for Education Statistics 2015).

Unfortunately, as less wealthy school districts have sought creative ways to
overcome their budget deficits while maintaining core academic instruction, many
measures have further exacerbated the inequity of extracurricular opportunities.
‘Pay to play’ is one such practice. The widespread implementation of ‘pay to play’
policies have made getting the most out of public schooling a significant expense for
many families. The Backpack Index, an annual survey of costs associated with
secondary education, recently estimated that parents will spend an average of
$1,124 per high school student on fees, equipment and other costs associated with
extracurricular activities, and these expenses have risen over the past decade
(Communities in Schools 2017). By forcing families to pay out of pocket to enroll
their children in athletic, performing arts, and other nonacademic programs, school
districts effectively restrict participation in these activities to those who can afford
the added expenses. Thus, even when ‘pay to play’ is implemented in districts
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serving primarily wealthy families, districts like Shelton, Connecticut, it is the least
well-off students whose extracurricular opportunities are curtailed.

Private fundraising is another strategy many school districts rely on to
overcome funding shortfalls, and modern technology is facilitating such efforts. A
search of the website GoFundMe.com, the nation’s most popular online
crowdfunding platform, for the term “public school” returns more than 49,000
active fundraising campaigns, while searching for “school district” returns more
than 19,000 campaigns. One such fundraising effort seeks $20,000 to support the
Hattiesburg High Tigers, the varsity baseball team at the public high school in
Hattiesburg, Mississippi (GoFundMe 2018). In 2016, the Hattiesburg Public School
District was forced to cut back on extracurricular spending, eliminating the travel
budget that had allowed athletes, performing artists and club members to compete
in tournaments across the country. At the time, Hattiesburg High School Principal
Jermaine Brown expressed hope that the missing funds might be made up by the
only remaining source available: the local community. "If funds could be raised by
the community, supporters, parents, the district would support that,” he told
reporters at the time (Ciurczak 2016). Two years later, this reliance on community
has apparently become a regular practice, as evidenced by the school’s numerous
GoFundMe pages, but it is not filling the gap. Relying primarily on a community in
which the average household income is approximately one half the national average
and the poverty rate is nearly 40%, private fundraising has proven difficult. This
year, the baseball team has raised just $680 of their lofty goal in five months. In
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contrast, for districts serving wealthy families, private fundraising can be far more
successful, leading to an expansion of extracurricular opportunities. Reich (2012)
detailed how wealthy communities are able to establish and fund private
foundations to support their local schools, often supplementing district budgets by
millions of dollars per year.

In short, federal and state education policies, combined with common
practices underfunded districts rely on to address budget deficits, have made
extracurricular programs less accessible to students of lower socioeconomic
statuses over the past several decades. Meanwhile, districts and communities that
can afford to expand such offerings have often done so. The result has been a
widening of the extracurricular gap, as revealed by analysis of the 2002 NELS and
similar earlier longitudinal studies conducted by the National Education
Association. Snellman, Silva, Frederick, and Putnam (2014), examined the rates of
participation in extracurricular activities by socioeconomic status from 1972
through 2002 using these data sets. They split their analysis between sports
participation and other extracurriculars, like performing arts and clubs. For nonsports activities, they found that the percent of more privileged high school seniors
engaged in any extracurricular activity steadily increased over those four decades,
reaching a high of about 75 percent in 2002. Meanwhile, the percent of those of
lower socioeconomic statuses participating in these activities has fallen steadily
since 1964, to a low of only about 55 percent in 2002, a gap of 20 points. The
participation rates of high school seniors in scholastic sports programs displayed a
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similar trend. Participation among those of higher socioeconomic statuses rose
steadily from the time data was available in 1964 until 2002, when about half
participated in at least one sports program; but while participation of less privileged
students also rose between 1964 and 1988, it fell between 1988 and 2002, ending at
about 25 percent in that most recent available data, a gap for sports of about 25
points.189 Snellman and colleagues expressed concerns over these trends based on
the proven effects participation in extracurricular programs has on individuals’
educational and professional attainments, but my research has demonstrated that
these experiences are also essential in the formation of civic predispositions,
especially for less-advantaged Americans. In a cruel irony, it is those whose civic
lives are most enhanced by participation in extracurricular activities who are least
likely to participate, largely because they attend schools where fewer programs are
available. As a whole, our educational system appears to be misallocating resources,
investing to provide a privileged few with experiences that may ultimately be
inconsequential, while failing to ensure extracurricular programs are available to
those for whom they can do the most civic good.

It is likely that the large increase in female sports participation following the passage of Title
IX in 1972 accounted for most of the increase in sports participation witnessed prior to 1988.
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The Purpose of Public Education

The contrasting views asserted by the members of the Shelton City School
Board embody a longstanding debate regarding the purpose of public education in
the United States. Policymakers’ consummate focus on affecting economic growth,
employment and the success of businesses has led Marxist scholars (see, for
example, Bowles and Gintis 1976) and others (see, for example, Kincheloe, 1995) to
recognize the creation of a productive workforce as the primary aim and purpose of
public education. While some researchers, political scientists in particular, may
lament such focus, most policymakers view preparing young people to succeed
economically as the most important duty our schools must undertake; this was
certainly the perspective exhibited by Chairman Holden in Shelton. However,
America’s public schools have traditionally been viewed with a broader purpose,
one that conceives of complete citizens as not merely economically productive, but
also as productive participants in shaping the civic structures of their communities
and nation.

The mission statements of many schools expressly include the promotion of
active citizenship as a purpose of education. For example, City High School in
Tucson, Arizona asserts that students “engage with challenging academics and the
unique resources of our city and region in order to become active citizens and
responsible stewards or our world.”. A cursory review of high school mission
statements reveals that such direct assertions of focus on the encouragement of
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citizenship or civic participation are common (Quotescape, Inc. 2018). Indeed, the
constraints put upon schools’ abilities to pursue educational missions beyond core
academics sparked widespread local resistance to the No Child Left Behind Act.
Even as many policymakers have continued to view public schools as cogs in the
economic machine, it appears that some school officials, like Darlisa Ritter of
Shelton, understand that schools can are also important to America’s civic health.

The quantitative and qualitative data presented in the preceding chapters
has demonstrated just how effectively public high schools can help to build an
engaged American citizenry. Furthermore, the most crucial scholastic experiences
may not be academic, instead taking place as students engage in nonacademic
activities, such as varsity sports, performing arts and service clubs. It is these
activities that students themselves often prize as the most valued aspects of their
high school experiences, and this research has demonstrated that the resulting
attitudes they form about themselves, their communities, and public institutions in
general often lead them to become politically active young adults. The interpretive
force of nonacademic activities suggests that the contrasting economic and civic
goals of public education are in direct conflict. Many of the extracurricular
programs that this research has shown to be effective at fostering civic
predispositions are expensive, not to mention time-consuming for students. It
thereby seems unavoidable that education policymakers must choose between
building workers and building citizens, and they are prioritizing the former.
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Recommendations for Educators and Policymakers

This research has isolated many specific ways schools can accomplish the
worthy goal of encouraging active citizenship. While the rates of participation in
extracurriculars presented above are telling, participation alone is not enough to
create civic predispositions. To most effectively encourage active citizenship, and
voter turnout specifically, public high schools must not only make present students
with nonacademic opportunities to explore their interests, they must ensure that
students are recognized for their efforts and connected to their communities in the
process. By the same token, based on these criteria, it may be that opportunities to
build up young citizens are not isolated to the performance and service-based
activities that were the focus on this research.

The research presented in Chapters 3 and 4 showed that performance and
service-based activities were effective at encouraging later voter participation,
primarily because participants in these programs take pride in their efforts and are
connected to their communities. This pride is based on the recognition
participation can bring students; it is based on their elevated statuses, the
responsibility of representing their schools and towns, the positive feedback they
receive, and the connections to community they build. Teachers, school
administrators and other adult members of school communities have essential roles
to play in promoting and recognizing the efforts these participants make, both
formally and informally. In my own interviews and observations, I heard and saw of
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numerous instances in which experiences in performance-based activities in
particular fell short of their potential: the home baseball game held off campus, the
poorly-attended choral performances, and the under-recognized engineering team,
to name a few. In many cases, transforming these into dignifying and inspiring
interpretive experiences would take only minor changes to the ways schools
promote events, honor participants and interact with local communities.

Performance and service-based extracurriculars were demonstrated to be
effective predictors of voter turnout in this research because participants commonly
have significant interpretive experiences in these programs, but there is little reason
that other nonacademic scholastic activities, including some assessed in this
research like hobby and vocational clubs, cannot also prove effective venues for the
cultivation of civic predispositions, if administered correctly. In my qualitative
work, I took note of missed opportunities to make nonacademic experiences more
significant and inspiring. For example, the art show that accompanied the concert
described in Chapter 4 demonstrates how other students’ efforts can be showcased
alongside popular performance events; nevertheless, the experience would have
had more interpretive force had the artists been able to present their work and
receive direct praise and recognition. Similarly, interpretive experiences need not
be limited to activities that take place after school through extracurricular
programs; young people who take active roles in other aspects of their schools, from
helping in school libraries to tutoring fellow students, could and should also be
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more actively honored, informally and especially formally, by adults in school
communities.

Like so many other issues in education, more money is essential to
maximizing the positive interpretive experiences students have at high school.
Successful provision of activities like sports and band require significant
expenditures on equipment, uniforms and playing fields. Even less costly activities,
like the clubs examined in this research, can require relatively small increases in
expenditures in order to effectively create interpretive experiences for students.
Clubs need resources to travel, purchase supplies, and promote and market their
efforts within school and local communities. As revealed in Chapter 4, funding is
crucial not only because it is spent to enhance activities themselves, but because
student participants commonly interpret the value of their efforts based on the
funding they receive.

Of course, no educator and few policymakers relish the difficult budgetary
choices they must make. Resources are limited in all but the wealthiest districts,
and decisionmakers cannot possibly meet every request for dollars. For this reason,
it is essential that available money for extracurricular programs is spent wisely, to
produce the greatest positive interpretive effects for the most students. It is also
important for administrators and teachers to seek out cost-free opportunities to
instill positive interpretations. The lessons regarding recognition and connections
to communities derived from my examinations of costly performance-based
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extracurriculars can be applied to other, cheaper scholastic activities. Adults in
school communities should be instructed in the important roles they can play in
these efforts, through both their official duties and their informal interactions with
students. For example, just as teachers should always know about the
extracurricular pursuits of their students, and administrators should develop more
rigorous systems to promote and recognize extracurricular events and
accomplishments, teachers and administrators should also seek ways to similarly
recognize the interests and contributions of students who do not join after-school
teams or clubs. The more students are provided with specialized roles within their
school communities, opportunities to build feelings of pride and efficacy, the more
students can have positive interpretive experiences at high school.

Recommendations for Further Research

The data and analyses presented in this work have revealed important
information about the specific types of educational experiences that foster active
citizenship among young Americans. In doing so, I have exposed nearly as many
questions as I have answered. Most notably, the investigations of the critical effects
hypothesis presented in Chapter 5 tend to confirm the presence of critical effects,
especially for the divides based on socioeconomic status and educational
attainment, but at the same time suggest several avenues of further research. These
unclear findings are important to unravel theoretically both because they will
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suggest additional nonacademic experiences that can have strong interpretive
effects and because they will add detail to scholars’ and policymakers’ knowledge of
the characteristics of interpretive educational experiences in general. In many
cases, important interpretive activities were suggested by my quantitative
assessments, but my qualitative samples simply lacked data to explore them
sufficiently. Thus, several further questions have been raised that deserve further
investigation: How do participation rates in band specifically, separate from chorus,
differ across socioeconomic classes, and how do student experiences in band vary,
based on funding as well as incorporation into local community events? Why are
Asian young Americans so significantly impacted by their experiences as varsity
athletes, especially when Latinos, who also often live in immigrant minority
communities, are not? In contrast, why is participation in hobby clubs such a strong
predictor of voter turnout for young Latinos, but not for Asians or students of any
other race? As discussed previously, I suspect that something is happening in Latino
cultural clubs that leads members to the polls, but what? Turning to differences by
gender, why is varsity sports participation such a powerful predictor of voting
among young women, while it appears to have far weaker and more inconsistent
effects on young men? At the same time, males are more significantly impact by
participation in performing arts programs than are females; why do the gendered
effects of these two forms of performance-based activities vary?

Despite any remaining mysteries, this project has added much needed depth
and detail to political scientists’ understandings of the connection between
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education and political participation. Scholars have long relied on a narrow
conception of the effects of educational experiences, based on educational
attainment. Ultimately, the use of educational attainment as a variable representing
the civic force of schooling prizes convenience over theoretical rigor. Nevertheless,
this research has shown that there is a strong link between educational attainment
and the interpretive nature of students’ experiences during high school, when
lasting civic predispositions are most often formed. For this reason, the widespread
use of educational attainment in models of participation may not be as problematic
as I had initially feared. Still, researchers would be well advised to adopt more
comprehensive theoretical pictures of the ways in which education fosters political
participation, namely through interpretive experiences, as well as to keep in mind
the remarkable variance in Americans’ secondary educational experiences, both
across schools and across individuals. In many cases, understanding the origins of
an individual’s participatory habits requires more than a mere quantitative
accounting of his or her highest degree; it requires qualitative information about the
specific experiences he or she had as a student and the reactions and interpretations
those experiences engendered.

“What is the purpose of education?” Eleanor Roosevelt once asked (Roosevelt
1930). Mrs. Roosevelt believed that schools should be structured to teach young
Americans about their roles as citizens and demonstrate the value of civic
engagement. This research has demonstrated that American public high schools are
well positioned to fulfill this mission.
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APPENDIX A
THE NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF 2002

The 2002 National Educational Longitudinal Study (NELS) focuses on the
experiences of 16,197 young people, the primary respondents. Also included in the
NELS data are surveys completed by the respondents’ parents, teachers, librarians,
and school administrators, as well as an assessment of the quality and maintenance
of respondents’ school facilities. Respondents were first surveyed in 2002, when
they were in the 10th grade; these same respondents were surveyed again in 2004,
when most were high school seniors, to further document their high school
experiences, and in 2006 and 2012, to detail their educational, employment and
community lives after high school. The primary dependent variables employed
throughout my analysis of the NELS data are the respondents’ self-reported voting
behavior as surveyed in 2006, two years after most had graduated high school; to
examine the lasting influence of high school experiences, I also use similar measures
from the round of surveys conducted in 2012, when respondents were in their midtwenties. At each of these times, respondents were asked whether they had voted in
a state or local election over the previous two years, and whether they had voted in
the most recent presidential election, the elections of 2004 and 2008, respectively.
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEWS

To be eligible for interviews, interviewees were required to be at least 18
years old, American citizens, and have graduated from American public high school
within the previous year. Flyer solicitations for interviews were posted on
community bulletin boards at businesses, public buildings, the University of
Massachusetts Amherst, and other colleges and universities in Western
Massachusetts. Snowballing was also used to promote participation; following each
interview, interviewees were asked to help disseminate information about my study
to other eligible potential participants through word of mouth and social media.
Interviews took place in single sittings and lasted between 20 and 50 minutes;
interviewees were compensated with gift cards in exchange for their participation.

Before asking interviewees about their high school experiences, I gathered
some basic information on interviewees’ backgrounds; the text of those questions
and the responses provided are summarized in Table 2.1 below190. While
interviewees were not intended to form a representative sample of American high
school graduates, some interesting demographic disparities in my sample are worth

Also included in this introductory set of questions were confirmations of interviewees’
eligibility for participation in this study; all interviewees responded that they were over 18
years old, citizens of the United States, and had graduated high school with the past year.
190
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noting. Most striking is the disproportionate number of females who responded to
solicitations for interviews; the number of Asian or Indian-American respondents
was also slightly higher than might have been expected under a representative
sample. Importantly, there is no theoretical reason to believe that females or young
people of Asian backgrounds would respond differently to their high school
experiences than would their demographic counterparts. These disparities were
likely based on my use of snowballing to advertise my study; female interviewees
and those of Asian background are more likely to be exposed to social networks that
are disproportionately made up of individuals who are also female or of Asian
ancestry. Also notable was that all interviewees reported plans to attend a fouryear college or university, though some had not formalized these plans; while a
large majority of American high school graduates do go on to study at
postsecondary institutions191, it is important to consider this disparity in my
analysis. 192

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, a division of the Department of Labor, 69.2%
of 2015 high school graduates were enrolled in a postsecondary institution as of October 2015
(U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015). In addition, a small but significant portion of high school
graduates delay postsecondary enrollment; the overall portion of contemporary American high
school graduates who go on to postsecondary education is likely closer to three in four.
192 As described in Chapter 1 and demonstrated in the chapters that follow, there is reason to
believe that young Americans who have dignifying experiences at high school develop positive
impressions of public institutions that encourage both electoral participation and postsecondary
enrollment; further attention is paid to the differences between those citizens who go on to
postsecondary education and those who do not in Chapter 5. My interviews, requiring a face-toface interaction in an official format and sponsored by a large public university, is in many ways
akin to voting, an example of the type of activity that those who do not have uplifting high school
experiences are more likely to avoid. Somewhat ironically, the lack of participation in my study
by high school graduates who do not plan on pursuing postsecondary educations provides
implicit support for how high school experiences inform young Americans’ desires to be active
in public institutions after graduating.
191
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Table B.1 – Interviewee Responses to Demographic Questions
Type of Public High School193:
Town/City Public

38

Public Charter
Were You Born in the United States?

3

Yes

31

No
How Would You Describe Your Race?

8

White

24

Black/African-American

3

Latino/Hispanic

3

Asian/Indian-American
How Would You Describe Your Gender?

11

Male

11

Female
How Would You Describe Your Family’s Financial Situation?

30

Lower/Lower-Middle/Working/Low Income

10

Middle

20

Upper/Upper-Middle/Wealthy

11
N = 41

While interviews were formatted as open-ended conversations, all
interviews were based around a common theme: interviewees’ high school
experiences and their reactions to those experiences. My questions were divided
between scholastic experiences, the stimuli that I theorize can lead to a civic

Note that interviewees were asked to identify the specific high schools they attended;
interviewees were asked “From what high school did you graduate?” Interviewees were also
asked to identify any other schools they had attended during 9th through 12th grade and include
experiences from all high schools attended in the questions that followed. This question was
crucial to ensure that interviewees had indeed attended public, as opposed to private, high
schools. Names of specific schools attended are withheld to protect privacy, but differences in
school demographics and other relevant factors are taken into account in my analysis.
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predisposition, and connections to community and government, the evidence of a
civic predisposition. Table 2.2 presents a standard set of questions asked to
interviewees; however, the focus of each interview depended greatly on the
experiences each interviewee reported, and I frequently asked interviewees to
clarify or expand on particular responses or issues. I also commonly asked
interviewees what they thought or how they felt about particular experiences,
though I was careful not to steer interviewees toward particular responses.

Table B.2 – Standard Questions Posed to Interviewees194
Scholastic Experiences
Question 1

Overall, how would you rate your high school
experience?
Did you enjoy going to school?
Did you have school pride?

Question 2

Overall, do you think that students at your
school were respectful toward teachers and
other school officials?
Were the teachers and other school officials
respectful toward the students?

Question 3

Do you feel that you were generally respected
and appreciated by your fellow students? By
teachers and school officials?

Question 4

Do you believe that some students at your
school were more respected and appreciated by
the students than others? By teachers and
other school officials?

Question 5

What personal accomplishments were you most
proud of as a student?
Do you believe that other members of your
school community were aware of your
achievements?

Question wording varied. Not all interviewees were asked all questions or all parts of each
question; additional questions were asked as warranted by interviewee responses. The order of
question topics was as presented, and I was careful to allow interviewees to respond fully before
moving on to the next question.
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Question 6

What types of extracurricular activities did you
participate in while attending high school, if
any?

Question 7

Did you ever win an award through your
school?

Question 8

Were you aware of students who played for
your school sports teams?

Question 9

Were you aware of students who participated in
school performances such as plays, musicals,
band or chorus?

Question 10

Did you get into trouble while at school?
If so, do you feel that you were treated fairly by
teachers and other school officials?

Question 11

Did you ever skip school?
Do you believe that skipping was a frequent and
significant problem at your school?
Connections to Community and Government

Question 12

Do you believe that your high school was an
important part of your local community?

Question 13

Do you believe members of your local
community were aware of your achievements at
school? Of the achievements of other students
at your school?

Question 14

Based on your experiences, accomplishments
and role at your high school, do you believe you
have any obligations to your local community as
an adult?

Question 15

Do you believe that you can make a difference
in your community? In your country?
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APPENDIX C
OBSERVATIONS

I observed a variety of events that offer opportunities for students to
demonstrate their talents, receive public recognition for their accomplishments, and
connect to their communities. Observations were conducted at high schools that
varied greatly in terms of spending per pupil, opportunities offered to students, and
the demographic and socioeconomic backgrounds of the student populations195.
Observations were conducted at a variety of boys’ and girls’ varsity interscholastic
athletic events, including baseball games, softball games, lacrosse games, volleyball
games, and tennis matches. I also observed artistic performances, such as school
plays and concerts, and other school events, including art shows, awards
ceremonies and assemblies. During my observations, I paid special attention to how
school events connect young people to their communities and publicly honor their
accomplishments. I also had informal conversations with several high school
principals; these meetings were necessary to secure access to school events that
were not open to the public, but they were also important opportunities to learn
more about the ways schools honor students’ achievements and link students to
their communities.

Names of specific schools observed are withheld to protect privacy, but differences in school
demographics, opportunities offered, and other relevant factors are taken into account in my
analysis.
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APPENDIX D
REGRESSIONS UNDER FULL NELS SAMPLE

Table D.1 - Attitudes by Sports Participation, Regressions under Full Sample196
Helping
Community
Varsity

.043***
(.011)
n = 10983

Active and
Informed Citizen

.031***
(.012)
n = 10984

Patriotism

.135***
(.014)
n = 10955

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant. Finally, the sample size for each regression
is listed in italics at the bottom of each cell. Note that only results for independent variables of
interest are featured; each cell displays results from a distinct model of voting. Control variables
representing respondents’ home literary resources, parents’ educational attainment, discussion
of current events with parents, and two measures of socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and
one from 2004, were also included in each model.
196
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Table D.2 – Voting by Extracurricular Participation, Logit Regressions under Full Sample197
Voting in State
or Local
Elections 2006

Voting in 2004
Presidential
Election

Voting in State
or Local
Elections 2012

Voting in 2008
Presidential
Election

School Play or
Musical

.363***
(.060)
.089
n = 9924

.356***
(.061)
.086
n = 9908

.309***
(.062)
.076
n = 8508

.307***
(.070)
.065
n = 8504

School Band or
Chorus

.258***
(.051)
.064
n = 9934

.231***
(.052)
.057
n = 9918

.108**
(.054)
.026
n = 8513

.199***
(.058)
.043
n = 8509

.040
(.062)

-.016
(.063)

.004
(.066)

.199***
(.073)

n = 9889

n = 9873

n = 8482

n = 8478

.106*
(.060)
.026
n = 9908

.096
(.061)

.039
(.067)

n = 9892

.167**
(.064)
.041
n = 8496

n = 8493

Hobby Clubs

Vocational Clubs

Academic Clubs

Service Clubs

.112**
(.050)
.028
n = 9907

.035
(.050)

.018
(.052)

.072
(.057)

n = 9891

n = 8496

n = 8492

.207***
(.052)
.051
n = 9896

.187***
(.052)
.046
n = 9880

.151***
(.054)
.037
n = 8479

.265***
(.060)
.057
n = 8475

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant; changes in predicted probabilities for those
effects found to be statistically significant are listed in italics below standard errors. Finally, the
sample size for each regression is listed in italics at the bottom of each cell. Note that only
results for independent variables of interest are featured; each cell displays results from a
distinct model of voting. Control variables representing respondents’ scores on a standardized
reading test, respondents’ home literary resources, parents’ educational attainment, discussion
of current events with parents, and two measures of socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and
one from 2004, were also included in each model.
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Table D.3 – Attitudes by Extracurricular Participation, Regressions under Full Sample198
Helping
Community

Active and
Informed Citizen

Patriotism

School Play or
Musical

.079***
(.016)
n = 10959

.067***
(.016)
n = 10960

-.017
(.019)
n = 10933

School Band or
Chorus

.078***
(.013)
n = 10973

.036***
(.014)
n = 10974

-.002
(.016)
n = 10945

Hobby Clubs

.063***
(.017)
n = 10924

.062***
(.017)
n = 10926

-.031
(.020)
n = 10902

Vocational Clubs

.047***
(.016)
n = 10941

.016
(.016)
n = 10944

.088***
(.019)
n = 10916

Academic Clubs

.078***
(.013)
n = 10939

.075***
(.013)
n = 10940

-.005
(.016)
n = 10917

Service Clubs

.176***
(.014)
n = 10934

.105***
(.014)
n = 10973

.026
(.016)
n = 10910

Results are displayed as follows; coefficients for each independent variable of interest are
listed first; standard errors are listed within parentheses below coefficients; p-values are
marked using * for results that are better than 90% significant, ** for those better than 95%
significant, *** for those better than 99% significant. Finally, the sample size for each regression
is listed in italics at the bottom of each cell. Note that only results for independent variables of
interest are featured; each cell displays results from a distinct model of voting. Control variables
representing respondents’ home literary resources, parents’ educational attainment, discussion
of current events with parents, and two measures of socioeconomic status, one from 2002 and
one from 2004, were also included in each model.
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